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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of 
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National 
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

The December ISM manufacturing number showed continued strength, 
coming in at an expansionary level of 57.0 as a boost in orders pushed 
factories to increase production. This report represents the strongest new 
orders figure since April of 2010 according to Bloomberg, and gains can 
likely be attributed to recovering developed economies worldwide and a 
resurgence of business investment in the U.S., both of which will continue 
to act as tailwinds for the manufacturing sector. 

The Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index picked up in 
December as stronger hiring numbers boosted economic expectations for 
2014, particularly with regards to consumer spending. After a 72.0 
November release the index now stands at 78.1, the highest year-end 
report since 2007. The rise in home values has also contributed to 
consumer confidence. The S&P/Case-Shiller home price report on 
Tuesday noted that home values across 20 U.S. cities rose a 
booming13.6% year over year in October after a similar gain of 13.3% 
year over year in September. Inventory continues to be a price boost for 
U.S. homes as the amount of foreclosed homes available falls, despite 
mortgage rates rising. 

U.S. companies are helping economists and consumers lean towards 
optimism in 2014, Ford, GM, and Apple among them. Ford (F) 
announced in December that it will add 5,000 new jobs in Dearborn, 
Michigan, and expects spending in North America to increase next year. 
Apple (AAPL), in addition to building a new plant in Mesa, Arizona, is 
making a point to announce that its new Mac Pro computer is now 
available for order and is being built in Austin, Texas with U.S.-made 
components.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 12.27.13 1.3.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.07% 0.07% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.40% 0.41% 0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.74% 1.73% -0.01%

10-Year Treasury 3.02% 3.01% -0.01%

30-Year Treasury 3.94% 3.93% -0.01%
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After a sharp rise in interest rates last week, U.S. Treasuries finished the 
week mostly unchanged.  Over the past two weeks, yields on the 10-year 
note reached a high of 3.00% on several occasions, the steepest level in 
almost two years.  At these levels, many strategists feel Treasuries have 
already priced in an improving U.S. economy, with the only thing that 
could cause a paradigm shift in market expectations being a weaker-
than-expected jobs report next Friday.  Meanwhile, new European Union 
rules will require S&P, Moody’s and other credit rating agencies to make 
public the dates on which they review a country’s rating.  Specifically, the 
regulation requires ratings companies to submit a 12-month calendar to 
regulators showing when they plan to publish solicited and unsolicited 
sovereign ratings. These new rules are part of a number of increased 
regulations on the agencies after eurozone officials noted they 
exacerbated the region’s debt crisis by downgrading the ratings of 
struggling countries at critical moments.  With respect to legal liability, 
investors and credit issuers will be able to claim damages from a ratings 
company if they suffer losses because of malpractice or gross negligence 
in the drawing up of assessments. However, although intended to make 
the ratings process more transparent, some policymakers warn countries 
might try to game the new system by delaying bad news until just after 
the pre-scheduled review dates.  Based on the new regulations, ratings 
firms will only be able to make changes outside the pre-set timetable in 
extreme cases, including a significant change in a country’s financial 
stability.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

Year to Date Change

Issue 12.27.13 1.3.14 Change

Dow Jones 16,478.41 16,469.99 -0.05%

S&P 500 1,841.40 1,831.37 -0.54%

NASDAQ 4,156.59 4,131.91 -0.59% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

Russell 1000 Growth 859.23 854.84 -0.51%

S&P MidCap 400 1336.3 1,333.78 -0.19%

Russell 2000 1161.08 1,156.06 -0.43%

MSCI EAFE 1,885.14 1,894.74 0.51%

MSCI Small Cap 202.12 205.25 1.55%
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital 
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Wolfe  Trahan.
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The stock market finished the year on Tuesday at record highs only to 
open lower at the start of trading for 2014.  During the past week the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average closed at 16,469.99, finishing the week lower by 
0.05%.  The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week at 1,831.37, lower 
by 0.55% on the week. The NASDAQ Composite finished lower by 0.59% 
and closed the week out at 4,131.91.

The new year brings with it a new outlook for stocks and Apple (AAPL) 
started the year down almost 2% dragging down the NASDAQ 
Composite Index on the first day of trading.  One analyst cited concerns 
over the sustainability of the gross profit margin of the iPhone and iPad.  
Apple has also been facing tough competition from Samsung with their 
lower end product lines and Android devices.  Apple fell further on Friday 
and closed out the week down 3.4% at $540.98/per share.

Contrary to Apple, Bank of America (BAC) started the year higher by over 
3% on Thursday while the banking sector fell by 0.50%.  The company 
received several positive comments from analysts about the long-term 
prospect for growth.  BAC has an asset sensitive balance sheet so as the 
consumer and economy improves so too will the balance sheet of the 
company.  The announcement by the Fed to begin the tapering process 
is also seen as a positive for all banks. Bank of America was up almost 
another 2% on Friday and finished the week at $16.41 a share or up 
4.7% for the week.

International equities were also down to start the year with all major 
indices across Europe and Asia starting the year out in negative territory.  
Specific countries rose on Friday, however, the sentiment was to the 
downside.   China started the new year negative both Thursday and 
Friday over growing concerns about the financial stability of the country.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

Year to Date Change

Issue Previous Week Current1
Change

Gold 1,214.63 1,236.77 1.82%

Crude Oil Futures 100.15 94.22 -5.92%

Copper 338.40 335.15 -0.96%

Sugar 16.43 16.08 -2.13%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index 1,195.79 1,195.80 0.00%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 1,158.58 1,223.52 5.61% Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

HFRX Equity Market Neutral 955.75 952.70 -0.32%

HFRX Event Driven 1,572.52 1,572.44 -0.01%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage 1,567.36 1,568.93 0.10%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index 127.61 124.91 -2.12%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT 157.04 155.99 -0.67%
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Crude oil was trading around $95 a barrel on Friday, dropping nearly 6% 
this week due to the impact of a strengthening dollar, along with 
fluctuating expectations regarding global supplies. On Thursday, crude 
lost nearly $3, which marked the biggest one-day drop since November 
of 2012. Crude has dropped sharply since closing above $100 a barrel 
last Friday for the first time since October. The recovery in the U.S. 
economy, the world’s largest oil consumer, has supported commodity 
prices with expectations of rising demand. This bright outlook has also 
raised expectations of the Federal Reserve continuing to shrink its 
stimulus program, thereby boosting the value of the dollar making 
commodities such as gold  which are priced in dollars more expensive for 
buyers. The steep dip in prices earlier this week was also partly 
attributed to expectations of a production increase at a Libyan oil field 
that could return 300,000 barrels of daily production to the global market. 
It was also announced that domestic crude inventories moved down 
during the week ended December 27th. The U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) in its weekly crude oil report stated that U.S. 
commercial crude inventories decreased 7 million barrels to 360.60 
million barrels last week, however, this inventory level is still above the 
upper limit of the average range for this time of year.

Gold is headed for its best weekly climb since October on speculation 
demand will increase in Asia, the largest consuming region, prompting 
investors to reverse bearish bets.  This increase was a nice start to the 
year for gold as the metal dropped 28% in 2013, its largest annual 
decline in 32 years. Analysts, however, cautioned the recent upward 
momentum in the early days this year may only last a few weeks due to 
index rebalancing and that the metal could record another drop in value 
in 2014.

Hedge funds closed gold's worst year in decades by cutting their long 
positions in the metal and increasing their shorts to near-record levels. 
According to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), net-
long bets on the precious metal dropped nearly 3% in the week ended 
December 17th. Short interest gained over 1%, bringing it near July's 
record. Gold wasn't the only commodity to have a tough 2013, but 
investors remain bullish on the others, with net-long positions across 18 
commodities rising 8.5% in the week to December 17, to a nearly two-
month high.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request.

120 North LaSalle Street, 37th Floor
Chicago, Illinois  60602
312.223.0270 direct
312.223.0276 fax
www.mainstreetadv.com



Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of 
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National 
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

French unemployment bumped up 0.1% to reach a level of 10.9%, the 
highest in over 16 years. President Francois Hollande continues to see 
low approval ratings while his “top political priority,” the unemployment 
rate, continues to climb. The rate of increase is slowing, which could 
indicate a turnaround in 2014, but the young unemployed segment is still 
a very high 24.5%.

The employment data in the United States was also disappointing as 
Friday’s report showed total payroll jobs increasing by 74,000, far under 
consensus of 200,000, which could induce a reconsideration of the Fed’s 
decision to continue tapering back the quantitative easing program. This 
came as a surprise after a positive ADP private employment report earlier 
in the week. The cold weather likely had an effect as construction jobs fell 
in December but holiday retail employment more than offset this drop, 
meaning more employment subcategories had lower hiring numbers 
during the month. This report comes after a very positive November 
revised figure of 241,000 and 200,000 in October, so this could likely be a 
weather-related anomaly followed by a January bounce back. The 
unemployment rate fell significantly to 6.7% from 7.0% which on the 
surface appears to be positive, but in fact is almost entirely a result of the 
U.S. labor force dropping by 347,000. 

A more favorable release was the November trade balance report. 
Exports rose 0.9% and imports dropped 1.4% to bring the trade balance 
to $-34.3 billion, down from $-39.3 billion in the previous release and far 
surpassing the consensus estimate of $-39.9 billion. This is the most 
upbeat trade report since October of 2009, and the improvement can 
mostly be attributed to exports increasing and imports falling in 
petroleum, industrial supplies, and commercial aircraft. 
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 1.3.14 1.10.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.07% 0.05% -0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.40% 0.39% -0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.74% 1.64% -0.10%

10-Year Treasury 3.02% 2.88% -0.14%

30-Year Treasury 3.94% 3.80% -0.14%
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After muted moves earlier, U.S. Treasuries finished the week sharply 
higher after a jobs report released on Friday showed slower-than-
expected payroll growth.  Because the jobs report is one of the primary 
indicators the Federal Reserve uses to determine fiscal and monetary 
policy, any weakness fuels concerns the central bank will keep short-term 
rates lower for longer than previously believed.  Despite this surprise, 
most strategists continue to suggest the yield on the 10-year note should 
remain anchored between 2.8% and 3.0% in the short term, barring any 
unforeseen market events.   Meanwhile, the European Central Bank 
announced it would keep its benchmark interest rate at a record low of 
0.25%.  Borrowing testimony from Ben Bernanke, ECB president Mario 
Draghi said rates would “remain at present or lower levels for an 
extended period of time.”   With European economic growth and inflation 
at below target levels, he said risks for the Eurozone “remain on the 
downside” and the ECB is ready to “take further decisive action” to spur 
the weak recovery. Draghi refused to say the fight against Europe’s debt 
crisis is over, even as countries like Ireland and Portugal return to the 
debt market. Against this backdrop, some strategists expect further rate 
cuts as Draghi stressed the importance of maintaining a high degree of 
monetary accommodation along with ECB’s willingness to deliver further 
decisive action.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

Year to Date Change

Issue 1.3.14 1.10.14 Change

Dow Jones 16,469.99 16,437.05 -0.20%

S&P 500 1,831.37 1,842.37 0.60%

NASDAQ 4,131.91 4,174.66 1.03% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

S&P MidCap 400 1333.78 1,349.09 1.15%

Russell 2000 1156.06 1,164.53 0.73%

MSCI EAFE 1,894.74 1,892.69 -0.11%

MSCI EM 990.79 963.11 -2.79%
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital 
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Wolfe  Trahan.
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Domestic equity markets were mixed in the first full week of trading in the 
new year. A strong ADP employment report on Wednesday that showed 
an increase of 238,000 jobs for the month of December was contradicted 
on Friday by the government’s report showing only 74,000 jobs created in 
December. The markets were choppy on Friday as they tried to make 
sense of the conflicting jobs reports. The Dow Jones Industrial Average 
closed the week at 16,437.05 down 0.20% for the week. The broader 
S&P 500 ended the week up 0.60% at 1842.37. The NASDAQ Index was 
better for the week, rising 1.03%, to finish at 4174.66. 

European stocks ended higher on Friday and rose for the week. Data 
released on Friday showed that French industrial production rose a 
stronger-than-expected 1.3% in November. The European STOXX 600 
Index increased 0.7% from last Friday’s close. In Asia, the Nikkei Index 
declined slightly for the week to move just below the psychologically 
important 16,000 mark on Friday. The Shanghai Composite declined on 
the week as Chinese exports and China’s trade surplus both came in 
lower than expected hinting at continued economic weakness in the 
world’s second largest economy. 

Fourth quarter earnings season kicked off on Thursday after the close 
with Alcoa (AA) reporting disappointing results. Despite higher demand 
than the year ago period, Alcoa reported adjusted net income of 4 cents a 
share that missed consensus estimates of 6 cents a share mainly due to 
lower average aluminum prices. Alcoa sees demand rising around 7% in 
2014, driven by aerospace, automotive, and construction industries 
worldwide. The shares reacted negatively, selling off over 5% on Friday, 
retreating from a recent two-year high.  Retailers have been reporting 
mixed holiday results so far this season. Sears Holdings (SHLD) dropped 
over 13% on Friday after reporting a 7.4% decline in holiday season 
comparable sales. On the other hand Abercrombie & Fitch (ANF) moved 
almost 12% higher after raising its full year earnings forecast.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

Year to Date Change

Issue Previous Week Current1
Change

Gold 1,236.77 1,246.23 0.76%

Crude Oil Futures 94.22 92.78 -1.53%

Copper 335.15 334.25 -0.27%

Sugar 16.08 15.57 -3.17%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index 1,195.80 1,199.07 0.27%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 1,223.52 1,168.23 -4.52% Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

HFRX Equity Market Neutral 952.70 952.40 -0.03%

HFRX Event Driven 1,572.44 1,583.58 0.71%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage 1,568.93 1,567.75 -0.08%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index 124.91 123.64 -1.02%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT 155.99 157.58 1.02%
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Gold rose on Friday as the dollar came off seven-week highs, while 
investors awaited U.S. nonfarm payrolls data for clues over the state of 
the world’s largest economy. In wider markets, the dollar eased up 
against a basket of currencies, making dollar-denominated gold less 
expensive for holders of other currencies. Analysts expect the U.S. 
currency could easily rebound if data continues to support an improving 
U.S. economic outlook. The precious metal lost 28% of its value last 
year, ending a 12-year bull run, as worries over a stimulus cut prompted 
investors to shift money elsewhere, mainly to equities. Analysts' 
forecasts remain subdued and expectations are mostly for another drop 
in gold prices this year. Bank of America Merrill Lynch cut its 2014 
average price forecast to $1,150 an ounce, citing an uncertain macro-
economic environment along with lack of investment demand. Barclay’s 
stated that they expect the metal’s price to average around $1,205 an 
ounce in the coming year, mostly due to a macro backdrop of modest 
growth, fewer tail risks, and a stronger dollar increasing the scope for 
further disinvestment.

Crude oil pulled away from six-month lows during early trading on Friday, 
supported by upbeat Chinese import data, although expectations for 
further tapering to the Federal Reserve’s stimulus program weighed on 
the markets. The Fed’s economic stimulus measures have helped 
support the outlook for energy demand and provided support for oil 
prices. Crude found support after data showed that China’s crude 
imports rose by 13% from a year earlier to a record 6.31 million barrels 
per day in December. China is the world’s second biggest oil consumer. 
The ongoing unrest at Libyan ports seized by protesters also helped 
support crude prices, although exports from those ports could resume by 
the weekend. Libya is now reportedly producing about 650,000 barrels of 
oil a day, about half of normal capacity, though up from 100,000 barrels a 
day produced in 2013 when protesters disrupted operations in key oil 
fields. 

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Jan 2nd Construction Spending, Nov. Monthly Chg.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of 
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National 
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

Retails sales were positive in December, suggesting a stronger presence 
of a healthier consumer than the previous jobs report would suggest. 
Retail sales bumped up 0.2% versus a consensus of no change after a 
0.4% upward move in November. The number would have been 
significantly higher if not for motor vehicles, including parts, dropping 
1.8%, erasing all gains in this sector from November. December retail 
sales actually climbed 0.7% when taking autos out of the equation. 

Inflation remained low in December with the exception of energy prices. 
Headline CPI in December climbed 0.3% while the core figure was up 
just 0.1%. The energy sector jumped 2.1%, but most other components 
gained modestly or fell slightly. Inflation remains low in general, with the 
December year-over-year number coming in at 1.5%, still significantly 
below the Fed’s target of 2%.

Housing starts fell in December by 9.8% after a major jump of 23.1% in 
November, but still gained 1.6% on a year-over-year basis. Overall 
housing permits dropped by 3.0%, suggesting a small rut in the growth of 
the housing sector, but much of this drop can be attributed to intensely 
cold temperatures and precipitation across the northern U.S. in 
December that halted some business activities. Construction activity is 
still positive in the housing sector but the slowdown in permits could 
indicate deceleration. 

Manufacturing in the U.S. is still strong as the December industrial 
production number came in up 0.3% during the month after a 1.1% rise in 
November, with the manufacturing component increasing 0.4%. This 
marks the fifth consecutive monthly manufacturing increase; industrial 
production in total marked a 3.7% increase from a year ago. This figure 
should contribute to a healthy fourth quarter  GDP, all other factors aside, 
and while employment numbers have seen recent weakness it seems the 
manufacturing sector is continuing to improve. 
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 1.10.14 1.17.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.05% 0.05% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.39% 0.40% 0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.64% 1.64% 0.00%

10-Year Treasury 2.88% 2.84% -0.04%

30-Year Treasury 3.80% 3.75% -0.05%
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After gains earlier in the week, U.S. Treasuries finished the week 
modestly lower after a series of better-than-expected economic reports 
suggested strength in the ongoing economic recovery.  In the short run, 
the Fed’s stimulus tapering plan remains the main driver in the bond 
markets.  Many strategists expect the central bank to announce $10 
billion in reductions at each of its policy meetings, with the program 
ending toward the end of this year.  Meanwhile, the long-term sell off in 
the muni market had a reprieve, as investors put a net $103 million into 
mutual funds in this sector for the week, breaking an almost eight-month 
redemption streak.  Redemptions surged in 2013 as market participants 
first reacted to rising interest rates, and later to credit worries caused by a 
combination of the Detroit bankruptcy, concerns over Chicago’s unfunded 
pension liabilities, and a weakening financial picture in Puerto Rico.  
However, expectations for the muni market have improved, as new 
issuance is forecast to remain subdued and higher tax rates are likely to 
attract investors back into this asset class.  A tax increase of 3.8% to fund 
Medicare for high-income earners along with a cutback in deductions are 
likely to influence investor’s decisions when considering after-tax returns.   
We continue to recommend munis with an emphasis on a defensive 
structure in the form of above-market coupons.  Our focus maturity range 
for yield curve positioning remains five to seven years, preferring  “A” 
rated GO and essential service revenue bonds. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

Year to Date Change

Issue 1.10.14 1.17.14 Change

Dow Jones 16,437.05 16,458.56 0.13%

S&P 500 1,842.37 1,838.70 -0.20%

NASDAQ 4,174.66 4,197.58 0.55% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

S&P MidCap 400 1349.09 1,347.81 -0.09%

Russell 2000 1164.53 1,168.43 0.33%

MSCI EAFE 1,892.69 1,916.40 1.25%

MSCI EM 963.11 974.65 1.20%
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital 
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Wolfe  Trahan.
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Mixed economic data and corporate earnings reports led to stock market 
volatility this week. The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index fell 179 
points on Monday only to rebound back 111 points on Tuesday. For the 
week, the Dow was up 21 points, or 0.1%, closing Friday at 
16,458.56.The broader S&P 500 Index declined 4 points, or 0.2% to end 
the week at 1,838.70, after reaching a record close level of 1848.38 on 
Wednesday. The NASDAQ Composite Index had the strongest 
performance  rising 0.5% for the week, to finish at 4,197.58.  

International stocks were mixed with strength in Europe and weakness in 
Asia. European stocks as measured by the STOXX 600 Index closed 
higher for the fifth straight day on Friday, reaching its highest closing level 
since January 2008. Retail sales in the UK jumped 2.6% in December, 
the biggest month-to- month rise since February 2010. Stocks in Asia 
were volatile this week. The Nikkei Index in Japan fell 3% on Tuesday 
after a three-day weekend as investors reacted negatively to the US jobs 
report and the yen’s strength weighed on export-oriented stocks. The 
index rebounded later in the week, but was still off 0.9% from last Friday’s 
close. China’s Shanghai Composite Index fell 0.4%. 

Corporate earnings were in full swing this week with reports out from 
Wells Fargo, GE, Schwab, Blackrock and Intel. Wells Fargo reported 
record earnings, despite a steep decline in mortgage origination fees. GE 
reported results in line with expectations, but the stock fell as industrial 
orders grew less than last quarter and overall margins were below the 
company’s target.  Stock market strength allowed Schwab and Blackrock 
to report revenues ahead of expectations.  Stabilization in the PC market 
helped Intel’s quarter, but management still guided for flat revenue and 
expenses in 2014.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

Year to Date Change

Issue Previous Week Current1
Change

Gold 1,246.23 1,253.36 0.57%

Crude Oil Futures 92.78 94.09 1.41%

Copper 334.25 334.30 0.01%

Sugar 15.57 15.22 -2.25%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index 1,199.07 1,202.22 0.26%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 1,168.23 1,171.91 0.32% Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

HFRX Equity Market Neutral 952.40 956.27 0.41%

HFRX Event Driven 1,583.58 1,589.51 0.37%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage 1,567.75 1,565.78 -0.13%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index 123.64 125.16 1.24%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT 157.58 160.72 1.99%
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West Texas Intermediate crude reached its highest point in two weeks 
amid speculation that U.S. unemployment and manufacturing data 
signaled the world’s biggest oil consumer will sustain its economic 
growth. Also this week, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) forecasted that global oil demand would increase by 
1.05 million barrels per day to 90.91 million barrels per day in 2014 over 
last year. However, OPEC still expects demand for crude to decline from 
growing supplies outside of its member countries, mainly from the U.S.

Listed real estate investment trusts (REITs) raised a total of $76.96 
billion of equity and debt last year, an amount that surpassed 2012’s 
prior record of $73.33 billion, according to the NAREIT. The 2013 
number included $46.22 billion of equity and $30.74 billion of debt. 
NAREIT reports that a total of $5.71 billion was raised in 19 initial public 
offerings (IPOs) during the year, the most since 2004, when $8.27 billion 
was raised in 29 IPOs. The overall size of the listed REIT industry also 
grew in 2013. The industry’s market capitalization increased to $670 
billion at the end of the year, up from $603 billion in 2012, and the 
number of companies in the FTSE NAREIT All REITs Index grew to 203, 
up from 172 companies at the end of 2012. The industry also continued 
to maintain a moderate level of leverage, with the debt ratio of the FTSE 
NAREIT All REITs Index at the end of the 2013 at  49.2%, approximately 
flat relative to its 48.8% level at the end of 2012.

Hedge funds suffered their biggest net outflows last month since the 
height of the financial crisis, as the SS&C GlobeOp Capital Movement 
Index fell 3.56% in December. The index, which measures net hedge 
fund subscriptions and redemptions, had its worst reading since 
September 2009.  December’s withdrawals all but wiped away last year’s 
net inflows into hedge funds, as the SS&C index rose just 0.16% for 
2013. The last month of the year usually sees large outflows within the 
industry, as investors move to rebalance their portfolios, but this past 
December’s redemptions were much higher than in December 2012, 
when the index dropped 2.61%. Analysts point to hedge funds’ 
substantial underperformance compared to the broader markets as a 
reason for increased withdrawals this year.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of 
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National 
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

It was a slow holiday week for U.S. economic releases. Existing home 
sales came back slightly from a weak November report, gaining 1.0% 
after a 4.3% November dip, settling at a level of 4.87 million homes. 
Available supply fell sharply to 4.6 months from a reading of 5.1 last 
month, indicating a significant tightening of supply which could lead to 
weak sales in the coming quarter. 

Winter weather has certainly been a factor for the U.S. housing market in 
recent months. This can be seen in the Architecture Billings Index, which 
fell across the northern states in December by over 4.5%. The colder 
weather so far in January could lead to further weakness in the index, 
which is still rolling off negative effects from the government shutdown. 
The Architecture Billings Index is a leading indicator of overall U.S. 
construction spending, so hopefully this factor will strengthen with warmer 
weather.

Chinese manufacturing PMI fell in January to a nominal 49.6% and 
seasonally-adjusted 48.5%. This suggests a coming slowdown in real 
GDP growth, an idea supported by Premier Li Keqiang. He stated that 
China could keep unemployment low and maintain order throughout the 
country with GDP growth levels of 7.2%.  Some analysts’ forecasts of 
Chinese GDP have fallen below 7% for 2014. Furthermore, there is a 
historical correlation between Chinese bank stocks and the 
manufacturing PMI index, and as bank stock prices run lower this could 
indicate further downward movement for manufacturing PMI in China. 
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 1.17.14 1.24.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.05% 0.04% -0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.39% 0.37% -0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.64% 1.58% -0.06%

10-Year Treasury 2.88% 2.75% -0.13%

30-Year Treasury 3.80% 3.64% -0.16%
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

For the third straight week, U.S. Treasuries finished higher, pushing the 
yield on the 10-year note to an eight-week low.  The trigger of the recent 
rally comes from a confluence of negative factors including declines in 
emerging market securities, growing concerns about the health of China’s 
economy and the country’s non-bank financial institutions, and a plunging 
peso in Argentina.  Because many strategists suggested earlier in the 
year that yields would trend higher, this rally caught many market 
participants off guard, with concerns now escalating the Fed might delay 
tapering its quantitative easing program.  Meanwhile, some bond 
investors are losing their aversion to illiquid parts of the corporate junk 
bond sector, as the extra yield buyers demand to own smaller 
denominations that trade infrequently dropped to 0.25% from 1.00%.  The 
lower premium for illiquid assets suggests managers are still willing to 
reach for yield to enhance returns, likely increasing expected volatility in 
the markets.  Because stricter banking regulations accelerated a decision 
by many bond dealers to reduce or eliminate using their own assets to 
facilitate trading, illiquid securities become more vulnerable to price 
swings when market sentiment deteriorates.  Against this backdrop, 
mutual fund managers forced to sell assets to meet withdrawal requests 
often accept weak bids since many large market-makers, driven out by 
the Volcker Rule, no longer participate in this arena.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

Year to Date Change

Issue 1.17.14 1.24.14 Change

Dow Jones 16,458.56 15,879.11 -3.52%

S&P 500 1,838.70 1,790.29 -2.63%

NASDAQ 4,197.58 4,128.17 -1.65% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

S&P MidCap 400 1347.81 1,314.07 -2.50%

Russell 2000 1168.43 1,144.13 -2.08%

MSCI EAFE 1,916.40 1,916.36 0.00%

MSCI EM 974.65 963.98 -1.09%

MainStreet Advisors
Financial Market Update

Stock Market Update

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital 
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Wolfe  Trahan.
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Stocks were weak across the board due to concerns about slowing 
growth in China and financial volatility in Latin America after the 
Argentinian central bank struggled to stem a decline in its international 
reserves.  The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index experienced two 
days in a row of triple digit losses, including a 318 point drop on Friday to 
close at 15,879.11, a five-week low and down 3.5% since last week. The 
broader S&P 500 Index finished the week 2.6% lower at 1,790.29. The 
NASDAQ Composite Index declined only 1.6% for the week to 4,128.17. 
All three indices are now lower year-to-date. The CBOE volatility index 
increased 18% on Friday.  

International stocks were also weak as China economic data 
disappointed and volatile currencies in Turkey and Argentina spooked 
investors. After reaching its highest closing level since January 2008 last 
Thursday, European stocks, as measured by the STOXX 600 index, 
declined 3% this week, marking its worst weekly performance since June. 
An index of Chinese manufacturing growth released on Thursday showed 
that the sector was contracting for the first time in six months. The Nikkei 
Index in Japan fell 2.2% for the week, while China’s Shanghai Composite 
Index was up 2.5% despite the weak economic data. 

According to Zacks Investment Research, total earnings for the S&P 500 
are on track to reach a new all-time quarterly record, with easy 
comparisons allowing for the strongest year-over-year growth of 2013.  
Through yesterday 102 companies have reported earnings.  We 
believe excluding earnings outliers from Bank of America, Verizon and 
Travelers Corp, earnings growth reported so far has been near 8.3%. 
Nearly 66% of companies that have reported have beat earnings 
expectations. Revenues for these companies are up 3.6% as 55% have 
surpassed sales.  Total earnings growth for the quarter is now expected 
to come in around 7.6%. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

Year to Date Change

Issue Previous Week Current1
Change

Gold 1,253.36 1,267.86 1.16%

Crude Oil Futures 94.09 96.92 3.01%

Copper 334.30 326.25 -2.41%

Sugar 15.22 15.11 -0.72%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index 1,202.22 1,201.92 -0.02%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 1,171.91 1,167.98 -0.34% Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

HFRX Equity Market Neutral 956.27 955.41 -0.09%

HFRX Event Driven 1,589.51 1,589.00 -0.03%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage 1,565.78 1,567.36 0.10%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index 125.16 127.00 1.47%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT 160.72 161.45 0.45%
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Gold rose to a two-month high on Friday and posted its fifth consecutive 
weekly gain as a global flight from emerging-market assets and declines 
in equities increased bullion’s safe-haven appeal. The precious metal 
rallied more than 2% earlier this week as a drop in the dollar and a call 
from India’s ruling party chief to review import restrictions on gold 
prompted a flood of short-covering. Despite precious metals funds seeing 
their first inflows in 19 weeks this week, investors remain cautious of a 
market that in 2013 took its biggest tumble in more than 30 years. Crude 
oil traded near three-week highs on Friday as well, with snow storms 
across the U.S. boosting demand for heating oil, along with upbeat U.S. 
data adding to signs that the country's economic growth is accelerating. 
It was also announced this week that after several major crashes 
involving North American trains transporting crude oil, the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) issued recommendations for 
alternative routing intended to protect the public in the event of future 
derailments, fires and spills. The NTSB noted that crude oil shipments by 
rail have increased by more than 400% since 2005. Freight railroads in 
the U.S. transported nearly 234,000 carloads of crude oil in 2012, up 
from just 9,500 in 2008 and according to the Association of American 
Railroads, preliminary data suggests that rail carloads of crude 
surpassed 400,000 last year.

Capital invested in the global hedge fund industry surged to a record in 
the final quarter of 2013, finishing a strong year of capital growth as 
hedge funds posted their best performance in three years. According to 
Hedge Fund Research (HFR), total capital increased in Q4 2013 by $120 
billion on $10.5 billion of net inflows to $2.63 trillion, the sixth consecutive 
quarterly record, led by a surge in investor interest in Event Driven 
strategies. For the full year, total hedge fund capital increased by $376 
billion on $63.7 billion of net inflows, as the HFRI Fund Weighted 
Composite Index posted gains of 9.2%, the best calendar year 
performance since 2010. Event Driven funds led capital inflows across all 
strategies for the first time since 2007, with investors allocating $29.5 
billion in 2013. Event Driven strategies grew by $140 billion to more than 
$698 billion for 2013, surpassing Relative Value Arbitrage as the second 
largest strategy area of hedge fund capital.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Jan 15th Producer Price Index, December Monthly Chg.
Jan 16th Housing Starts, December
Jan 23rd Existing Home Sales, December SAAR*
Jan. 27th New Home Sales, December
Jan 28th Durable Goods New Orders, Dec. Monthly Chg.
Jan 29th EIA Petroleum Status Report, Wkly. Chg.
Jan 30th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 1/31)
Jan 30th Pending Home Sales, Dec. Monthly Chg.
Jan 31st Employment Cost Index, Q4 Quarterly Change
Jan 31st Consumer Sentiment Index, January
  
  

4.870 M

-4.3%

998,999

-0.8 M Barrels

414,000

The advanced estimate for U.S. GDP in final quarter of 2013 was 
reported at 3.2%, outpacing a consensus estimate of 3.0%. This comes 
after a 4.1% figure for Q3, which marked a jump of unexpected 
magnitude and stronger growth than we experienced in the fourth quarter, 
especially with regards to government spending. This fourth quarter 
slowdown in government purchases can likely be attributed to the 
shutdown which affected the budgets of many sectors of the U.S. 
government and almost certainly pulled down government spending for 
the period. Aside from this data, personal consumption increased 3.3% 
and exports increased 11.4%, both very strong contributors. Demand was 
not quite as healthy as expected, growing 2.8% in Q4 after a 2.5% jump 
in Q3, and final sales to domestic purchases slowed to a 1.4% growth 
rate after 2.3% in the previous quarter. Overall the report suggests that 
the private sector is strong but may have shown some weakness towards 
the end of the quarter, and a slowdown in the government sector offset 
some of the positive private sector contribution. 

The Federal Reserve announced on Wednesday that they will continue 
with the tapering of the quantitative easing program by another $10 
billion, which brings the monthly purchase amount to $65 billion ($30 
billion in mortgage-backed securities and $35 billion in long-term 
treasuries). Based on the wording of the report the Fed still seems 
dovish, especially with the improving employment numbers, but they did 
make an effort to point out that the current state of low inflation could 
present future risks to the economy. It is fairly safe to assume that as 
long as the economy continues to improve the Fed will continue to taper 
the asset purchase program, but any unexpected event or unfavorable 
data could alter the course of action. It is also worth noting that this was 
Ben Bernanke’s final meeting as Chairman; Janet Yellen will be replacing 
him on February 1st as Chairman (Chairwoman) of the Federal Reserve. 

348,000

0.5%
81.20

-8.7%

-1.9%
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Economic Update

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of 
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National 
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 1.24.14 1.31.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.02% -0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.37% 0.34% -0.03%

5-Year Treasury 1.58% 1.49% -0.09%

10-Year Treasury 2.75% 2.67% -0.08%

30-Year Treasury 3.64% 3.61% -0.03%
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite widespread predictions earlier in the year for a sell-off in the bond 
markets, U.S. Treasuries rallied for the fourth straight week. Yields 
dropped to their lowest levels in three months amid an economic 
slowdown in China, emerging market losses and a further tapering of the 
Fed’s quantitative easing program. Because the events of the past few 
weeks surprised the markets, some strategists have started to change 
their outlook on bonds, with a greater emphasis on lower yields than 
previously predicted.  Meanwhile, unlike the Treasury market, munis will 
likely finish the month higher with much of January’s rally attributable to 
lack of new-issues which has pressured market participants to compete 
over a limited number of bonds. Demand remains robust for shorter 
issuers, likely symptomatic of duration lowering strategies.  Puerto Rico 
general obligations bonds also outperformed other sectors of the muni 
market, with yields falling by as much as 0.69% since the beginning of 
the year. Market participants suggest these bonds might have been 
oversold at year-end due to mutual fund window-dressing and tax-loss 
harvesting. Based on renewed interest from single state municipal bond 
managers who can purchase Puerto Rico bonds due to their state tax 
exemption status, the rally in these bonds will likely continue in the short 
term. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

Year to Date Change

Issue 1.24.14 1.31.14 Change

Dow Jones 15,879.11 15,698.85 -1.14%

S&P 500 1,790.29 1,782.59 -0.43%

NASDAQ 4,128.17 4,103.88 -0.59% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI

S&P MidCap 400 1314.07 1,313.08 -0.08%

Russell 2000 1144.13 1,130.88 -1.16%

MSCI EAFE 1,916.36 1,847.18 -3.61%

MSCI EM 963.98 936.37 -2.86%

Stocks began the last day of January on a very weak note but recovered 
a bit before the end of the day and the markets ended the week and the 
month with negative returns. This was the first down month for the major 
market averages since last August as continued concerns about 
emerging markets and lower-than-expected inflation data from Europe 
weighed on the equity markets. The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index 
dropped 180 points for the week to close at 15,698.85, down 1.1%. The 
broader S&P 500 Index finished the week 0.4% lower at 1,782.59. The 
NASDAQ Composite Index declined 0.6% for the week to close at 
4,103.88. All three indices are lower year to date. The CBOE volatility 
index increased for the week to close at its highest levels since October.  

International stocks were also weak as renewed fears of deflation in the 
euro zone and much weaker-than-expected German retail sales for 
December disappointed investors. Japanese data was better with inflation 
edging up to a five-year high at 1.3% for December and unemployment 
dropping to a multi-year low of 3.7% for December. Japanese industrial 
production also rebounded in the latest period, rising 1.1%. Despite the 
good news, The Nikkei Index in Japan fell 3.1% for the week. European 
stocks, as measured by the STOXX 600 index, declined 0.7% this week, 
to close with their worst monthly loss since last June, while China’s 
Shanghai Composite Index finished the week with a 1.0% decline. 

According to Standard & Poors, total earnings for the S&P 500 are on 
track to reach new all-time quarterly and annual records for the fourth 
quarter and year 2013 respectively. Through today, 251 S&P 500 
companies have reported fourth quarter earnings. Positive reports this 
week from Facebook and Google drove their share prices to all-time 
highs. Amazon and Chevron were among the companies with 
disappointing earnings and saw their shares fall for the week. According 
to FactSet Research, 74% of companies have beaten earnings 
expectations and 67% have surpassed sales expectations. The beat 
rates are better than the quarterly averages over the past four years. 
However, earnings guidance for the first quarter of 2014 has been mostly 
negative as 44 of the 54 companies have issued guidance lowering their 
earnings estimates.

MainStreet Advisors
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital 
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Wolfe  Trahan.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

Year to Date Change

Issue Previous Week Current1
Change

Gold 1,267.86 1,244.87 -1.81%

Crude Oil Futures 96.92 97.54 0.64%

Copper 326.25 319.40 -2.10%

Sugar 15.11 15.55 2.91%

HFRX Equal Wtd. Strat. Index 1,201.92 1,199.42 -0.21%

HFRX Equity Hedge Index 1,167.98 1,156.18 -1.01% Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research

HFRX Equity Market Neutral 955.41 959.78 0.46%

HFRX Event Driven 1,589.00 1,585.41 -0.23%

HFRX Merger Arbitrage 1,567.36 1,567.36 0.00%

Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index 127.00 126.12 -0.69%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT 161.45 160.78 -0.41%

Gold traded higher on Friday, but ended with its first weekly drop in six 
weeks due to strong U.S. economic growth, concerns over the U.S. 
Federal Reserve’s withdrawal of monetary stimulus and a slump in 
Chinese demand. The metal fell around 2% earlier in the week as a 
pullback in the Fed’s stimulus program and an equities rally on robust 
domestic growth prompted investors of the metal to take profits. Bullion 
had gained for most of January until this week, as it was supported by 
weakness in global equities on concerns over emerging economies. Gold 
also missed the support of physical demand as the world’s number one 
buyer, China, is currently on a break with the celebration of their New 
Year holiday.  Chinese premiums had fallen to $4 just before the holiday 
from over $20 at the beginning of the month. Even when the country 
returns from its hiatus, its purchases are not expected to be as strong as 
last year when it imported a record 1,158 tonnes of the precious metal. 
Gold finished with a 1.8% loss for the week, after five straight weeks of 
gains. However, early strength this month was enough to push the metal 
to its first monthly rise in five months and is up more than 3% so far on 
the year, which is a good sign seeing as the metal dropped 28% in 2013.

Crude oil futures climbed to over $98 a barrel this week, reaching their 
highest level so far this year, as investors reacted to the strong domestic 
growth data which bodes well for energy demand. Investors were 
concerned, however, after the official Energy Information Administration’s 
(EIA) weekly oil report showed a jump in domestic crude stockpiles with 
gasoline and distillate inventories declining more than anticipated. Also 
this week, for the first time in a quarter century a hearing was held on the 
issue of whether it should be legal to export crude oil. Shortly after the 
1973 Arab Oil Embargo, Congress passed the Energy Policy and 
Conservation Act of 1975, which generally prohibits the export of crude. 
Given that the U.S. imported about 60% of its crude as recently as 2005, 
the notion of exporting crude was virtually unthinkable until the last 
couple of years. The issue being debated is that if domestic production 
continues to increase, there may not be enough refining capacity to turn it 
into refined product. The debate is merely in the beginning stages and we 
will continue to monitor developments in this area.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Feb 3rd ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Jan.
Feb 4th Factory Orders, Dec Monthly Chg.
Feb 5th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, Jan
Feb 6th International Trade Balance Level, Dec
Feb 6th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 2/1)
Feb 7th Unemployment Rate, Jan

  

51.3

54.0
-1.5%

6.6%

-38.7 B

Friday’s employment report underwhelmed for the second straight month, 
although it did show improvement from December. Non-farm payrolls 
gained 113,000 in January trailing consensus estimates of 181,000, and 
following a weak 75,000 December figure. The unemployment rate 
continued its downward trend to 6.6% while the labor force rebounded 
sharply, indicating the drop in the unemployment rate is not due to people 
giving up on the job search or leaving the labor force. This is actually a 
plus as households reported 616,000 new jobs this month, indicating 
natural growth in the jobs market and true reduction in unemployment. 
Many economists are blaming weather as a partial factor in the headline 
weakness as many people did not work for part of December and 
January due to the cold temperatures and increased snowfall. 

Manufacturing was weak in January as the ISM Manufacturing Index was 
down 5.2 points to 51.3 from 56.5 in December. This is the largest 
monthly drop in nearly 3 years and the lowest reading since May of last 
year. The new orders component posted the largest decline, down 13.2 
points to 51.3, which still indicates positive growth but at a much slower 
pace. This report somewhat contradicted the monthly factory orders 
figures, which came in up 0.2%, excluding aircrafts (-1.5%  including 
aircrafts). Weather could have been a factor in these numbers as well. 
Some economists are revising first quarter GDP estimates and other data 
points downward to account for weather-related slowdowns. We expect 
these indicators can rebound as weather improves. 

The Non-Manufacturing ISM Index, which represents the service sector 
(the largest contributor to the economy), increased by a point to 54.0. The 
business activity component jumped 2 points to 56.3 while other 
components moved up just slightly. This increase comes despite the 
weather-related headwinds to business, an indication of positive growth 
acceleration and a comforting counterbalance to the negative news from 
the manufacturing portion of the ISM survey. 

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 1.31.14 2.7.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.02% 0.08% 0.06%

2-Year Treasury 0.34% 0.30% -0.04%

5-Year Treasury 1.49% 1.47% -0.02%

10-Year Treasury 2.67% 2.71% 0.04%

30-Year Treasury 3.61% 3.67% 0.06%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

For the first time all year, U.S. Treasuries finished the week lower after a 
weaker-than-expected jobs report on Friday. However, many strategists, 
including PIMCO’s Bill Gross, feel the rally in the bond market can 
continue, particularly if employment growth remains subdued and key 
inflation measures stay below the Fed’s target. Meanwhile S&P 
downgraded Puerto Rico’s general obligation bonds to below investment 
grade, citing short-term liquidity concerns in the commonwealth. This 
move comes despite a year in which Puerto Rican officials took several 
steps to strengthen its balance sheet including implementing widespread 
pension reforms, widening its corporate tax and sales base, reducing its 
deficit, and making plans for a balanced budget by 2015. Still, these are 
long-term positives, in contrast to more immediate concerns about 
liquidity.  Analysts David Hitchcock and Horacio Aldrete-Sanchez noted, 
“While we believe a near-term bond sale would provide temporary 
liquidity into fiscal 2015 and could be an important stabilizing factor, we 
believe there remains implementation risks over the next year in light of 
continued economic weakness.” Looking forward, given the widespread 
sell-off observed during the second half of 2013, much of the bad news is 
likely already priced in to valuations for Puerto Rico GO Bonds, which 
were yielding well over 10% for a 10-year maturity. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ Industrial Average 15,698.85 15,794.08 0.61%

S&P 500 1,782.59 1,797.02 0.81%

NASDAQ 4,103.88 4,125.86 0.54%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,313.08 1,308.39 -0.36%

Russell 2000 1,130.88 1,116.55 -1.27%

MSCI EAFE 1,847.18 1,832.15 -0.81%

MSCI EM 936.37 929.81 -0.70%

The stock market finally reversed the negative trend to finish the week 
higher. Volume was light during the week as investors were awaiting the 
jobs data number Friday morning, which came out lower than expected. 
During the past week the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 
15,794.08, finishing the week higher by 0.61%. The broader S&P 500 
Index ended the week at 1,797.02, higher by 0.81% on the week. The 
NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 0.54% and closed the week out 
at 4,125.86.

European stocks rallied Thursday after the European Central Bank left its 
key lending rate unchanged at a record low of 0.25%. The Stoxx 600 
index continued to rise on Friday posting its best weekly return for the 
year at 0.80%. Asian markets also rallied Friday on the jobs report and a 
strengthening U.S. dollar. This is a reversal from a huge sell-off on 
Tuesday when the markets reacted negatively to the disappointing 
manufacturing number out of the U.S.  

Several domestic companies had news causing price movement. Green 
Mountain Coffee Roasters (GMCR) rose 26% of Thursday after it was 
announced the company signed a 10-year partnership deal with Coca-
Cola (KO). KO also purchased a 10% stake in the company valued at 
$1.25 Billion. Shares of GMCR continued to rise on Friday and finished 
the week up 32.99%.

Google (GOOG) announced that it will be establishing a new C share 
class that will be distributed to holders of both the A and B shares. 
Holders will receive one share of the C class for each share held and the 
C shares will have no voting rights. The shares will be used primarily for 
stock-based acquisitions and also equity-based employee compensation.

  

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 126.12 128.48 1.87%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 160.78 161.16 0.24%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,199.42 1,218.36 1.58%

Gold 1,244.87 1,267.08 1.78% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 97.54 100.03 2.55%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil edged above $98 to end the week after the U.S. unemployment 
rate fell to 6.6% even as U.S. payrolls rose less than expected. Crude 
erased a drop that immediately followed the much-anticipated U.S. jobs 
report as analysts suggest the report had plenty of strong underlying 
data. However, weather forecasters are gauging the possibility of a winter 
storm arriving this week in the U.S. Northeast, which is still clearing snow 
from two systems earlier this week. According to the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA), distillate inventories, including heating oil and 
diesel, dropped for the fourth consecutive week through January 31.  
Analysts believe crude will likely decline next week as domestic refineries 
shut down plants for maintenance, reducing crude demand and bolstering 
stockpiles. Refineries operated at 86.1% of capacity in the week ended 
January 31, according to the EIA, the lowest rate since last October. 
Units are often idled at the start of the year after the heating season in 
November and December.

Gold also advanced on Friday and saw its sixth weekly gain out of seven 
as Chinese buyers returned from a week-long holiday, while investors 
weighed the U.S. payrolls data for signs of economic growth. The 
precious metal posted its biggest weekly gain in a month, despite a 
steadier dollar and higher European equities and is now up almost 5% 
since the beginning of the year. Usually gold holds an inverse correlation 
with the dollar, as a weaker dollar makes the metal cheaper, increasing 
demand and vice versa. Markets in China, the world’s biggest gold 
consumer, opened on Friday after celebrating their Lunar New Year 
Holiday this past week, which boosted volumes that had thinned over the 
past several days. Premiums for 99.99% purity gold, the most-active spot 
contract on the Shanghai Gold Exchange, climbed to nearly $11 an 
ounce on Friday, compared to about $4 an ounce last Thursday prior to 
the holiday. 
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Feb 3rd ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Jan.
Feb 4th Factory Orders, Dec Monthly Chg.
Feb 5th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, Jan
Feb 6th International Trade Balance Level, Dec
Feb 7th Unemployment Rate, Jan
Feb 12th EIA Petroleum Status Report Wk Chg
Feb 13th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week end 2/8)
Feb 13th Retail Sales Jan. Monthly Chg
Feb 14th Industrial Production, Dec. Monthly Chg.
Feb 14th Consumer Sentiment Index, January

  

51.3

54.0
-1.5%

3.3 M Bls

-38.7 B

Positive news emerged from the Eurozone this week as GDP growth 
across the region grew more than expected in the final quarter of 2013. 
Eurozone GDP advanced at a rate of 0.3% in the fourth quarter compared 
to estimates of 0.1% growth, although GDP growth for the full year still fell 
0.4%. The end-of-year economic expansion was mainly led by Germany, 
growing at 0.4%, France grew 0.3%, and Dutch GDP improved by 0.7%. 
Germany remains the strongest economic element of the Eurozone, but 
some of the weaker parts of the European economy improved in the 
second half of the year. These countries include Italy (0.1% growth), 
Spain (up 0.3%), and Portugal (up 0.5%). Factory output also grew faster 
than expected, furthering the economic improvement in Europe, and 
economic confidence has continuously improved for the past nine 
months. 

In the U.S., industrial production declined by 0.3% in January but marked 
a 2.9% increase since this time last year. Consensus estimates were for 
a 0.2% growth rate for January. The manufacturing element of the report 
fell 0.8% in January as auto production saw a significant drop. High-tech 
manufacturing increased 0.2% last month and is up over 6% from one 
year ago. Analysts are blaming some of this manufacturing weakness on 
the “polar vortex” that gripped the U.S. over the past two months, bringing 
many elements of the economy down slightly. 

Retail sales in the U.S. fell by 0.4% last month after a 0.1% drop in 
December. Auto sales declined by over 2%, bringing the overall retail 
sales number down significantly; without auto sales the retail sales 
figures were flat in January. Electronics and appliances demonstrated 
strength in sales growth but overall the weather certainly affected the final 
numbers and this could in turn affect GDP numbers for the first quarter, 
and possibly revisions for the fourth quarter of 2013. 

339,000

-0.3%
81.2

-0.4%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 2.7.14 2.14.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.08% 0.03% -0.05%

2-Year Treasury 0.30% 0.32% 0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.47% 1.51% 0.04%

10-Year Treasury 2.71% 2.73% 0.02%

30-Year Treasury 3.67% 3.70% 0.03%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

U.S. Treasury bonds finished the week modestly lower as yields on 3-
year bonds and longer rose a few basis points. The relative stability in 
yields this week veils the strong market forces at work both pushing rates 
higher and pulling them lower. The Federal Reserve’s decision to taper 
their asset purchases led many fixed income analysts at the beginning of 
the year to predict yields would move higher over 2014. While rates 
began the year at 3.0% and looked poised to increase, consequences of 
the Federal Reserve’s actions began to play themselves out in the 
emerging markets. Rising rates in the U.S. made emerging market 
investments less attractive and capital rapidly flowed out of several 
emerging market nations causing a large depreciation in their currencies. 
The instability in the global markets prompted investors to seek the 
relative safety of U.S. Treasury bonds. While U.S. rates initially rose in 
reaction to Fed tapering, concern over global market stability proved a 
stronger influence over markets in the short term. The markets have had 
this duplicity when dealing with market data; data suggesting further 
tapering has seen market participants position themselves for higher and 
lower rates. Looking forward, it does appear emerging market economies 
are trying to stabilize their currencies and capital flows through higher 
short-term rates which suggests higher U.S. rates in the future and a less 
opaque market for fixed income investors.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,797.02 1,838.63 2.32%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,308.39 1,346.86 2.94%

Russell 2000 1,116.55 1,149.20 2.92%

MSCI EAFE 1,832.15 1,889.48 3.13%

MSCI EM 929.81 945.83 1.72%

DJ Industrial Average 15,794.08 16,154.39 2.28%

NASDAQ 4,125.86 4,244.03 2.86%

Stocks were strong across the board this week amid mixed economic 
data and earnings reports. Janet Yellen’s comments that the Fed will 
continue to follow its low interest rate policy course was widely cheered 
as the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index increased 193 points on 
Tuesday. For the week, the Dow rose 2.3% to close at 16,154.39. The 
broader S&P 500 Index was also up 2.3% to end the week at 1,838.63. 
The NASDAQ Composite Index closed Friday up for the sixth 
consecutive day, finishing the week up 2.9% to 4,244.03. The NASDAQ 
is now in the black year-to-date, up 1.6%.  

International stocks were also strong this week. European markets rose 
on Friday after economic data for the Eurozone confirmed the region is 
gradually recovering. Gross domestic product in the 18-nation Eurozone 
grew by 0.3% in the fourth quarter of 2013, compared with the previous 
quarter, when it grew by only 0.1%. European stocks as measured by the 
STOXX 600 Index were up 2.5% compared to last Friday’s close. The 
Nikkei Index in Japan increased 1.1% while China’s Shanghai Composite 
Index was up 3.2% for the week. Trade data reported on Wednesday 
showed a sharp gain for Chinese exports of 10.6% vs. a 2% rise as 
expected by analysts polled by Reuters.  

Although earnings season is winding down, several major companies 
reported quarterly results this week including Cisco (CSCO) and Pepsi 
(PEP). Cisco reported revenue declines as the company continues to 
face product transitions in several of its key market segments. Pepsi‘s 
shares fell as revenue came in below expectations and management 
confirmed its commitment to maintaining its current operational structure. 
What should come as no surprise to anyone this winter, Campbell Soup 
Company (CPB) earnings topped expectations. In M&A news Comcast 
announced its intent to purchase Time Warner Cable while Jos. A Bank 
Clothier (JOSB) said on Friday it will acquire Eddie Bauer (EBHI). 

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 128.48 130.66 1.69%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 161.16 165.39 2.62%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,218.36 1,229.30 0.90%

Gold 1,267.08 1,318.18 4.03% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 100.03 100.27 0.24%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold had its biggest weekly advance since August as concern that the 
U.S. economy may be slowing down increased demand for the precious 
metal as a safe-haven investment. Bullion recorded its eighth straight day 
of gains, extending the longest rally since July 2011. The precious metal 
has jumped nearly 10% so far this year, rebounding from a 28% plunge in 
2013 that was the biggest annual decline since 1981. Gold prices are 
currently above the $1,300 an ounce threshold, which is normally a 
bullish signal for the metal. Gold has been viewed as an initial boost for 
safe-haven demand amid a sharp rise in risk aversion as emerging 
markets intensified in January. Also, this week new Federal Reserve 
Chairman Janet Yellen stated how the U.S. central bank’s monthly bond 
buying purchases are not on a “pre-set course.” The central bank has cut 
purchases by $10 billion at each of its past two meetings, leaving 
purchases at $65 billion. Gold jumped 70% from December 2008 to June 
2011 as the central bank pumped more than $2 trillion into the financial 
systems raising inflation concerns. Investor sentiment seems to have 
improved when looking at ETF inflows as well, with SPDR Gold Trust, the 
world’s largest gold-backed exchange traded fund, posting its biggest 
inflows since late December, up 7.5 tonnes to 806.35 tonnes this week. 

Crude oil prices slipped to around $100 a barrel on Friday, ending the 
week relatively flat as fresh U.S. economic data and higher-than-
expected crude supplies indicated weaker demand. The severe cold 
weather that’s been sweeping the U.S. has had mixed influences on 
energy prices. It has boosted consumption of fuels such as heating oil, 
but more people are not leaving their homes, suggesting less travel and 
less usage of gasoline. The Energy Department stated that crude 
stockpiles rose 3.3 million barrels last week, more than analysts had 
expected, while distillate stocks, including heating fuels and diesel, fell far 
less than anticipated. Crude found support earlier in the week as 
forecasts from the International Energy Agency, the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries and the Energy Information Administration 
upgraded their demand expectations.
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Tactical Asset Allocation Models.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Feb 20th Philidelphia Fed Survey, Feb
Feb 21th Existing Home Sales, December SAAR*
Feb 25th Consumer Confidence Index, Feb
Feb 26th New Home Sales, Jan
Feb 27th Durable Goods New Orders, Jan. Monthly Chg.
Feb 27th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 2/22)
Feb 28th Real GDP, Q4 Quarterly Change SAAR*
Feb 28th Consumer Sentiment Index, Feb
Feb 28th Chicago PMI, Feb

  

-6.3

78.1
4.62 M

348,000

468,000

New home sales jumped 9.6% in January to an annual rate of 468,000 
homes, the highest reading since July of 2008. This was surprising with 
weather weighing down on construction and sales in December, but it 
seems consumers may be buying new homes rather than existing homes, 
which are in very short supply. Although it is just one month of data, this 
burst of strength in home sales shows that higher mortgage rates and 
higher home prices than we have seen in the past few years are not 
slowing the housing market, but inventories remain an issue.

New orders for durable goods fell by 1.0% in January after analysts 
estimated a more significant 1.7% drop. The primary driver of the weak 
numbers was the transportation sector, as the index excluding 
transportation rose 1.1% on the month. The volatility of airline orders can 
skew this number on a monthly basis, and the “polar vortex” that swept 
through the country slowed some business activity during January. We 
expect orders to improve as weather normalizes and consumer and 
business balance sheets continue to show improved strength. 

Real U.S. GDP was revised down to 2.4% in Q4 2013 from a previous 
figure of 3.2%. Consumer spending was revised downward but capital 
spending was revised up significantly. Federal government spending was 
predictably revised down, which is good from a budget/deficit standpoint, 
but state and municipal spending moved down as well, which is not ideal. 
Despite the headline downward revision, we believe the increase in 
business investment will fuel production and orders going into the second 
quarter.

The Treasury Department announced this week that the federal deficit fell 
to $680 billion in 2013 from over $1.1 trillion in 2012, the largest drop in 
federal deficit since World War II. Most of this drop can be attributed to 
increased revenue from taxes and almost no increase in government 
spending during the year. 

2.4

59.8
81.6

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 2.21.14 2.28.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.05% 0.05% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.33% 0.33% 0.00%

5-Year Treasury 1.56% 1.51% -0.05%

10-Year Treasury 2.73% 2.66% -0.07%

30-Year Treasury 3.69% 3.59% -0.10%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite a sell-off on Friday caused by a strong consumer sentiment 
report, U.S. Treasuries finished the week modestly higher.  Looking 
forward, a key question concerning the direction of interest rates is 
whether this winter’s particularly harsh conditions will serve as only a 
temporary drag on overall economic growth.  Until this uncertainty 
evaporates, many bond traders expect the 10-year note to trade between 
2.60% and 2.80%. Meanwhile, given the recent filing for bankruptcy 
protection in Detroit along with all three major ratings agencies 
downgrading Puerto Rico to below investment grade, volatility in the 
municipal bond market is expected to remain well above historical 
averages.  Although the muni market has a troubled history when it 
comes to digesting negative news, we feel instances of increased 
volatility often unlock value for well-informed investors with a long-term 
perspective.  Largely attributable to the combination of historically low 
default rates, attractive spreads relative to U.S. Treasuries, and a 
constructive demand/supply picture, we remain optimistic on the long-
term outlook for municipal bonds.  We continue to recommend an 
emphasis on defensive structures in the form of above-market coupons.  
Our focus maturity range for yield curve positioning remains five to seven 
years, preferring  “A” rated GO and essential service revenue bonds. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,836.25 1,859.45 1.26%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,356.56 1,375.33 1.38%

Russell 2000 1,163.98 1,183.03 1.64%

MSCI EAFE 1,908.56 1,923.34 0.77%

MSCI EM 950.62 963.23 1.33%

DJ Industrial Average 16,103.30 16,321.71 1.36%

NASDAQ 4,263.41 4,308.12 1.05%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar

After a lackluster January in the stock market as all indices posted 
negative returns, the markets roared back to post positive returns for both 
February and year-to-date for the broader indices. The Dow Jones 
Industrial Average closed Friday at 16,321.71, finishing the week higher 
by 1.36%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week at 1,859.45, 
higher by 1.26%. The NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 1.05% and 
closed the week out at 4.308.12.

The broader markets posted positive performance for the week and got 
an additional boost after Fed Chairman Janet Yellen expressed concerns 
to lawmakers regarding the weather playing a factor in the lackluster 
economic data coming out over the months of December and January. 
Economists have been worried that the economy was beginning to lose 
momentum based on the hiring and manufacturing data reported and got 
some relief after the comments.

United Continental Airlines (UAL) announced the weather would have an 
effect on upcoming earnings. The company reported a cancellation of 
22,500 flights over the first two months of the year which is four times the 
number of cancelations from the prior year. Through the first six weeks of 
the year a total of 75,000 flights have been cancelled across all airlines, 
the highest since the shutdown due to the 9/11 attacks.

eBay (EBAY) has come under attack this week by activist investor Carl 
Icahn. In a recent filing, Icahn reported a stake in the company at the end 
of January of around 2.2%. Mr. Icahn has called upon shareholders to 
vote for his slate of directors and to back his proposal of splitting the 
company up between eBay and Paypal. Shares of eBay closed Friday at 
$58.74 and finished the week up 7.69%.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 133.69 133.98 0.22%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 166.65 167.41 0.46%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,232.86 1,238.00 0.42%

Gold 1,323.63 1,326.14 0.19% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 102.18 102.50 0.31%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold traded around $1,325 an ounce on Friday as persistent concerns 
about a slowdown in the U.S. economy continues to hurt the dollar. The 
precious metal has risen nearly 7% this month, its largest one month rally 
since July. Not only has the metal strengthened due to doubts about the 
current state and pace of the U.S. recovery after Fed Chairman Janet 
Yellen’s comments this week, but weak data out of China and turmoil in 
Ukraine have also lifted demand for gold as an insurance against risk. 
Crude oil ended the week relatively flat, while natural gas experienced a 
roller-coaster ending on a rise, as cold weather returned to much of the 
United States. Forecasts expect colder temperatures to linger into March. 

Hedge funds are bullish on both gold and crude pouring huge money into 
the yellow metal and so-called "black gold", triggering the industry’s 
highest wager since 2011 as shown by data from the U.S. Commodities 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). According to the International 
Business Times, gasoline, natural gas and soybeans also generated 
interest from hedge funds and commodity speculators. Hedge funds and 
speculators wagered net-long or bullish money across 22 U.S. commodity 
markets amounting to $119.5 billion in the week ending February 18, from 
$102 billion during the week previous week. Gold accounted for $2.9 
billion or 21% of the weekly bullish position in commodities. Domestic 
crude rose by $2.6 billion in total net-long money, or 20% of the total rise 
in weekly net longs of managed money.

With the possibility of changes to federal monetary policy on the horizon, 
real estate investment trusts (REITs) are generally well-positioned to 
withstand higher interest rates, according to a report this week from Fitch 
Ratings, Inc. The rating agency believes that conservative balance 
sheets and limited exposure to short-term and floating-rate debt are 
working in favor of the industry and that the true impact could depend on 
how the broader economy reacts to higher rates. Fitch analysts note that 
the most immediate impact of higher rates would be reflected in a decline 
in fixed-charge coverage by REIT sectors with higher levels of floating-
rate debt, raising concerns about their ability to satisfy their financing 
expenses.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU_022114
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Feb 28th Real GDP, Q4 Quarterly Change SAAR*
Feb 28th Consumer Sentiment Index, Feb
Feb 28th Chicago PMI, Feb
Mar 3rd Personal Income, March Monthly Chg
Mar 3rd ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Mar.
Mar 5th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, Feb
Mar 6th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 3/1)
Mar 7th International Trade Balance Level, Jan

  

2.4

59.8
81.6

51.6

0.3%

It was a big week for economic releases in the U.S. Payrolls came in at 
175,000, beating consensus estimates of 150,000, with net upward 
revisions of 25,000 for the previous two months. Nearly all subsectors of 
the employment report saw gains, including government jobs, which 
rebounded after a January decline. This positive report should encourage 
the Federal Reserve to continue its tapering of the QE3 program.

Manufacturing data in the U.S. was mixed in February as the ISM 
Manufacturing Index climbed to 53.2 and the Non-manufacturing index 
level declined to 51.6. The manufacturing index has now maintained an 
expansionary nature, with levels over 50.0 for nine consecutive months. 
The non-manufacturing (service) sector index was mainly brought down 
by the employment component, which fell to 47.5 from 56.4 after hitting 3-
year highs last month. As we move into spring the employment factor is 
set to rebound as many industries will likely see an uptick in activity. 

Personal Income moved up by 0.3% in January and Personal 
Consumption jumped 0.4%, marking year-over-year gains of 4.1% for 
income and 3.5% for spending. Some of the income increases were due 
to Obama-care related Medicaid payments being distributed, but the 
increase in consumer spending indicates that Americans continued to 
shop in January despite the less-than-ideal weather conditions. Private 
sector wages increased by 0.3% as well to mark a 4.3% increase from a 
year ago, further aiding income gains and increasing spending power for 
the consumer. 

Finally, Non-Farm Productivity numbers for Q4 2013 were revised down 
to 1.8% from the Q3 release of 3.5%. This downward revision is 
consistent with the GDP revisions from last week and falls short of the 
consensus estimates of 2.4%. Since 2008, productivity has grown by 
around 2.0%, therefore the Q4 release is not far off from the trend, and 
manufacturing productivity is still up 2.7% annually over the past 5 years.

323,000
-39.1B

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 2.28.14 3.7.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.05% 0.06% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.33% 0.38% 0.05%

5-Year Treasury 1.51% 1.65% 0.14%

10-Year Treasury 2.66% 2.80% 0.14%

30-Year Treasury 3.59% 3.72% 0.13%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Reflecting signs of stronger economic growth, U.S. Treasuries finished 
the week lower, sending the yield on the 10-year note to its highest level 
since late January.  Demand for safe-haven government debt waned after 
a jobs report exceeded market expectations, adding to indications the 
economy is starting to bounce back from a weather-induced setback.  
However, despite this strong report, traders will likely avoid betting 
aggressively on a further rise in yields until additional data suggests 
stronger growth is sustainable.   Meanwhile, demand for high-yield 
corporate bonds and leveraged loan securities remains robust, as mutual 
funds in these areas continue to see strong inflows despite weakening 
underwriting standards.  More than half of all below-investment-grade 
loans issued this year lack standard protection for lenders such as debt 
relative to cash flow limits. The magnitude of these “covenant-light” loans 
has the Federal Reserve and FDIC concerned that “prudent underwriting 
standards have deteriorated”.   Many strategists feel the rally in these 
areas of the bond market can endure as investors continue to reach for 
yield in a low interest environment.  At the same time, defaults remain 
well below historical averages.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,859.45 1,878.04 1.00%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,375.33 1,388.95 0.99%

Russell 2000 1,183.03 1,203.32 1.72%

MSCI EAFE 1,923.34 1,940.23 0.88%

MSCI EM 963.23 970.27 0.73%

DJ Industrial Average 16,321.71 16,452.72 0.80%

NASDAQ 4,308.12 4,336.22 0.65%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar

February’s positive stock momentum continued into the first week of 
March.  While equity markets were volatile throughout the week, domestic 
stocks finished positive across the board. Tensions in Russia and 
Ukraine sent stocks crashing on Monday, however on Tuesday the S&P 
500 index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index recorded their 
best one-day percentage gains since December. For the week, the Dow 
rose 0.8% to close out at 16,452.72. The broader S&P 500 Index was up 
1.0% to end the week at 1,878.04, recording its 51st record close in the 
last 12 months. The NASDAQ Composite Index reached a 14-year high 
on Thursday, fell slightly on Friday, but still finished the week up 0.7% to 
4336.22. 

International stocks were mixed this week. The Stoxx Europe 600 index 
fell 1.3% on Friday to close at 333.06, losing 1.5% since last Friday, 
marking the first weekly drop since January. The European Central Bank 
left its main refinancing rate unchanged at a record low of 0.25% and kept 
the deposit rate at 0%, despite some expectations that it may either cut 
rates or announce other monetary policy measures.  Weakness on Friday 
was related to fears the crisis in Ukraine could escalate over the 
weekend. The Nikkei Index was up 2% for the week reaching a five-week 
high as investors cheered news about Japan’s public pension fund's 
allocation plan, and as a weaker yen boosted shares of exporters. 
China’s Shanghai Composite Index was flat while Russian stocks 
suffered their worst week since May 2012.   

The S&P 500 Index has surged over 175% since the bear market bottom 
of 676 on March 9, 2009, the second best performing bull market rally 
since the 1940’s. The only rally to perform better was the 228% rise in the 
S&P 500 from August 1982 to August 1987. The Dow has increased just 
over 150% since its low of 6547 in March 2009. Unfortunately not every 
investor has been a beneficiary of that rally as evidenced by data recently 
reported by the Investment Company Institute:  in the five-year period 
through January 2014, outflows from equity mutual funds outpaced 
inflows in 30 out of the 60 months. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 133.98 136.14 1.62%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 167.41 170.28 1.71%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,238.00 1,244.56 0.53%

Gold 1,326.14 1,340.31 1.07% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 102.50 102.54 0.04%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold fell 1% on Friday after data showed U.S. job growth accelerated 
sharply, easing fears of an abrupt economic slowdown and keeping the 
Federal Reserve on track to continue reducing its monetary stimulus. 
Bullion pared some early losses after benchmark 10-year Treasury yields 
gave back some gains after initially raising to six-week highs. The metal, 
seen as a safe haven, still managed to post its fifth straight week of 
gains, capitalizing on gains made earlier in the week when tensions in 
Ukraine escalated. The precious metal has gained nearly 9% in the last 
five weeks. 

Crude oil ended the week relatively flat, again. The commodity had a late 
rally on Thursday, snapping a two-day loss, even as the dollar trended 
lower against a basket of major currencies amid the continued stand-off 
between Russia and the West, with the U.S. imposing sanctions against 
Moscow. Investors also mulled over some encouraging macroeconomic 
data out of the U.S. with initial claims for unemployment benefits 
declining more than expected last week. Domestically, the Energy 
Department’s Energy Information Administration (EIA) stated that 
supplies of crude rose by 1.4 million barrels last week. Also, demand for 
both gasoline and distillate fuels, which include diesel and heating oil — 
fell over the past four weeks compared with a year ago. Natural-gas 
futures ticked higher this week ahead of an upcoming government supply 
report, which was expected to show natural-gas inventories at below 
average levels for this time of year. The market awaited the release of 
inventory data that acts as a barometer for how much gas will be left at 
the end of the heating season, and whether adequate amounts can be 
produced before the start of the new season in the fall. At the gas pump 
drivers are paying an average of $3.46 per gallon according to AAA, up 
18 cents from a month ago but still 28 cents cheaper than this time last 
year.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Feb 28th Real GDP, Q4 Quarterly Change SAAR*
Feb 28th Consumer Sentiment Index, Feb
Feb 28th Chicago PMI, Feb
Mar 3rd Personal Income, March Monthly Chg
Mar 3rd ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Mar.
Mar 5th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, Feb
Mar 7th International Trade Balance Level, Jan
Mar 13th Retail Sales, Feb Chg
Mar 13th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 3/8
Mar 14th Producer Price Index, Feb Chg

  

2.4

59.8
81.6

51.6

0.3%

News out of China this week suggests several economic indicators 
slowing gradually as the previously-surging Chinese economy is 
beginning to stabilize. Despite missing expectations, industrial output and 
domestic spending grew 8.6% and 11.8%, respectively, while exports fell 
a significant 18% from this time last year. These reports have caused 
many investment banks, including Merrill Lynch, HSBC, Societe 
Generale, and Nomura, to cut Chinese growth forecasts from around 8% 
down into the 7% to 7.5% range. Despite these lower-than-expected 
economic growth figures, many economists maintain that this does not 
indicate an increased possibility of a “hard landing” for the Chinese 
economy, but rather a gradual decent into a more reasonable growth 
environment and a moderating economy going forward. This is supported 
by the comments of Chinese Premier Li Keqiang, who hinted that China 
will accept slower growth in the short term while putting reforms in place 
to provide more sustainable growth in the future. Furthermore, China saw 
its first ever corporate bond default last week, which has prompted some 
conversation lately about the changing policy and the potential for more 
defaults to come, although the government maintains that debt risks are 
controllable. Chinese corporate bonds used to enjoy a government 
guarantee to ensure market stability, but Li stated that they would 
reluctantly allow more defaults while enhancing oversight and focusing on 
systematic risks. 

Moving to the U.S., retail sales climbed 0.3% in February after a -0.6% 
drop in January. Motor vehicle sales moved up 0.3% this month after 
falling over 2% in January.  Building materials sales continued to increase 
after a jump in January despite the poor weather which does indicate 
strength in the housing market. Internet and mail-order sales continued to 
be a strong point in the report, and many analysts expect sales in other 
sectors to rebound significantly as the weather-related lull in consumer 
activity subsides. 

-39.1B

315,000
-0.1%

-0.4%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 3.7.14 3.14.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.06% 0.05% -0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.38% 0.36% -0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.65% 1.55% -0.10%

10-Year Treasury 2.80% 2.65% -0.15%

30-Year Treasury 3.72% 3.59% -0.13%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Largely attributable to continued unrest in Ukraine, Treasuries posted 
their biggest weekly gain in two years as investors flocked to the safety of 
U.S. government debt. In a sign of strong demand, alongside an 
oversubscribed reading not seen since March 2013, Wednesday’s 
auction of 10-year notes sold at a yield of 2.73%, the lowest level since 
October. Investors, rather than dealer banks, were major buyers of the 
sale, another sign of strong buying interest. Meanwhile, Fitch Ratings 
noted that recently proposed changes to the U.S. tax code regarding 
municipal debt could act as a detriment, increasing the cost of capital for 
issuers. Last week, President Obama called for a 28% cap on the tax 
exemption on municipal bond interest for high-income earners. At the 
same time, a tax reform plan released by Congressman Dave Camp 
proposed the combination of removing the federal tax subsidy for newly 
issued private activity and advanced refunding bonds, eliminating the 
bank qualification for small issues, and stopping the issuance of tax credit 
bonds. Although the prospects for either proposal remain uncertain, many 
strategists feel the likelihood of Congressional ratification borders on 
remote. However, we will continue to monitor the proceedings along with 
other budgetary negotiations as these issues have market moving 
potential.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,878.04 1,841.13 -1.97%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,388.95 1,364.10 -1.79%

Russell 2000 1,203.32 1,181.41 -1.82%

MSCI EAFE 1,940.23 1,889.43 -2.62%

MSCI EM 970.27 943.19 -2.79%

DJ Industrial Average 16,452.72 16,065.67 -2.35%

NASDAQ 4,336.22 4,245.40 -2.09%

Domestic stocks gave back some of February’s gains this week on 
concerns over disappointing growth numbers at home and abroad, 
coupled with geopolitical concerns about Russia’s confrontation with 
Ukraine. The S&P 500 index closed out the week at 1841.13, or 1.9% 
lower for the period, while the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 356 
points to 16,065.67, a loss of 2.2% for the week. The biggest move came 
on Thursday when China released disappointing figures on its industrial 
production and retail sales. Closer to home, the Commerce Department 
reported that business inventories rose in January, putting the inventory-
to-sales ratio at 1.32, the highest level in four years. This may dampen 
business orders for new goods, and with it the Gross Domestic Product 
results for the first quarter. 

International stocks were particularly hard hit by worries about the 
situation in Ukraine and Crimea. British and European exchanges saw 
losses in the 3% to 5% range for the week, with the Russian MICEX 
index down over 7%. If Sunday’s referendum on Crimean secession 
passes, the United States and Europe are threatening to impose stinging 
economic sanctions on Russia. Western Europe receives about one-third 
of its natural gas from Russian pipelines, while oil and gas represent 
approximately half of Russian exports, so a disruption of trade could have 
impacts on both sides. Asian stocks were also lower this week; the 
Shanghai Composite closed 2.6% weaker at 2004.34, owing to the 
disappointing economic figures mentioned above. Japan’s Nikkei 225 
Index lost 5.3% on the week, to close at 14,327.66.

It was a difficult week for American car manufacturers. Last month, GM 
recalled certain models of Chevrolets, Pontiacs, and Saturns for a 
defective ignition switch tied to power losses or engine stalling. This week 
the company disclosed that it had received some information as far back 
as 2001 regarding this problem. The stock closed this week at $34.09, 
down over 9%. At the other end of the car-affordability spectrum, Tesla 
Motors also suffered a setback as New Jersey ruled that it cannot bypass 
dealers and sell its cars directly to consumers in that state. Tesla is 
hoping to forestall this outcome in Ohio and other states considering the 
issue. The carmaker’s shares closed the week at $230.34, down 3.4%.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 136.14 134.90 -0.91%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 170.28 167.40 -1.69%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,244.56 1,235.90 -0.70%

Gold 1,340.31 1,383.20 3.20% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 102.54 98.94 -3.51%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold rose to a six-month high on Friday, reaching its biggest weekly gain 
in four weeks, buoyed by lower equity markets on mounting tensions 
between Russia and the West over Ukraine and worries of an economic 
slowdown in China. The precious metal has gained almost 3% this week, 
its sixth straight weekly rise, as investors’ appetite for risk diminished in 
view of increasing political tensions and economic troubles, benefitting 
gold.  The political crisis in Ukraine has catalyzed gold's gains in recent 
weeks, highlighting the metal's role as a perceived haven from global 
turmoil. During Friday trading, bullion prices touched a six-month high of 
$1,388.40 an ounce as traders stocked up on the haven asset ahead of 
Crimea's referendum. Another element of support for the metal is related 
to worries over China's economy, as data this week showed growth 
slowed in the first two months of the year. The continued rally of the 
precious metal could depend largely on the outcome of the Federal 
Reserve`s next meeting on March 18-19, where expectations are in favor 
of seeing further bond purchases cut by slashing another $10 billion this 
month to $55 billion. So far, gold has gained near 14% this year after 
dropping 28% in 2013.

Crude oil extended its losses this week on a larger than-expected rise in 
crude supplies and the announcement of the government’s plan to sell oil 
from its strategic petroleum reserve. According to the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration, U.S. crude-oil supplies rose by 6.2 million 
barrels last week which was above analysts' expectations for a 2 million-
barrel rise. Domestic crude-oil supplies have risen for eight straight 
weeks. Demand for crude oil typically falls in February and March as 
refiners undergo seasonal maintenance and prepare to blend summer-
grade gasoline. The U.S. Energy Department also announced this week 
that it would release 5 million barrels of oil from the strategic petroleum 
reserve, a federally owned stockpile of oil with a capacity of 727 million 
barrels that is available in case of an emergency or sudden disruption in 
supply. A spokesman for the Energy Department called the move a “test” 
to evaluate how the reserve system works to release and sell the oil, 
which is required by law and done on a periodic basis. The last time the 
administration released oil from the reserve was in 2011 in coordination 
with the International Energy Agency (IEA), during unrest in Libya that 
was causing market disruption.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Mar 13th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 3/8
Mar 14th Producer Price Index, Feb Chg
Mar 17th Industrial Production, Feb Monthly Chg
Mar 18th CPI Feb. Monthly Chg
Mar 18th Housing Starts, Feb
Mar 20th Philidelphia Fed Survey, March
Mar 20th Existing Home Sales, Feb
Mar 20th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 3/15
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In February, housing starts fell by just 0.2% to an annualized rate of 
907,000 homes indicating stabilization in construction after the past few 
months of weather-related obstacles. Going forward, the recovery in 
housing starts heavily depends on hiring patterns as higher mortgage 
rates and home prices will be headwinds for residential construction. The 
current short supply will help boost demand for housing into the spring, as 
can be seen from a 7.7% rise in housing permits filed in February. This is 
the largest jump since October, but the surge is mainly attributable to 
apartment building construction as single-family home permits actually 
dropped slightly. 

The Fed meeting minutes this week were as expected with rates 
remaining unchanged and the taper continuing at a pace of $10 billion per 
month. Based on the language in the latest report, the future reduction in 
quantitative easing will continue to be done in steps, with the April cuts 
resulting in monthly purchases of $25 billion in mortgage-backed 
securities and $30 billion in longer-term treasuries. The committee 
maintains that inflation and employment are the primary economic 
elements that factor into the decision to continue tapering, and they 
implied that they would like to see inflation back around 2%. 

Factory output in the US rose 0.8% in February, the largest jump in 6 
months. Auto production, business equipment, and chemical production 
all gained last month after January numbers were weak across most 
elements of the index. The Philadelphia Fed’s factory index, a primary 
indicator of manufacturing strength, also rose to a level of 9 this month 
after 6.3 in February. This is welcome news after some months of weak 
manufacturing data in the US. The gain in February all but erased the 
weather-related declines in January and sets the stage for manufacturing 
strength going forward into the warmer months. 

4.6 M
320,000

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 3.14.14 3.21.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.05% 0.06% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.36% 0.45% 0.09%

5-Year Treasury 1.55% 1.73% 0.18%

10-Year Treasury 2.65% 2.75% 0.10%

30-Year Treasury 3.59% 3.61% 0.02%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

This week’s Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting sparked a 
sell off in U.S. Treasuries as investors absorbed growing hawkishness by 
committee members.  While the headline announcement of a continued 
$10 billion reduction in asset purchases surprised few people, interest 
rate projections by the FOMC proved less accommodating than the 
market had been anticipating.  The FOMC increased their rate projections 
for the end of 2015 from 0.75% to 1.00% and the end of 2016 from 1.75% 
to 2.25%.  Federal Reserve Chairperson Janet Yellen did little to ease 
jittery investors in her post-meeting news conference by indicating she 
expected monetary tightening to begin “on the order of six months” after 
Federal Reserve asset purchases cease.  Projections now put the first 
Fed funds rate hike to occur in April of 2015 after the markets had been 
pricing in the first increase in August of 2015.  With little current inflation 
pressure, investors rushed out of shorter duration Treasuries with most 
selling pressure between 2-year and 7-year maturities.  10-year Treasury 
yields rose 11 basis points compared to the rise of 17 basis points in 7-
year bonds.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,841.13 1,866.52 1.38%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,364.10 1,379.82 1.15%

Russell 2000 1,181.41 1,193.73 1.04%

MSCI EAFE 1,889.43 1,864.01 -1.35%

MSCI EM 943.19 940.70 -0.26%

DJ Industrial Average 16,065.67 16,302.77 1.48%

NASDAQ 4,245.40 4,276.79 0.74% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar

Most major stock markets rebounded after a big sell-off last week. Early 
in the week investors reacted positively to news regarding improvements 
in industrial production, New York regional manufacturing conditions, and 
home builder confidence. Stocks fell sharply on Wednesday after Janet 
Yellen’s post-Fed meeting comments led investors to believe interest rate 
increases would occur sooner than expected. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average was down over 200 points during the press conference, but 
recovered slightly to close down only 114 points. Markets were strong 
again on Thursday as positive economic news appeared to show that the 
cold and snowy winter was to blame for weakness earlier this year. For 
the week, the Dow rose 1.5% to close out at 16,302.77.The broader S&P 
500 Index increased 1.4% to end the week at 1,866.52.The NASDAQ 
Composite Index fell 1% on Friday, but still finished the week up 0.7% to 
4,276.79. 

International stocks were mixed this week. The Nikkei fell 4% in the five-
day trading period on fears the economy may be faltering. Foreign 
investors appear to be leading the way in selling Japanese stocks, at the 
fastest pace in more than ten years, according to the Wall Street Journal. 
The index is down 13% year to date, after a 57% jump in 2013. Equity 
investors in Europe pushed the Stoxx Europe 600 Index up nearly 2% 
above last Friday’s close. China’s Shanghai Composite Index rose 2.7% 
on Friday and finished 2.2% higher for the week.  

Quarterly earnings were reported this week by Oracle (ORCL), Nike 
(NKE) and Darden Enterprises (DRI). While Oracle’s revenue and EPS 
were below expectations, hardware, database, and analytics sales 
showed positive surprises. Guidance remained in line with expectations. 
Nike reported earnings ahead of expectations but management cautioned 
the stronger dollar may hamper sales this quarter. Nearly 45% of Nike’s 
revenues are international. On a positive note, sales increased in every 
region in the most recent quarter, including China. Darden Enterprises 
reported weak same-store sales in each restaurant division. Earnings fell 
from $1.02/share in the year ago period to only $0.82/share this quarter. 
The company recently announced plans to spin off its lagging Red 
Lobster chain. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 134.90 132.94 -1.45%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 167.40 165.80 -0.96%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,235.90 1,238.22 0.19%

Gold 1,383.20 1,333.95 -3.56% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 98.94 99.43 0.50%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil traded around $100 a barrel this week, posting gains as 
domestic stockpiles climbed by 5.85 million barrels to 375.9 million, the 
highest level since November 29, according to data from the EIA. Crude 
strengthened after Enterprise Products Parents LP (EPD) announced it 
would double the capacity of a pipeline connecting Oklahoma storage 
with Gulf Coast refineries sooner than expected. Production of crude 
increased to 8.215 million barrels a day, the highest rate in almost 26 
years. Supplies of distillate fuel, a category that includes heating oil and 
diesel, fell 3.1 million barrels last week to 110.8 million, the least since 
May 2008. Gasoline stockpiles dropped 1.47 million barrels to 222.3 
million. 
 
Gold rose on Friday ahead of several speeches by U.S. Federal Reserve 
officials, but still managed to post its biggest weekly fall since November 
(3%) following hints of an interest rate hike in the first half of 2015. Low 
interest rates, which cut the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding 
bullion above other assets, has been a key factor driving the metal higher 
in recent years. Earlier this week, the precious metal briefly touched a six-
month high of $1,391.76 an ounce on tensions in Ukraine and concerns 
about growth in China before the focus shifted towards the U.S. monetary 
stance. 

According to the most recent report from eVestment, investors allocated 
an estimated $41 billion to hedge funds in February, the largest monthly 
allocation since the firm began tracking monthly inflows in October 2008. 
The current total industry AUM of $2.93 trillion is only $12 billion below its 
all-time high set in Q2 2008. Performance gains added an additional 
$45.9 billion, bringing February’s asset increase to $86.9 billion, a 3.1% 
rise. This is the industry’s largest asset growth since performance gains 
drove a large increase in May 2009. In terms of specific strategies, 
investor preferences for equity over credit continued for the fourth 
consecutive month, the longest such streak since investors chased the 
equity market recovery in the months following the financial crisis. 
Despite being overshadowed by equity flows, credit strategies showed a 
significant rebound of investor sentiment last month, more than offsetting 
the jump in redemptions following the sharp uptick of interest rates in May 
2013.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
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investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Mar 20th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 3/15
Mar 25th New Home Sales, Feb
Mar 25th Consumer Confidence, March
Mar 26th Durable Goods Order, Feb
Mar 27th GDP, Q4 2013
Mar 27th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 3/22
Mar 28th Pending Home Sales, Feb Chg
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Consumer spending in the U.S. increased 0.3% in February, the largest 
gain in three months, after a 0.2% climb in January. This is a positive shift 
to the upside as a tough winter had taken some steam out of the 
consumer spending trend, which makes up 70% of consumption in the 
economy. An improving job market and higher incomes contributed to the 
consumption gains, which came from increased spending on durable 
goods, cars, and the service sector. Part of the gain in incomes (also up 
0.3% in February) is due to a spike in government transfer payments from 
Medicaid distributions related to the Affordable Care Act, and private 
sector wages were also up 3.6% over the past year.

Real GDP for the fourth quarter of 2013 was reported at 2.6% annualized, 
an upward revision from the 2.4% stated last month. Consumer spending, 
the largest contributor to the GDP figure, increased by 3.3% in Q4 to 
mark the strongest quarterly gain since 2010. Many retailers are waiting 
for the spring to evaluate the state of the economy and the U.S. 
consumer because of skewed data from the winter, and expectations are 
high for a rebound in Q2 of this year. 

While consumer spending has been strong, the story is different in the 
corporate world. Factories reported fewer orders for machinery and 
technical equipment in February as weak sales during the winter 
dampened order demand. Capital goods orders fell 1.3% in February 
after a 0.8% increase in January, but demand for durable goods still 
climbed 2.2% year over year, led by auto sales.

The consumer confidence fell in March to the lowest reading in four 
months, which could indicate slower upcoming spending. The Thomson 
Reuters/University of Michigan survey of consumer sentiment dropped to 
80 from a February reading of 81.6. Higher heating costs and gasoline 
prices contributed to the fall in sentiment, but stronger wage gains and an 
improving employment outlook kept the number from falling further. 

-0.8%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source:  Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.

2.6%
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 3.21.14 3.28.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.06% 0.04% -0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.45% 0.45% 0.00%

5-Year Treasury 1.73% 1.74% 0.01%

10-Year Treasury 2.75% 2.73% -0.02%

30-Year Treasury 3.61% 3.55% -0.06%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.  Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite a modest sell-off on Friday, U.S. Treasuries finished the week 
higher as mixed economic reports deflated concerns from last week’s 
comments from the Federal Reserve. Looking forward, many strategists 
expect the yield on the 10-year note to trade between 2.5% and 3.0% in 
the short-term given continued uncertainty over the domestic economic 
outlook. This outlook will play a key factor shaping the central bank’s 
pace of tapering of quantitative stimulus. If the Fed continues its current 
pace, their bond-buying program should come to end in the fourth quarter 
of this year, paving the way for an increase in short-term interest rates. 
Meanwhile, Standard & Poor’s cut Brazil’s sovereign debt rating to BBB-, 
noting a multiyear economic slump has eroded the country’s finances. 
President Rousseff tried to revive the economy with a combination of tax 
cuts and social spending. At the same time, the president has been 
widely criticized for resorting to sometimes opaque accounting moves to 
meet budget targets. S&P said fiscal credibility had been “systematically 
weakened” following cuts in the government’s main target, with loans by 
state run banks undermining “policy credibility and transparency.” The 
short-term effect of the downgrade on the financial markets remains 
unclear. Analysts feel some market participants might be forced to 
liquidate positions due to policies prohibiting holding lower quality assets, 
while others may focus on the low likelihood of further downgrades. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,866.52 1,857.62 -0.48%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,379.82 1,358.20 -1.57%

Russell 2000 1,193.73 1,151.82 -3.51%

MSCI EAFE 1,864.01 1,892.86 1.55%

MSCI EM 940.70 975.29 3.68%

DJ Industrial Average 16,302.77 16,323.06 0.12%

NASDAQ 4,276.79 4,155.76 -2.83% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar

Domestic stocks fluctuated this week, ending close to where they began. 
As we approach the end of the quarter on Monday, equity markets are 
trying to decipher a number of variables, including the Fed tapering, 
concerns over Ukraine, a slowing Chinese economy, healthy U.S. 
corporate profit growth, a still-suffering consumer, and the impact of a 
cold and snowy winter. With that many uncertainties, it’s no wonder that 
the week, like the first quarter as a whole, meandered rather than moving 
consistently in either direction. The S&P 500 index closed the week at 
1857.62 or down 0.5% on the week, while the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average finished at 16,323.06, down 0.1% over the five days.  With one 
more trading day remaining in the first quarter, the S&P 500 has eked out 
a 0.5% gain year to date.

Foreign stocks generally fared better than American stocks this week. 
The Stoxx Europe 600 index closed Friday at 333.76, higher for the week 
by almost 2%. European and Asian equities were supported by China’s 
commentary about continued infrastructural investment. Japan’s Nikkei 
225 index rounded out the week up just over 3%, at 14,696.03, on the 
back of a weaker yen and favorable inflation data. Emerging markets also 
outpaced domestic stocks this week, with the iShares MSCI Emerging 
Markets ETF rising 4.5% to close at 40.74.

Though the broader U.S. stock market indexes have been nearly flat, 
there has been movement lately within equity styles and industry sectors. 
In particular, the market has lost some of its desire for the highest-flying 
stocks. These “momentum” stories have had a hard ride in March, and we 
attribute this to valuation concerns and money flows more than  changes 
in fundamentals. The biotech sector, as measured by the IBB ETF, has 
fallen more than 10% in the month, as have Priceline, Twitter, and Tesla. 
March losses in NetFlix and 3D-printing company 3D Systems have been 
approximately 20%. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 132.94 134.75 1.35%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 167.74 165.88 -1.11%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,238.22 1,171.53 -5.39%

Gold 1,333.95 1,292.70 -3.09% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 99.43 101.58 2.16%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil futures rose to three-week highs this week on continued supply 
drawdowns at a key storage hub and signs of improving U.S. demand. 
Supplies in Cushing, Oklahoma, a main U.S. storage hub where the 
Nymex contract is priced, fell for the eighth straight week last week, as 
announced by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA). Cushing 
stockpiles are at their lowest level since January 2012. A storage surplus 
has built up in Cushing as domestic oil production rapidly increased 
without sufficient transportation channels to connect the crude to existing 
refineries. 

Gold prices sank to six-week lows this week on signs of improving U.S. 
economic growth and easing concerns regarding Ukraine drained 
investor interest in the safe-haven asset. This marks the second 
consecutive weekly drop for the precious metal, after it had rallied over 
the first two months of the year as investors sought to protect their wealth 
from risks such as a slowing economy, turbulence in emerging markets 
and the political crisis in Ukraine. After Russia annexed Ukraine’s Crimea 
region in mid-March, some of the uncertainty surrounding the geopolitical 
tensions in Eastern Europe appeared to subside and bullion prices have 
turned lower, on pace for a 2% loss this month. This week, the metal’s 
retreat came amid signs that the U.S. economic recovery is gaining 
traction after a stretch of weak economic readings at the beginning of the 
year. 

Brazil’s worst drought in decades comes with a silver lining for coffee 
growers responsible for one in every three cups of fresh java consumed 
in the world. The dry spell has triggered a price surge allowing farmers to 
sell stockpiled coffee at a profit for the first time in a year which should 
help pay debt and fertilizer bills. Brazilian coffee trees suffered the driest 
and hottest start to a year in at least six decades, fueling a rally that sent 
New York futures to a two-year high earlier this month. Coffee roasters, 
who until December were buying the bare minimum on the prospect of 
ample supplies and lower prices, have been speeding up purchases due 
to uncertainty over the crop as growers will start harvesting in April or 
May.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Mar 27th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 3/22
Mar 31st Chicago PMI, Business Baro, Mar
Apr 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Mar
Apr 3rd International Trade Balance, Feb
Apr 3rd Intial Jobless Claims, wk 3/29
Apr 4th Non-farm Payrolls, Mar. Monthly Chg.
Apr 4th Unemployment Rate, March
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Total non-farm payrolls rose 192,000 in March while the unemployment 
rate stayed firm at 6.7%. This comes after a 197,000 revised gain in 
February and a 144,000 report in January. Although the March release 
did not beat analyst consensus, it still signifies a continuation of steady 
job growth over the past several months. Goods-production jobs, 
healthcare, retail, and business services saw strong gains while 
manufacturing and government jobs came in essentially flat. This report 
should not change anything that is happening with regards to the Fed 
and QE3 tapering as it is positive but not extraordinary.

The Non-Manufacturing ISM Index saw a predictable gain in March after 
a weather-laden February caused the index to drop significantly. This 
indicator of activity in the U.S. service sector gained 1.5 points in March 
to reach a level of 53.1 from a February reading of 51.6. New orders 
were strong and inventories are fairly low, which could indicate re-
stocking in the coming months. The manufacturing counterpart of the 
ISM, gained a half a point to reach 53.7. This was not as strong a 
rebound as expected but production rebounded nicely as well as new 
export orders.

German factory orders saw a 0.6% seasonally-adjusted rise in February 
after a forecasted gain of 0.2%. This is a sign that the largest economic 
power in Europe is gaining strength in the manufacturing sector, which 
likely stems from domestic demand as exports to emerging economies 
have weakened. Unlike the deep freeze that the U.S. experienced, 
Germany experienced a warm winter which resulted in strong 
construction numbers throughout the season. The slower economic 
growth in emerging economies as well as the Russia-Ukraine situation 
provides obstacles to German manufacturing growth; however, this 
report was an indicator for positive growth in the Eurozone.

6.7%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 3.28.14 4.4.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.03% -0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.45% 0.43% -0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.74% 1.71% -0.03%

10-Year Treasury 2.73% 2.74% 0.01%

30-Year Treasury 3.55% 3.59% 0.04%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Although the treasury curve ended the week with only modest change, 
higher volatility was observed around key economic data releases. The 
recent drastic flattening of the yield curve was slightly reversed this week 
after a slower than expected payroll growth. On Monday the spread 
between the 5-year notes and the 30-year bonds narrowed to 178 basis 
points, the smallest spread since October 2009, ending on Friday at 190 
basis points compared to 181 last week. The flattening of the yield curve 
is an indication of market’s expectation for the Fed to begin raising short-
term rates soon after the QE program concludes, reinforced in the recent 
press conference by the Fed’s Chairperson Janet Yellen. Consequently, 
market participants now anticipate the first rate hike in May-June 2015.

Sovereign bond yields are declining across Europe largely on the 
speculation of possible ECB stimulus. As a result, Spain’s 5-year note 
yield dropped to 1.69% during the week, which was surprisingly below its 
U.S. equivalent. Similarly, the yield on Italy’s 5-year note fell to as low as 
1.74%, the lowest since 1993 according to data collected by Bloomberg. 
In addition, credit quality seems to be improving on the periphery. During 
the week, Fitch Ratings increased its outlook for Lithuania to positive 
from stable while stating “prudent economic policy making” and the 
upcoming adoption of the euro as primary reasons.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,857.62 1,865.09 0.40%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,358.20 1,367.11 0.66%

Russell 2000 1,151.82 1,153.38 0.14%

MSCI EAFE 1,892.86 1,924.32 1.66%

MSCI EM 975.29 1,000.17 2.55%

DJ Industrial Average 16,323.06 16,412.71 0.55%

NASDAQ 4,155.76 4,127.73 -0.67% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

The stock market started the week strong only to pull back slightly 
Thursday ahead of the jobs data set to be announced Friday before the 
open. The markets didn’t rally on the news Friday morning, but they 
remained positive long enough at the open for the Dow and the S&P 500 
Index to reach new intraday highs, only to sell off throughout the day. 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 16,412.71, finishing the 
week higher by 0.55%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week at 
1,865.09, higher by 0.40% on the week. The NASDAQ Composite 
finished lower by 0.67% to close the week out at 4,127.73.

European markets held their ground Friday after the employment report 
in the U.S. There have been nine straight days of gains for the European 
markets making it the longest winning streak in over five months. Asian 
markets were broadly positive for the week but declined slightly on 
Friday. Japan’s Nikkei Index posted a return of 2.7% for the week 
benefitting from a weaker yen.

Shares of Google split 2:1 in the form of a new share class when the 
stock opened Thursday morning creating a third share class. The new 
shares will be the non-voting “C” class and will trade under the original 
symbol GOOG. The Class “A” shares will trade under the new ticker 
symbol GOOGL. Shareholders received 1 new share of each class for 
every existing share they owned. The third share class, called “B” 
shares, are closely held by management as a way to maintain control 
over the company. Shares of GOOG finished higher on the day to finish 
at $569.74/share while the “A” shares, ticker GOOGL, finished higher 
also and closed at $571.50/share. Analysts expect a slight disparity 
between the two liquid share classes based on the lack of voting rights 
for the “C” shares.

  

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 134.75 134.75 0.00%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 165.88 168.40 1.52%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,171.53 1,241.95 6.01%

Gold 1,292.70 1,304.14 0.88% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 101.58 101.14 -0.43%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold climbed back above $1,300 an ounce on Friday in the wake of a 
U.S. jobs report that did not quite meet market expectations. Bullion 
traders believe that the weaker-than-expected job numbers could force 
the Federal Open Market Committee to curtail tapering of quantitative 
easing in the near future. The 1.5% rise in the metal was its biggest daily 
gain in a month. The Federal Reserve’s stimulus, which has kept the 
dollar cheap and rates low, has helped boost gold over the last several 
years as bullion is traditionally viewed as a hedge against currency 
debasement or inflation. The precious metal has slipped around 7% 
since March 14 as some investors have become more optimistic about 
U.S. economic outlook; others grew wary of holding zero-yielding assets 
after the Fed signaled it could raise benchmark interest rates as early as 
the first half of 2015.

Crude oil futures ended the week relatively flat, even after monthly U.S. 
employment data missed expectations but showed hiring expanded in 
March. Higher employment has the tendency to indicate increased 
demand for petroleum products in the world’s top oil-consuming nation, 
however this month’s data wasn’t strong enough to give crude a strong 
and sustained boost. Uncertainty about Libyan supply returning to the 
market has also supported price gains recently, despite talks between 
rebels and government officials to end their standoff and re-open blocked 
ports to get supply flowing. Libya's oil production has been well below 
capacity this year amid the political tension. The country produced an 
average output of 370,000 barrels a day during Q1, while output capacity 
is about 1.4 million barrels a day. 

Returns on equity real estate investment trusts (REITs) far outpaced 
gains seen in the broader market during Q1 and analysts expect solid 
fundamentals to continue to support the sector. Total returns for the 
FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs Index were just under 10% in the first 
quarter, compared with the 1.8% gain seen in the S&P 500. Gains for the 
FTSE NAREIT All REITs Index stood at 8.6% in the first quarter. REIT 
returns softened though in March compared with the first two months of 
the year with total returns from the FTSE NAREIT All REIT Index gaining 
just 0.3%, compared with a gain of 0.8% for the S&P 500.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU_022114

120 North LaSalle Street, Suite 3700
Chicago, Illinois  60602
312.223.0270 direct
312.223.0276 fax
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Mar 31st Chicago PMI, Business Baro, Mar
Apr 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Mar
Apr 3rd International Trade Balance, Feb
Apr 3rd Intial Jobless Claims, wk 3/29
Apr 4th Non-farm Payrolls, Mar. Monthly Chg.
Apr 4th Unemployment Rate, March
Apr 10h Intial Jobless Claims, wk 4/5
Apr 11h Producer Price Index, March M/M Chg.
Apr 11h Consumer Sentiment Index, March
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Consumer confidence in the U.S. jumped to the highest level since last 
July as a stronger jobs market and higher incomes/spending contributed 
to a more positive outlook. The Thomson Reuters University of Michigan 
Consumer Sentiment index hit 82.6 this month,  with a solid payrolls 
report from last week and optimistic expectations for wage growth. A 
pickup in wages led by increased employment opportunities would be a 
major boost to consumer spending, which is the largest contributor in the 
U.S. economy. 

Prices rose in the U.S. from the producer side in March but in the service 
sector only, which has only been an element of the index for a few 
months. Overall, the PPI index notched a 0.5% increase from last month, 
including a 0.7% gain from the service sector while goods prices were 
flat. The first quarter of 2014 has been especially strong for this inflation 
indicator despite the flat month for goods. PPI for goods is up 1.2% since 
this time last year, but up 3.2% as an annual rate in the past three 
months. This trend could be an indication of a sooner-than-expected pick-
up in inflation, at least from the production side, and could have effects 
on Fed policy if these trends begin to show in headline inflation figures. 

The IMF released a forecast this week stating Chinese growth will remain 
around 7.5% this year, pulling down overall emerging market growth to 
just under 5%. If this holds true, it will be the lowest Chinese GDP figure 
since 1990. The IMF maintains that the U.S. is still the primary engine of 
global growth, but it will not contribute as much as it once did to the world 
economy, and neither will emerging nations that were growing at 
staggering paces throughout the 1990s and 2000s. According to the 
report, the U.S. is set to grow at an estimated 2.8% in 2014, and based 
on its size should contribute 0.52% to the overall 3.9% of world economic 
growth. Despite the contribution making up nearly 1/8 of global growth, 
this is significantly less than the average 0.80% that it added throughout 
the 1980s and 1990s. 

300,000

82.6
0.5%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 4.4.14 4.11.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.04% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.43% 0.37% -0.06%

5-Year Treasury 1.71% 1.58% -0.13%

10-Year Treasury 2.74% 2.63% -0.11%

30-Year Treasury 3.59% 3.48% -0.11%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After weeks of mostly flat returns, U.S. Treasuries finished the week 
higher amid speculation the Federal Reserve is not prepared to 
accelerate the timing of interest rate increases as previously thought. 
Data on inflation and employment remain to be factors influencing the 
central bank’s policy outlook. Many indicators have been suggesting 
inflation stays below the Fed’s 2% target rate in the near-term, and many 
strategists feel they will err on the side of caution in determining an 
optimal time to increase rates. As fears mount about emerging market 
economic growth, U.S. mutual funds with significant exposure to 
corporate bonds in this area of the market might be at risk, according to a 
recent International Monetary Fund report. Bonds issued by companies in 
developing markets including Brazil, China, Russia, and Turkey 
experienced significant growth as central banks committed to bond 
purchase programs to stimulate economic growth. At the same time, 
given low yields on most debt in developed countries, investors flocked to 
these bonds given their high interest rates. Noting a potential for 
economic growth to slow, the IMF report estimates “problematic” 
corporate loans could increase by as much as $750 billion, which would 
likely trigger an upturn in defaults. Asset management companies like 
Fidelity and PIMCO, who bought these securities in more favorable 
conditions, may have difficulties selling them if interest rates begin to rise. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,865.09 1,815.69 -2.65%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,367.11 1,318.50 -3.56%

Russell 2000 1,153.38 1,111.44 -3.64%

MSCI EAFE 1,924.32 1,919.80 -0.23%

MSCI EM 1,000.17 1,021.74 2.16%

DJ Industrial Average 16,412.71 16,026.75 -2.35%

NASDAQ 4,127.73 3,999.73 -3.10% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar

It was a volatile week for equities across the globe as investors digested 
mixed economic data, Federal Reserve meeting minutes, and profit 
taking in biotech and other high beta stocks. Stocks rallied on 
Wednesday as minutes from the most recent Fed meeting indicated it 
may stay more accommodative than recent projections indicated, but 
then fell sharply on Thursday and Friday. For the week, the Dow was 
down 2.4% to close out at 16,026.75. The broader S&P 500 Index 
declined 2.7% to end the week at 1,815.69. On Thursday the NASDAQ 
Composite Index suffered its worst day since 2011, falling 129.79 points, 
or 3.1%. For the week the NASDAQ closed 3.1% lower at 3999.73. 

International stocks were mixed this week. European equities as 
measured by the STOXX 600 Index fell 3.1%, in line with the U.S. market. 
After Thursday’s big sell-off at home, the Nikkei Index fell to its lowest 
level since October, as the yen rallied and foreign investors dumped 
Japanese stocks. For the week the index was down 7.3%. Stocks in 
China, on the other hand, saw large gains this week. The Shanghai 
Composite Index finished 3.5% higher for the week, despite data that 
showed Chinese exports fell 6.6% compared to expectations for a 4.2% 
gain. Investors in Chinese stocks cheered news of plans to allow 
increased access by overseas investors via Hong Kong. 

First quarter earnings season, which began this week, included reports 
from Alcoa, JP Morgan and Wells Fargo. While Alcoa’s revenue for the 
first quarter was below estimates, EPS surprised to the upside and 
management reiterated its forecast for 7% growth in global aluminum 
demand this year. The stock rallied 3.8% on the news. Wells Fargo 
reported earnings ahead of expectations despite a 3% revenue decline 
on slowing mortgage originations. Credit conditions continued to improve 
as the company released reserves of $500 million compared to $200 
million last year. JP Morgan’s earnings fell 18.5% as the bank suffered 
not only from weaker mortgage lending, but also sluggish trading 
revenue. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 134.75 136.40 1.23%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 168.40 168.03 -0.22%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,241.95 1,231.40 -0.85%

Gold 1,304.14 1,318.43 1.10% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 101.14 103.38 2.21%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude climbed to five-week highs this 
week as U.S. consumer confidence rose in April and gasoline demand 
strengthened. Crude slipped to $103.38 a barrel on Friday, as recent 
signs of sputtering economic growth in China suggested demand for 
crude could weaken. Other factors influencing crude supplies include the 
U.S. Energy Department stating  the country's crude oil reserves rose for 
a fourth straight year to their highest level since 1976 as hydraulic 
fracturing methods have helped drillers unlock oil trapped in rock 
formations. Also, traders kept a close eye on the reopening of four Libyan 
export terminals, which have been delayed as the central government 
and militias who had occupied the facilities failed to reach a definite 
agreement. Crude’s close on Friday marks the biggest weekly gain so far 
this year. 

Gold recorded its best week in over a month on sagging risk appetite and 
increasing hopes that the U.S. Federal Reserve would hold off on raising 
interest rates  as early as next year. Earlier this week, Bullion reached its 
highest level since March 24th, hitting $1,324.40 an ounce, bolstered by 
the Fed’s March meeting minutes which showed officials were not fond of 
increasing interest rates shortly after unwinding bond purchases, as 
markets had feared. The precious metal had come under pressure, falling 
to a seven-week low earlier this month on signs that strong economic 
data in the U.S. would prompt further dollar strengthening; coupled with 
Fed Chair Janet Yellen hinting last month of the chance of hiking interest 
rates in the first half of 2015. However, bullion gains were  capped by 
continuing outflows from gold funds and weak physical demand in Asia. 

Coffee bean prices hit their highest level in more than two years amid 
fears that droughts in Brazil could lead to a global shortage of coffee. The 
price of arabica beans, the most popular variety, rose by 20% this week 
and hit $2.07 a pound , the highest price since February 2012. So far this 
year, the price of arabica beans, favored by Starbucks, Costa Coffee and 
Caffè Nero, has risen by 70%.The price was driven higher on Thursday 
by further dry weather forecasts for Brazil, the world's biggest producer, 
which has already experienced its worst droughts in decades. 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Apr 10th Intial Jobless Claims, wk 4/5
Apr 14th Retail Sales, March. Monthly Chg.
Apr 15th CPI, March Monthly Chg.
Apr 16th Housing Starts, March
Apr 16th Industrial Production, Mar. Monthly Chg.
Apr 17th Intial Jobless Claims, wk 4/12
Apr 17th Philidelphia Fed Survey, April
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According to reports from Beijing this week Chinese GDP grew at an 
annualized pace of 7.4% during the first quarter of 2014, falling just under 
the IMF estimate of 7.5% released last week. This is the weakest GDP 
report in six quarters for China as construction and industrial production 
dipped significantly. Slow property investment indicates a tightening 
credit environment and lower property demand, which adds more concern 
to the economic situation in China as local debt and shadow banking are 
already becoming significant dangers to the economy.  

Looking to the U.S., the largest threat to the economy may be persistently 
low inflation, according to Janet Yellen in a statement made on 
Wednesday. She maintained that the U.S. central bank will continue to 
stimulate the economy until the labor market is healed to satisfaction and 
inflation rises towards the 2% goal that the Fed has stated. While it 
seems a far stretch at this point, Yellen did say that overshooting that 2% 
goal could be “very costly to reverse.”

The U.S. economy showed strength in the business sector and on the 
consumer side last month. Industrial production increased 0.7% in March 
and is now up 3.7% on the year. Auto production declined, but is still up 
over 5% since this time last year. Meanwhile, manufacturing jumped 
0.6% while high-tech production was up 0.7%. This is a very positive 
report from the industrial sector of the U.S. economy as we slowly ease 
out of the winter weather and into spring. On the consumer side, solid 
gains were reported in retail sales (1.1% gain) for the second straight 
month as buyers make up for lost time this winter. Despite lower auto 
production, auto sales gained more traction this month since September 
of 2012. Furthermore, housing starts rose 2.8% in March, fueled by a 6% 
jump in single-family homes. While the annualized rate is still below the 
consensus estimate, this trend marks continued progress towards 
normalization in the housing construction industry. These numbers 
should continue to pick up as demand increases in warmer months.

16.6

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 4.10.14 4.17.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.03% -0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.37% 0.43% 0.06%

5-Year Treasury 1.58% 1.75% 0.17%

10-Year Treasury 2.63% 2.73% 0.10%

30-Year Treasury 3.48% 3.52% 0.04%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

U. S. Treasury bond prices eased slightly over the past week as 
economic data supported an improving U.S. economy, and progress in 
Ukrainian negotiations took luster off Treasuries as a safe haven. Yields 
were up across the curve from 2-year notes and longer, but the biggest 
move was in 5-year notes where yields jumped from 1.58% to 1.75%.  
The middle of the yield curve continues to be under the most pressure 
this year as long-term inflation expectations remain modest and investors 
position themselves for interest rate normalization. The strategy has 
gained popularity this year, but analysis on the current 10-year Treasury 
yield reveals the long end of the yield curve remains overvalued 
European sovereign bonds posted strong gains this week as the ECB’s 
talk of potential “unconventional measures” to support euro zone growth 
fueled speculation that the ECB may undertake a Federal Reserve style 
bond purchasing program to force bond yields lower. In response, the 
Italian and Irish 10-year bonds dropped to their lowest yield on record, 
while Portugal’s debt traded at eight year lows. The demand was focused 
on higher yielding periphery debt as the German bund remained little 
changed for the week.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,815.69 1,864.85 2.71%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,318.50 1,351.42 2.50%

Russell 2000 1,111.44 1,137.90 2.38%

MSCI EAFE 1,919.80 1,904.98 -0.77%

MSCI EM 1,021.74 1,002.50 -1.88%

DJ Industrial Average 16,026.75 16,408.54 2.38%

NASDAQ 3,999.73 4,095.52 2.39% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

U.S. stocks rebounded on this holiday-shortened week, encouraged by 
generally positive corporate earnings reports and accommodative 
language from Federal Reserve Chair, Janet Yellen. The S&P 500 index 
closed out the week at 1,864.85, up 2.7%, undoing the damage from last 
week’s rout. The index is now within 1.5% of its 2014 high set on April 
2nd. The NASDAQ Composite index bounced off the 4,000 level and 
closed this week at 4,095.52, a rise of 2.4% for the week. The fact that 
the NASDAQ is approximately 6% below its 2014 high illustrates the 
rotation away from higher-PE tech and biotech stocks in favor of 
traditional growth and value equities.

Foreign stocks edged higher for the week. In the developed world, the 
STOXX Europe 600 index gained about 1% this week, despite a revival 
of Ukraine tensions and the threat of stronger sanctions against Russia. 
Japan’s Nikkei 225 index rebounded just over 3% this week, a rally likely 
fueled by bargain seekers more than fundamentals, as the market is still 
down approximately 11% year to date on concerns of wavering growth. 
The MSCI Emerging Markets index was about flat for the week, as 
China’s announcement of 7.4% first-quarter GDP growth was largely in 
line with expectations.

The focus for domestic equities this week was on corporate earnings, and 
the week brought a mixed bag of hits and misses. Google’s revenue 
disappointed, and IBM posted declining sales for the eighth consecutive 
quarter, sending both stocks over 3% lower on Thursday. GE’s industrial 
sales growth and EPS beat expectations and lifted the stock 1.7% on 
Thursday. The nation’s largest banks are under pressure from slow 
mortgage activity, weak trading revenue, and increased legal and 
compliance costs. Investors were warmer to Wells Fargo’s results than 
they were to JP Morgan or Bank of America.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 136.40 137.68 0.94%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 168.03 170.54 1.49%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,231.40 1,207.08 -1.97%

Gold 1,318.43 1,295.10 -1.77% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 103.38 104.54 1.12%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil futures traded near six-week highs this week despite a large 
increase in oil stockpiles last week as the escalating conflict in Ukraine 
underpinned prices. Concerns over the situation in eastern Ukraine 
remained supportive of oil prices, after three pro-Russian separatists 
were killed in clashes with Ukrainian forces this week. Concerns that the 
West may impose new sanctions against Russia fanned fears over 
possible supply disruptions. Russia is the world's second largest oil 
exporter after Saudi Arabia. Crude was relatively flat earlier in the week 
after the U.S. Energy Information Administration announced that crude 
inventories rose by 10.01 million barrels in the week ended April 11, 
compared to expectations for a build of 2.25 million barrels. It was the 
largest one-week increase in U.S. oil stockpiles in 13 years. Total U.S. 
crude oil inventories stood at 394.1 million barrels as of last week, 3.4 
million barrels below the peak reached in May 2013. 

Gold futures fell this week on signs that gains in the U.S. economy 
eroded demand for the metal as a store of value. Government data 
released this week showed the U.S. consumer price index rising 0.2%, 
topping the 0.1% forecast. A year ago today, the metal plunged 9.3%, the 
most in three decades, partly on concern the Fed would taper stimulus. 
Through Friday, the precious metal has gained over 8% this year on safe 
haven demand linked to the turmoil in Ukraine. 

Soybeans rose this week, extending their climb to the highest level in 
more than 10 months after a report showed record demand from U.S. 
mills, which boosted concern that supplies from the world’s second-
largest exporter would be reduced. Figures released this week from the 
U.S. National Oilseed Processors Association showed that companies 
crushed 153.84 million bushels of soybeans last month compared with 
earlier market forecasts of about 145 million bushels.  Last month’s 
volume was nearly 9% greater than the figure in February and higher-
than-anticipated levels of soybeans could add pressure on stocks, which 
are already at low levels.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Apr 10th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 4/5
Apr 14th Retail Sales, Mar. Monthly Chg.
Apr 15th CPI, March Monthly Chg.
Apr 16th Housing Starts, March
Apr 16th Industrial Production, Mar. Monthly Chg.
Apr 17th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 4/12
Apr 17th Philadelphia Fed Survey, April
Apr 22nd Existing Home Sales
Apr 23rd New Home Sales
Apr 24th New Durables Orders
Apr 25th Consumer Sentiment
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The housing market in the U.S. saw declines in March as new single-
family home sales showed a decline of 14.5% during the month and 
13.3% year-over-year. This is unsettling data for what was supposed to 
be a recovering housing market, and a tumultous winter can no longer be 
blamed for these figures. The increase in home prices may have had 
some impact on these numbers as we saw a record 11.2% spike during 
March, which may have caused some buyers to re-evaluate their options 
and hold off on a purchase. Also, higher mortgage rates may be a short-
term headwind as buyers adjust to the change, but this factor should 
dissipate as consumers acclimate to the current rate environment. 

On a positive note, new orders for durable goods in the U.S. jumped 
2.6% in March after a 2.2% rise in February. All major categories saw 
gains during the month, and transportation, specifically civilian aircraft, 
led the way along with electronics and computer equipment. Last month, 
the transportation sector dominated the rise in orders, but the March 
report showed a more widespread gain across different areas, which is a 
good indicator of overall strength. These gains coincide with record profit 
levels and historically high levels of cash on corporate balance sheets, 
which could lead to significant gains in business investment and 
continued positive orders data. Furthermore, the consumer is gaining 
purchasing power, and personal debt levels are lower than they have 
been in past years, giving buyers the ability to make larger purchases.

Overseas, the German Finance Ministry said the nation will experience 
slightly slower economic progress in the second quarter after a 
surprisingly strong Q1. A very mild winter benefitted construction and 
industrial production in the first months of the year, and the ministry 
claims that this higher-than-expected performance in Q1 will slightly 
damper the numbers in Q2. The government expects overall GDP growth 
of 1.8% on the year after a 0.6% rise in Q1 and an expected 0.4% in Q2. 
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 4.18.14 4.25.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.03% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.43% 0.43% 0.00%

5-Year Treasury 1.75% 1.72% -0.03%

10-Year Treasury 2.73% 2.68% -0.05%

30-Year Treasury 3.52% 3.45% -0.07%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Sparked by the flight-to-quality trade, U.S. Treasuries finished the week 
higher amid continuing tensions between Russia and Ukraine. Although 
the Russian central bank increased short-term interest rates in an effort to 
stem capital outflows and provide support for currency, economic and 
financial costs from the conflict remain a concern. The S&P downgraded 
the country’s credit rating this week to BBB-, one notch above junk 
status. Separately, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note continues 
to trade within a narrow range established in early March, as investors 
debate when the Federal Reserve will make its first interest rate increase. 
Meanwhile, despite a five-year rally in corporate bonds, some strategists 
feel the outlook for this sector remains robust. The combination of slow 
and steady U.S. economic growth, and changing expectations for short-
term interest rates have allayed worries that a sudden rise in yields will 
erode bond values. Robust demand for fixed income products, along with 
stable company fundamentals, also suggests the rally is sustainable.  
Finally, strategists are having a difficult time finding a tangible catalyst for 
a significant sell-off in 2014, suggesting credit market downturn likely 
remains farther into the future than previously expected. However, 
lingering discomfort among investors about the compensation they are 
receiving to bear credit risk coupled with lower liquidity warrants a 
heightened scrutiny of market conditions.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,864.85 1,863.40 -0.08%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,351.42 1,347.00 -0.33%

Russell 2000 1,137.90 1,123.00 -1.31%

MSCI EAFE 1,904.98 1,927.38 1.18%

MSCI EM 1,002.50 1,004.46 0.20%

DJ Industrial Average 16,408.54 16,361.46 -0.29%

NASDAQ 4,095.52 4,075.56 -0.49% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Equity markets were volatile this week as a six-day positive streak for the 
NASDAQ and the S&P 500, the longest since September, came to an 
end on Wednesday. Positive earnings reports from several big name tech 
stocks were not enough to offset disappointing housing and 
manufacturing data. Heightened tensions between Russia and Ukraine 
weighed heavily on stocks Friday, sending the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average down 140 points. For the week, the Dow fell 0.6% to close out at 
16,361.46. The broader S&P 500 Index was flat to end the week at 
1,863.40, while the NASDAQ Composite Index declined 0.5% to 4075.56. 

International stocks were mixed this week. European equities as 
measured by the STOXX 600 Index still managed to post a 0.4% 
increase despite the negative impact on markets from the situation in 
Ukraine and Russia. Germany’s stock market was especially hard hit on 
Friday, falling 1.7% as it has a major trading relationship with Russia. 
Stocks declined in Asia with the Nikkei index falling 0.6% and the 
Shanghai Composite Index closing 2.9% lower for the week as negative 
economic data from China weighed on markets. A preliminary report from 
HSBC on China’s manufacturing sector in April came out at 48.3, 
showing another month of contraction.

Through Thursday, 204 S&P 500 members had reported first quarter 
results. Total earnings for these companies increased 2.9% from the 
same period last year on 3.6% higher revenues, with about 68% beating 
EPS estimates and 44% reporting revenue growth surprises. Of note this 
week, results were reported by Apple, Boeing, McDonald’s and Amazon. 
Healthcare M&A activity also was in the news, including a report that 
Pfizer had approached European drug maker Astra Zeneca about a 
possible merger. Novartis announced its plans to buy Glaxo SmithKline’s 
oncology unit at the same time it would sell its vaccines division to Glaxo. 
Here in the U.S., Zimmer agreed to buy privately held Biomet, making it 
the second largest manufacturer of orthopedic products behind Johnson 
& Johnson.  

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 137.68 138.05 0.27%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 170.54 171.32 0.46%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,207.08 1,234.35 2.26%

Gold 1,295.10 1,302.70 0.59% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 104.54 100.63 -3.74%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Supply data and geopolitical tensions drove fluctuations in commodity 
prices this week. In energy, government data on Wednesday showed 
commercial crude oil supplies of 398 million barrels, the largest weekly 
total in at least 30 years. The surplus is due in part to increased supply 
along the Gulf Coast, as oil supplies have begun to move at the southern 
leg of the Keystone XL pipeline from Oklahoma to the Gulf of Mexico. 
West Texas Intermediate futures were down 2.8% this week, which is the 
biggest decline in more than a month. Crude oil for June delivery fell to 
$100.91 on the New York Mercantile Exchange.

Tensions over actions in the Ukraine are providing price support to the 
energy complex, as Russia is the second largest oil exporter in the world 
and supplies a considerable amount of gas to Europe. Much of that oil 
and gas reaches Europe through pipelines in Ukraine. Concerns about 
disruptions have increased since the current peace deal formally ended 
on Wednesday, with Ukraine’s government vowing to eliminate pro-
Russian armed groups in the eastern part of the country. The conflict 
appeared to be threatening to escalate into military action as of today.

The Ukrainian situation is also stoking demand for gold, traditionally a 
safe haven during times of tumult. Continuing a six week rally, gold 
futures for June delivery rose 0.9% to $1,301.70. The precious metal has 
risen 8.3% this year. Grain futures are also being buoyed by worries 
about possible supply disruptions from Eastern Europe, as well as dry 
weather in North America. Russian and Ukraine are the world’s fifth and 
sixth largest wheat exporters, respectively. Wheat for July delivery rose 
about 1% on the week, to $7.09 per bushel. Soybean and corn futures 
have risen approximately 14% and 20% year-to-date.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
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allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
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MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
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investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.
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various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Apr 17th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 4/12
Apr 17th Philadelphia Fed Survey, April
Apr 22nd Existing Home Sales
Apr 23rd New Home Sales
Apr 24th New Durables Orders
Apr 25th Consumer Sentiment
Apr 30th Real GDP, Q1 Quarterly Change SAAR*
May 1st Initial Jobless Claims, wk 4/26
May 1st Personal Income, March Monthly Chg.
May 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Apr.
May 2nd Non-farm Payrolls, Apr. Monthly Chg.
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The employment report this week exceeded expectations and marked the 
strongest monthly employment gain in over two years. Payrolls rose 
288,000 versus a 215,000 consensus estimate. Each subsector of the 
report saw gains, and the March report was also revised up. Much of this 
may be catch-up from a slow winter but the release is still positive news 
for growth in the U.S. job market. The unemployment rate dropped to 
6.3% from 6.7% in March, which has to do as much with a low 
participation rate as with an improving labor market. Citizens leaving the 
workforce can influence the unemployment rate as much as a gain in 
employment, so the headline rate is a less reliable indicator of growth. 
Despite the strong jobs report the Fed will likely wait until next month’s 
report before factoring any of this into the tapering discussion.

In the euro zone, unemployment held steady at 11.8%, near the 12% 
record set last year. Despite the employment obstacles, many of the 
primary economic indicators are accelerating throughout the euro zone. 
One major indicator, the Purchasing Managers Index (PMI), rose to 53.4 
this month, marking the 10th straight period of expansion. Factory output 
has been strong across several euro zone countries, including Germany 
and Italy, and overall GDP growth looks positive, with European 
Commission estimates coming in at 1.2% for 2014 and 1.8% for 2015. 

Back in the U. S., personal income rose 0.5% in March after a 0.4% gain 
in February. Personal consumption expenditures, one of the more 
significant gauges of consumer spending, jumped 0.9% in March, 
marking a rebound from a slightly weaker winter period. As the consumer 
continues to grow, aided by strong employment growth and lower 
inflation, overall economic growth in the U.S. is poised to move higher. 
The second quarter started with considerable momentum from the end of  
Q1 as the cold winter caused a lag in economic data during the first few 
months of the year. The economy as a whole seems to be gaining steam 
although there are certainly some elements that could see improvement.

0.1%

0.5%
54.9

344,000

288,000

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 4.25.14 5.2.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.02% -0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.43% 0.42% -0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.72% 1.67% -0.05%

10-Year Treasury 2.68% 2.60% -0.08%

30-Year Treasury 3.45% 3.37% -0.08%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite a stronger than expected employment report, U.S. Treasuries 
finished the week higher as investors continue to flock to safe haven 
securities amid escalating tensions between Russia and Ukraine. In 
another sign of an improving economy, the Fed announced it would 
reduce its bond-buying program by $10 billion per month, a continuation 
of the policy strategy laid out. The central bank also reiterated its 
guidance on short-term interest rates, emphasizing they would remain 
near zero for a “considerable period” after the bond buying program ends 
later this year. Most strategists do not expect the Fed to begin raising 
rates until well into next year. Meanwhile, a wave of cash is flooding into 
euro-region bonds in anticipation of a new quantitative easing program 
from the European Central Bank (ECB). ECB President Mario Draghi 
said, “further monetary stimulus is required as the euro appreciates to 
keep the ECB’s policy stance equally accommodative.” He also stated  
that the ECB might start broad-based asset purchases to ward off the risk 
of deflation. When the ECB meets next week, strategists expect Draghi to 
seek out policy tools, including verbal intervention, to stimulate the euro 
zone economy. Should communication not assuage the markets, market 
participants expect the central bank to take some sort of monetary action 
within the next two months. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,863.40 1,881.14 0.95%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,347.00 1,361.57 1.08%

Russell 2000 1,123.00 1,128.80 0.52%

MSCI EAFE 1,927.38 1,943.58 0.84%

MSCI EM 1,004.46 996.01 -0.84%

DJ Industrial Average 16,361.46 16,512.89 0.93%

NASDAQ 4,075.56 4,123.90 1.19% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

The markets reversed course after being negative for most of the month 
of April. The major indices were boosted by strong economic data, 
positive earnings data, and several large acquisitions being announced. 
During the past week, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 
16,512.89, finishing the week higher by 0.93%. The broader S&P 500 
Index ended the week at 1,881.14, higher by 0.95%. The NASDAQ 
Composite finished higher by 1.19% and closed the week out at 4,123.90.

European and Asian markets followed the domestic markets higher for 
the week, however, more volatility was seen due to the rising crisis 
between Russia and the Ukraine. The developed European and the 
Emerging Markets both finished high by over 1.00% for the week.

AstraZeneca PLC rejected Pfizer’s (PFE) latest takeover after raising the 
takeover price to $106 billion. The merger would create the world’s 
largest pharmaceutical company. AstraZeneca’s board said the offer 
significantly undervalues the company. Also in the healthcare space, Bill 
Ackman’s company Pershing Square joined together with Valeant 
Pharmaceuticals (VRX) and announced a hostile takeover to buy Allergan 
(AGN). This is the first time we have seen a hedge fund manager 
partnering with a company for this type of offer.

Several of the social media stocks were down for the week based on 
lower projected forecasts after the companies announced earnings. 
Shares of Yelp (YELP) declined over 6% after the most recent earnings 
announcement, and shares of LinkedIn (LNKD) followed suit after the 
company announced earnings and lowered its guidance below analyst 
expectations.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 138.05 136.68 -0.99%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 171.32 173.44 1.24%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,234.35 1,230.12 -0.34%

Gold 1,302.70 1,298.66 -0.31% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 100.63 99.80 -0.82%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil ended the week relatively flat after hitting a five-week low in 
earlier sessions as U.S. crude inventories advanced to record highs and 
fuel stockpiles grew. U.S. crude inventories have climbed to their highest 
level since 1931. Gasoline supplies increased by 1.56 million barrels to 
211.6 million, while stockpiles of distillate fuel, a category that includes 
heating oil and diesel, expanded by 1.94 million to 114.4 million, 
according to the Energy Information Administration (EIA). Both fuels 
posted the biggest inventory gains since January. Refineries operated at 
91% of capacity in the week ended April 25; unchanged from the prior 
week when operating rates climbed to the highest level this year. Units 
often restart after performing maintenance in late winter as attention shifts 
away from heating oil to gasoline.

Gold rebounded this week as the escalating tension between Russia and 
Ukraine boosted demand for the precious metal as a safe haven 
investment. The metal dropped as much as 0.7% earlier after a 
government report showed U.S. employers boosted payrolls in April by 
the most in two years. Bullion has climbed 6.7% so far this year amid 
signs of faltering U.S. economic growth and mounting political crisis in 
Eastern Europe.

As share buybacks become more appealing for equity real estate 
investment trusts (REITs), ratings firm Fitch Ratings warns of the 
potential risks to the companies’ credit ratings. Despite outperforming the 
broader market in Q1, shares of equity REITs continue trading below net 
asset value (NAV), making share buybacks “an intriguing use of capital,” 
according to a report released by Fitch this week. As of the end of 2013, 
REITs traded at a 7.2% discount to NAV. In the previous year, pricing 
was essentially in line with NAV, according to Fitch. Persistently low 
capitalization rates are also increasing the appeal of share buybacks, the 
report claimed, while improved balance sheets since the recession have 
made potential share repurchases easier for REITs to justify. The report 
did stress, however, that current REIT leverage is above levels seen at 
the end of 2006, just before share buybacks spiked sharply during the 
last credit cycle. Buybacks leading up to the financial crisis were made at 
near-peak valuations and were one of the drivers of the liquidity issues 
many REITs faced during the credit crunch from 2008 to 2009.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

May 1st Initial Jobless Claims, wk 4/26
May 1st Personal Income, Mar. Monthly Chg.
May 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, Apr.
May 2nd Non-farm Payrolls, Apr. Monthly Chg.
May 5th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, April
May 6th International Trade Balance Level, March
May 7th MBA Purchase Applications Index, Wkly. Chg.
May 8th EIA Natural Gas Report, Wkly. Chg. 
May 8th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/3
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Headline productivity in the U.S. marked a 1.7% decline in the first 
quarter of 2014, a figure heavily influenced by an increase in hours 
worked. Underlying production output actually increased by 0.3%, but 
total hours worked increased by 2.0%, resulting in a reduced rate of 
production per hour. This comes after a 2.3% boost in the fourth quarter 
of 2013 which has raised flags about the weather effect on the data in the 
beginning of this year. Technology improvements seem to be the leading 
factor in productivity gains throughout all areas of the economy; as 
service and goods production becomes more efficient, productivity per 
unit of time increases. The results of the second quarter will be more 
telling about the strength of non-farm productivity in the U.S.

The ISM non-manufacturing index, a measure of the strength of the 
service-sector in the U.S., grew 2.1 points to 55.2, overshooting 
consensus estimates and even exceeding the high consensus range of 
55.0. The largest and most important factor in the index, new orders, 
jumped 4.8 points to its highest level since August. Exports were very 
positive, but hiring has stayed low despite higher order demand in the 
index. Businesses seem to be handling extra demand without needing to 
increase staff at this point, which is good for the service sector but not for 
job-seekers in the service industry. Hiring figures should pick up if new 
orders continue to show strong growth throughout Q2 as businesses will 
need more employees to handle higher volumes. 
 
Initial jobless claims fell this week to 319,000, a nice reading coming in 
below even the lowest end of the consensus range. Despite this week’s 
positive reading, the 4-week average has trended higher after slightly 
elevated numbers in April. Continuing claims data painted a rosier picture 
of the job market as both the weekly constant and the four-week moving 
average are at recovery lows.

9.0%

319,000
74 bcf

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 5.2.14 5.9.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.02% 0.03% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.42% 0.40% -0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.67% 1.63% -0.04%

10-Year Treasury 2.60% 2.62% 0.02%

30-Year Treasury 3.37% 3.47% 0.10%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

U. S. Treasury bonds reversed the main trend of 2014 as shorter maturity 
notes out-performed longer maturity Treasury bonds. The 10-year 
Treasury remained largely unchanged, but yields on notes maturing 
between two and five years dropped periodically this week by 2 to 5 basis 
points. Yields on the 30-year Treasury bond rose at times above 3.47%, 
an increase of over 10 basis points. 

After remaining flat much of 2014, the yield curve steepened, with the 
spread between short notes and long bonds rising to the highest point 
since November 2013.  Much of the market action can be attributed to 
comments from Federal Reserve chairperson, Janet Yellen. Yellen 
testified to Congress this week and indicated that the Fed would need to 
see stronger economic data before considering raising interest rates. This 
countered prevailing market sentiment that a Fed hike in early 2015 was 
likely. After Yellen’s comments, market outlook seemed to shift with the 
first Fed rate hike expected to be moved to the second half of 2015.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,881.14 1,878.48 -0.14%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,361.57 1,353.79 -0.57%

Russell 2000 1,128.80 1,107.22 -1.91%

MSCI EAFE 1,943.58 1,944.74 0.06%

MSCI EM 996.01 1,008.85 1.29%

DJ Industrial Average 16,512.89 16,583.34 0.43%

NASDAQ 4,123.90 4,071.87 -1.26% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

U.S. equities were mostly negative for the week, with small cap stocks 
and the technology sector continuing to slide more than the overall 
market. Small cap stocks as measured by the Russell 2000 Index have 
fallen more than 8% over the past three weeks. For the week, the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average managed to close at a record high with a slight 
gain of 0.4% to close out at 16,583.34. The broader S&P 500 Index fell 
0.1% for the week to close at 1,878.48, while the NASDAQ Composite 
Index declined 1.3% and ended the week at 4071.87.

International stocks were mostly lower to flat for the week. European 
equities as measured by the STOXX 600 Index managed to post a slight 
increase of 0.1% for the week after ECB President Draghi indicated more 
easing is probable at its June meeting. There continues to be concerns 
over the crisis in Ukraine as there is a scheduled independence vote for 
the eastern part of the country on Sunday. Stocks were weak in Asia with 
the Nikkei 225 Index falling 1.8% and the Shanghai Composite Index 
closing 0.5% lower for the week. Chinese economic data was mixed as a 
positive surprise that showed gains in both exports and imports for the 
month of April was offset by a lower than expected inflation reading that 
might indicate further slowing of China’s economy. 

Earnings season is winding down as 454 or 91% of companies in the 
S&P 500 have reported first quarter results through Thursday. Total 
earnings for these companies increased 2.2% from the same period last 
year on 2.7% higher revenues, with about 75% beating EPS estimates 
and 54% reporting positive revenue growth surprises. Of note this week, 
results were reported by media companies Disney and CBS. Disney 
reported results that beat estimates for earnings and revenues as strong 
results from ESPN, theme parks, and the movie Frozen all added to the 
positive quarter. CBS also beat earnings estimates, but missed on 
revenues and the stock declined on Friday. Also in the news this week 
was the IPO filing for Alibaba, the Chinese e-commerce company that 
handled around $245 Billion in transactions last year. The IPO is 
expected to be one of the largest in history for a company with more 
revenue than Amazon and E-Bay combined.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 136.68 135.76 -0.67%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 173.44 175.34 1.10%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,230.12 1,227.30 -0.23%

Gold 1,298.66 1,289.30 -0.72% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 99.80 100.08 0.28%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

It was announced this week that the White House would begin taking a 
look at the impact of the long-standing ban on exporting crude oil, and the 
implications of lifting such a ban. The amount of crude oil produced in the 
United States last month was the highest monthly figure recorded in more 
than 20 years, the U.S. government stated this week. The Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) said that the monthly average production 
for April was 8.3 million barrels per day (bpd), the highest monthly 
average recorded since 1988. Much of the increase in U.S. crude oil 
production comes from inland shale basins. The increase means import 
levels are lower for the U. S., prompting less demand from members of 
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). EIA, in a 
monthly report published earlier this week, said it expects OPEC crude oil 
production to decline by 400,000 bpd this year and another 100,000 bpd 
in 2015. The U.S. has largely banned exporting crude oil since 1973 
when a law was enacted in response to the embargo by OPEC. The 
Energy Department can issue a limited number of permits to export oil, 
but has generally only allowed small amounts to go to Canada. Some oil 
producers, along with the American Petroleum Institute, have pushed for 
the ban to be lifted in recent years with the U.S. producing historic 
amounts of oil.

Gold traded around $1,290 an ounce on Friday, underpinned by strong 
chart support, but still fell for a second straight week as the dollar took 
support from euro weakness and traders awaited further news out of 
Ukraine. Gold rallied to a three-week high on Monday on the back of 
elevated tensions in Ukraine, but it failed to maintain those gains after 
Russian President Vladimir Putin announced he would be willing to 
negotiate with European officials over the crisis. The precious metal is 
down just over half a percent on the week. 

U.S. soybean inventories are slated to double before next year’s harvest 
as the 2014 crop jumps to a record high as farmers anticipate sowing the 
most acres ever. Reserves on Aug. 31, 2015, will be 330 million bushels, 
up from an estimated 130 million this year, the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture stated this week. The USDA announced back in February that 
reserves may total 285 million bushels. This year’s crop is projected at a 
record 3.635 billion bushels, compared with 3.55 billion forecast in 
February and 3.289 billion a year earlier.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU

120 North LaSalle Street, Suite 3700
Chicago, Illinois  60602
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

May 8th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/3
May 13th ICSC-Goldman Same Store Sales, Wkly. Chg.
May 13th Retail Sales, Apr. Monthly Chg.
May 14th Consumer Price Index, Apr Monthly Chg.
May 15th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/10
May 15th Industrial Production, Apr. Monthly Chg.
May 15th Philidelphia Fed Survey, May
May 16th Housing Starts, April
May 16th Consumer Sentiment Index, January

  

319,000

0.1%
-0.1%

-0.6%

0.3%

Reports this week showed that U.S. home construction gained traction in 
April as crews continued to resume building after weather-related 
slowdowns. Housing starts beat all analyst forecasts and climbed 13.2% 
to 1.07 million starts annually, the highest level in six months. Permits for 
future projects also advanced, signaling an even stronger pace of new 
construction in the coming months. Lower borrowing costs and looser 
credit standards are elevating the amount of interested buyers, and 
increasing the demand for builders. The stronger job market and 
widespread increased net worth in the U.S. has allowed more consumers 
to consider serious purchasing decisions, such as a new home. This is 
widely positive for the U.S. housing, and all signs lead to further 
momentum in the housing market. 

Industrial production fell by 0.6% after two previously strong reports. 
Manufacturing declined 0.3% and high-tech equipment fell 0.2%, while 
auto production rose modestly. A factor in the drop was utility output, 
which declined 5.2% to mark the largest monthly fall in eight years. Still, 
industrial output is up 5.6% year-over-year over the past three months, 
and after this month’s correction there should be upward pressure on 
industrial production in the coming months. Businesses are financially 
strong so potential for increased purchasing in the industrial sector is 
significant. 

Finally, retail sales came up 0.1% in April, below analyst expectations but 
still positive after two strong months (including an upward revision of 
March numbers). Gasoline sales led the gain; without automotive and gas 
sales the retail number actually fell 0.1%. Department store sales gained 
1.8%, while building materials and home supplies saw gains as well. 
Electronics and appliance sales were the primary sector that fell last 
month. Although weak, the April retail sales report is likely normalizing 
from two consecutive months of large gains, and as consumer net worth 
strengthens we could see further upward potential in coming months.  

15.4

81.8
1.072 M

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 5.9.14 5.16.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.03% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.40% 0.38% -0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.63% 1.56% -0.07%

10-Year Treasury 2.62% 2.52% -0.10%

30-Year Treasury 3.47% 3.34% -0.13%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite a pullback on Friday, U.S. Treasuries rallied, posting the largest 
weekly gain in two months. In a sign of strength in the bond market, the 
yield on the 10-year note dropped on Thursday to its lowest level since 
October of last year. The combination of soft euro zone growth, mixed 
with U.S. economic reports, and concerns about weakness in China have 
increased speculation that the major global central banks will continue to 
keep short-term interest rates low for longer than anticipated to support 
growth, encouraging demand for bonds. Meanwhile, despite yields on 
high-yield bonds dropping to near record low levels, investors continue to 
purchase debt in this area of the market at an accelerating pace. A 
desperate search for yield has driven demand for these securities sharply 
higher, allowing some highly distressed companies to issue new bonds. 
Not only are investors buying high-yield securities at low yields, they are 
also agreeing to weaker covenants, or restrictions on leverage. Robust 
demand for the lowest rated debt in this segment of the market has 
narrowed the premium for these bonds, relative to the highest rated 
bonds, to the lowest level in over two years. However, Moody’s expects 
default rates to fall to less than half the historical average by year-end, 
suggesting corporate financial strength remains healthy.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,878.48 1,877.86 -0.03%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,353.79 1,352.53 -0.09%

Russell 2000 1,107.22 1,102.91 -0.39%

MSCI EAFE 1,944.74 1,937.72 -0.36%

MSCI EM 1,008.85 1,029.11 2.01%

DJ Industrial Average 16,583.34 16,491.31 -0.55%

NASDAQ 4,071.87 4,090.59 0.46% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

The old stock market adage says “A bull market climbs a wall of worry,” 
and this week reflected that dynamic. The Dow Jones Industrial average 
posted an all-time high by closing Tuesday at 16,715.44. But by Thursday 
the wall of worries had returned to investors’ minds. Disappointing data 
on factory output, coupled with weak outlooks from retailers Walmart and 
Kohl’s, torpedoed the market’s progress, and the benchmark fell 167 
points that day. For the week, the average fell 0.6% to 16,491.31, and is 
now down 0.5% for all of 2014. The broader S&P 500 index was flat on 
the week, and has risen 1.6% year-to-date.

This week also saw the continued separation of results between large 
and small-cap stocks. As economic and earnings data have suggested 
that the recovery remains meek, investors have sought safety in bigger-
cap stocks, trading out of smaller equities that are more reliant on an 
economic tailwind. Part of this shift is due to investors seeking out 
dividend yields from large-cap stocks. The dividend yield of the S&P 500 
stocks is just under 2%. This search for safety and yield was confirmed 
by a rush this week into 10-year Treasury bonds, which saw its yield 
tumble to 2.52%. The Russell 2000 Index of small-cap stocks has fallen 
approximately 5% in 2014 and is trading near its year-to-date low. Risk 
aversion has also punished tech and biotech stock values, with the 
NASDAQ Composite having fallen 6% from its 2014 high.

International stocks in the developed world largely tracked the path of 
U.S. stocks this week. Euro zone GDP figures showed just 0.8% growth 
in Q1 for the area as a whole, with stagnation in France, and negative 
growth in Italy and a number of other nations. The MSCI EAFE Index was 
unchanged for the week. Emerging market stocks were helped by pro-
business election results in India, ending the week up 1.3%.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 135.76 135.23 -0.39%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 175.34 174.60 -0.42%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,227.30 1,223.54 -0.31%

Gold 1,289.30 1,293.10 0.29% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 100.08 102.05 1.97%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude rose for the fourth time in five days 
on Friday, finishing higher for the second straight week. Data showed an 
improving U.S. economy amid the escalating Ukraine tensions. The 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) reported crude stockpiles rose to 
near-record numbers last week while output climbed the most since 1986. 
Also, demand for the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) crude will be higher than previously estimated in the second half 
of the year following stronger-than-expected fuel use in developed 
nations. OPEC will need to provide an average of 30.7 million barrels a 
day in the second half of this year, which comes out to 800,000 a day 
more than it pumped last month. WTI rebounded last week after the EIA 
said crude inventories slid from 399.4 million barrels, the most since 
weekly reports began publishing in 1982. U.S. production increased by 
78,000 barrels a day to 8.428 million, the EIA said. Gasoline supplies fell 
by 772,000 barrels last week to 212.4 million, while distillate inventories, 
which includes heating oil and diesel, dropped by 1.12 million to 112.9 
million. Stockpiles at Cushing, Oklahoma, the delivery point for WTI, 
shrank by 592,000 barrels to 23.4 million, the lowest level since 
December 2008.

Gold futures traded mostly higher on Friday, with demand for the metal 
getting a boost on the back of an unexpected dip in U.S. consumer 
sentiment, and prices posted a modest gain on the week. The gains 
could have been greater had it not been for a nearly 1% drop earlier in 
the week. A jump in U.S. consumer prices and a drop in jobless claims 
pointed to an economy on the mend, dulling the metal’s safe-haven 
appeal. Traders of the precious metal continue to closely monitor 
developments in India following elections earlier this week as some 
analysts believe that the nation will soon ease restrictions on gold 
imports. Meanwhile, platinum had its biggest weekly gain in three months 
on supply worries due to prolonged strikes in top producer South Africa, 
while palladium was poised for a weekly increase of around 1%.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of 
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services.  In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein.  In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  All past recommendations are available upon request.  
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

May 15th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/10
May 15th Industrial Production, Apr. Monthly Chg.
May 15th Philidelphia Fed Survey, May
May 16th Housing Starts, April
May 21st MBA Purchase Applications Index, Wkly. Chg.
May 22nd Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/17
May 22nd Existing Home Sales, April SAAR*
May 23rd Housing Starts, April

  

297,000

15.4
-0.6%

326,000

1.072 M

New home sales in the U.S. jumped 6.4% in April to a 433,000 annual 
rate, coming in above expectations and accompanying an 11,000 upward 
revision for the previous release in March. A modest fall in median home 
prices and lower rates may have contributed to the bounce, but supply is 
still very tight and could be a headwind for new home sales going 
forward. Despite the healthy rise in April, the 433,000 annual rate is lower 
than six of the last seven months, and the new construction sector of the 
housing market has made little progress from 2009 lows. Housing still 
needs to improve in order to reach pre-crisis levels. Starts and permits 
climbed significantly in April, which could potentially translate into more 
supply and stronger home sales through the summer. 

Existing home sales saw some recovery as well with a 1.3% April 
increase to 4.65 million annually. This marks only the second monthly 
gain in nine months. Condo sales saw large gains and single-family 
homes also climbed upward, both positive signs after several months of 
suppressed growth. Higher prices have bumped supply up significantly as 
people have been more willing to list houses when pricing becomes more 
favorable. Existing home supply is up 16.8% from March while prices 
have climbed 2.5% since last month. This could be the beginning of a 
positive growth trend that can pull the existing housing market out of the 
slump that has been evident since mid-2013. 

No surprises came from the release of FOMC minutes from the Federal 
Reserve Board’s end of April policy meeting. Planning for an exit strategy 
and the path to normalizing monetary policy was the focus, with the 
members emphasizing strong communication, and a clear path of utilizing 
certain tools to stabilize policy. The Fed expects a significant pickup in 
growth during the second quarter after first quarter weakness, but 
estimates for the year have not changed.

4.65 M
433,000

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 5.16.14 5.23.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.04% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.38% 0.37% -0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.56% 1.55% -0.01%

10-Year Treasury 2.52% 2.54% 0.02%

30-Year Treasury 3.34% 3.40% 0.06%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

U.S. Treasuries received modestly stronger bids on Friday as geopolitical 
tension increased surrounding elections in Greece and the Ukraine. 
Buying pressure helped mitigate some of the early week losses on the 
longer end of the yield curve as many traders looked to cover short 
positions ahead of a long holiday weekend in the U.S. bond markets. 
While U.S. economic data has been mediocre thus far in 2014, analysts 
have been finding fewer reasons that support the current low yields on 
U.S. Treasuries, and price action this week reflected a general softening 
with a lack of substantial news. Relative yields versus other safe haven 
bonds, a short squeeze, and the lack of inflationary pressure in the U.S. 
remain popular theses explaining the stubbornly low Treasury yields. A 
reversal in current market sentiment regarding the suitability of the 
current low yield environment, however, could trigger a violent sell-off.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,877.86 1,900.53 1.21%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,352.53 1,369.63 1.26%

Russell 2000 1,102.91 1,125.90 2.08%

MSCI EAFE 1,937.72 1,934.60 -0.16%

MSCI EM 1,029.11 1,041.19 1.17%

DJ Industrial Average 16,491.31 16,606.27 0.70%

NASDAQ 4,090.59 4,185.81 2.33% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

Equity markets were volatile this week, but finished in positive territory 
across most major markets. The Dow Jones Industrial Average declined 
138 points on Tuesday as investors reacted negatively to poor earnings 
reports from several major retailers. Data that showed improvements in 
both existing and new home sales after recent weakness pushed up 
stocks in the U.S. in the second half of the week. The Dow finished 0.7% 
higher since last Friday to 16,606.27. The broader S&P 500 Index closed 
above 1900 for the first time ever on Friday, increasing 1.2% for the week 
to 1900.53. The NASDAQ rose 2.3% to 4185.81. Small cap stocks as 
measured by the Russell 2000 Index bounced back as well, up 2.1% from 
last Friday’s close.

International stocks were also positive this week. European equities as 
measured by the STOXX 600 rose 0.8%. Investors were encouraged by 
strong consumer-confidence data for the euro zone for May. Confidence 
rose to -7.1 from -8.6 in April, marking the highest level since October 
2007, and beating analyst expectations. Stocks increased in Asia with the 
Nikkei index rising 2.5% and the Shanghai Composite Index up slightly, 
0.4%. Recent weakness in the yen has helped Japanese stocks, while 
the Chinese flash PMI report for May improved to a five month high, 
ahead of expectations.

In corporate news this week, AT&T announced its intention to purchase 
Direct TV for $48.5 billion, in a combination of cash and stock. Some 
analysts question not only if this is a good financial deal for AT&T, but 
also whether it will receive regulatory approval. Home Depot and Lowe’s 
reported their first quarter earnings results. Sales were negatively 
impacted for both companies by severe winter weather and a slow start to 
spring in many parts of the country, but both noted strength so far in May. 
Lowe’s reaffirmed its fiscal 2014 sales outlook while raising its earnings 
guidance. The company continues to expect its sales and comparable-
store sales to register year-over-year growth of approximately 5% and 
4%, respectively. Home Depot also raised its full-year forecast.   
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 135.23 135.71 0.35%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 174.60 173.93 -0.38%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,223.54 1,227.82 0.35%

Gold 1,293.10 1,292.81 -0.02% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 102.05 104.39 2.29%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil rose to a five-week high after U.S. 
crude inventories tumbled. According to the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA), crude futures ended the week higher for the third 
consecutive week as domestic crude supplies dropped 7.23 million 
barrels in the seven days ended May 16. This marks the biggest weekly 
decline in more than four months. The drop was driven by a slide in 
imports of crude to a 17-year low, averaging 6.5 million barrels per day. 
Analysts said the decline was a reaction to surging oil production in the 
U.S. that has offset the need for foreign crude, and warned it was hard to 
draw bigger implications about price direction from a single week's data. 
Stockpiles at Cushing, Oklahoma, the delivery point for WTI, fell to 23.4 
million barrels last week, the lowest amount since December 2008. 
Cushing supplies have dropped 44% since January, EIA data shows, as 
the southern leg of the Keystone XL pipeline began moving oil to Gulf 
Coast refineries from the hub. Crude prices also advanced as violence 
flared ahead of Ukraine’s presidential election this weekend and the 
continued unrest in Libya. 

Gold futures slipped this week following better-than-expected data on 
new U.S. home sales and strength in U.S. equities, curbing demand for 
the precious metal as an alternative asset. Also this week, Barclays PLC 
(BCS) was fined 26 million pounds ($43.8 million) for failures in internal 
controls that allowed a trader to manipulate the setting of gold prices, just 
a day after the bank was fined for rigging Libor interest rates in 2012. 

Soybeans extended their biggest weekly gain since August on signs 
exports from the U.S. are increasing amid a rebound in Chinese demand. 
U.S. exporters sold 164,435 metric tons of soybeans last week for 
delivery before the marketing year ends, doubling the amount from a 
week earlier, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) stated this week. 
China also bought 120,000 tons for delivery after September 1, the USDA 
said in a separate daily sales report. Soybeans touched an 11-month high 
earlier in the week, rebounding after concern earlier this year that feed 
demand would drop amid outbreaks of bird flu and lower hog prices.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors 
investment advisory services. In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors 
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from 
performance presented herein. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal 
the performance results reflected herein. In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by 
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed. All past recommendations are available upon request. 
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.  
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced 
by an individual client.

MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of 
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value, 
or core),  geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large 
cap).  The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period.  However, the indices 
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.  
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not 
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown.  MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program 
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity 
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation.  It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to 
the index charter.  The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant 
stock markets.  They are not available for direct investment.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal.  MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated.  MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor.  Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU

120 North LaSalle Street, Suite 3700
Chicago, Illinois  60602
312.223.0270 direct
312.223.0276 fax
www.mainstreetadv.com



Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

May 22nd Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/17
May 22nd Existing Home Sales, April SAAR*
May 23rd Housing Starts, April
May 27th Durable Goods New Orders, Apr. Monthly Chg.
May 28th GDP Price Index, Q4 Quarterly Change SAAR*
May 29th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/24
May 30th Personal Income, Apr. Monthly Chg.
May 30th Chicago PMI Business Barometer Index, May
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433,000
4.65 M
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2.6%

U.S. first quarter real GDP was revised down to a -1.0% annual rate from 
a previous figure of 0.1%. The largest factor in the downward revision 
was inventories, followed by commercial construction and net exports. 
Consensus expectations called for a revision down to -0.5%. It was the 
first real GDP decline since 2011. When breaking down the individual 
elements that comprise the GDP figure there is a clear lack of inventory 
growth that pulled the number down significantly, while final demand 
hardly changed. The second quarter data is accelerating as housing and 
employment continue to improve, so Q2 real GDP numbers are expected 
to show a healthy rebound from the disappointment of Q1.

Consumer spending also disappointed this week with a modest drop of     
-0.1% after a very strong 1.0% gain in March, which was the strongest 
reading in nearly five years. Auto sales factored into the drop in April, 
falling 0.5%, and services spending fell another 0.2%, mostly due to small 
drops in healthcare and utilities spending. After a major March surge due 
to pent-up demand from a tough winter, it seems that spending 
normalized in April and should pick up in the next few months due to  
continued strength in the job market. 

The labor market continues to gain momentum as this week’s initial 
jobless claims dropped to 300,000, bringing the 4-week moving average 
down to a recovery low of 311,500. This is the most optimistic reading 
since August of 2007 for initial claims, and continuing claims also 
dropped to a recovery low to 2.631 million. This is an indication of 
growing business demand, and a sign that more businesses are going to 
be increasing their workforce going forward. Although this is short-term 
data, we expect to see stronger recoveries in consumer spending 
stemming from the improved labor situation, which is important as the 
consumer makes up nearly 70% of U.S. GDP. 

0.3%
65.5

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 5.23.14 5.30.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.04% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.37% 0.37% 0.00%

5-Year Treasury 1.55% 1.54% -0.01%

10-Year Treasury 2.54% 2.48% -0.06%

30-Year Treasury 3.40% 3.33% -0.07%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Uncertainties about the pace of global economic growth drove demand 
for U.S. Treasuries sharply higher, extending a rally that few expected at 
the beginning of the year. Demand was equally strong in much of the 
sovereign debt market amid expectations the ECB could cut interest rates 
as soon as next week to support the economy. On Wednesday, the yield 
on the 10-year U.S. Treasury closed at 2.44%, its lowest level since June 
2013. Largely driven by the rally in Treasuries, the Barclay’s U.S. 
Aggregate Index, a broad gauge of the fixed income markets, increased 
by 1.17% this month as of Thursday. Robust demand for government 
debt has also trickled into other areas of the credit markets. Over the 
same period, investment grade corporate bonds posted a gain of 1.42%, 
high-yield corporates rose 0.83% and munis returned 1.30%, all among 
the best performing asset classes in the financial markets. For the first 
time since 1991, municipal bonds have posted gains in each of the first 
five months of the year, outperforming U.S. Treasuries, corporate bonds, 
and the S&P 500. A strong appetite for munis flies in the face of 
consensus expectations at the beginning of this year when most 
strategists forecast a year of losses in this area of the market. Looking 
ahead, strategists feel conditions still favor munis, particularly given 
strong supply/demand metrics. High income investors are also 
reconsidering tax-exempt bonds after a rise in tax rates.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,900.53 1,923.57 1.21%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,369.63 1,377.98 0.61%

Russell 2000 1,125.90 1,134.50 0.76%

MSCI EAFE 1,934.60 1,955.68 1.09%

MSCI EM 1,041.19 1,038.64 -0.25%

DJ Industrial Average 16,606.27 16,717.17 0.67%

NASDAQ 4,185.81 4,242.62 1.36% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

Domestic markets edged higher over this holiday-shortened week. 
Government economic reports continue to show mixed results on the 
direction of the economy, from the University of Michigan Index of 
Consumer Sentiment, to pending home sales, to first-quarter GDP 
readings. It seems that between the negative impact of the winter 
weather to the amount of inventory restocking inherent in the GDP figure, 
it can be difficult  to try to divine the overall trend of economic output. In 
the absence of more clarity, the U.S. equity markets continue to trend 
higher. For the week, the S&P 500 index rose 1.2%, to 1,923.57, its all-
time closing high. As we close out the fifth month of 2014, the S&P 500 
index has risen 4.1% year-to-date., while the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average, at 16,717.17, is up just 0.8%.

Most overseas markets are faring a little better in 2014. For example, the 
Stoxx 600 index of European stocks has risen 4.9% year-to-date. Though 
the European economy is also still struggling to find its footing (except for 
Germany), stocks there have been heartened by the European Central 
Bank’s focus on ways to fight off deflation and stimulate economic 
activity. Emerging markets are also generally better than domestic stocks 
so far in 2014. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index (Total Return, in USD) 
has risen approximately 4.6% for the year, and the MSCI EFM Africa 
index and its Southeast Asia index are up about 9%. Notable laggards 
this year are in East Asia, which is battling slowing growth.  China’s 
Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite has fallen 3.5% for the year, and 
Japan’s Nikkei 225 index is down just over 10% year-to-date.

Merger and acquisition activity has accelerated this year, driven by low 
financing costs, stronger balance sheets, and a challenging economy for 
organic revenue growth.  Apple announced this week that it is paying $3 
billion for Beats, which makes headphones and speakers and has a 
growing music-subscription service. Poultry producer Pilgrim’s Pride on 
Tuesday made a $6.4 billion bid for Hillshire Brands, maker of lunch 
meats and sausages; but that bid was upped two days later by Tyson 
Foods.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 135.71 133.83 -1.38%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 173.93 176.02 1.20%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,227.82 1,235.77 0.65%

Gold 1,292.81 1,251.46 -3.20% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 104.39 102.85 -1.48%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Oil-price volatility fell to a record low on Friday amid diminished 
speculation of future shortages due to strengthening economies. The 
growth in U.S. crude supply and spare production capacity in Saudi 
Arabia helped bring the 20-day historical volatility of Brent crude to 8.1 
percent, the lowest since the contracts started trading in 1988. The slip in 
Brent was also accommodated by Russian troops’ pullback from 
Ukrainian borders. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) suffered its first 
weekly loss since May 2 due to subpar economic data and inventory 
buildup showing ample supply. Yesterday, Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) reported a surge in crude stockpiles to 393 million 
barrels last week. 
  
The real estate investment trust (REITs) continues to be the best 
performing sector for the year. The attractive yields, as high as 19%, 
offered by REITs are looking more appealing than ever given the recent 
unexpected drop in the long-term rates. The Citigroup survey on the 
hedge fund industry shed some light on future expectations. The survey 
showed the industry to double in size over the next four years. The 
industry is expecting to be managing $5.8 trillion by the end of 2018.  The 
survey results are relative as the industry is taking on more investors in 
the retail sector looking for uncorrelated returns in their customized 
portfolios.   

Soybeans fell this week as U.S. sowing progress sent crop futures to their 
fifth weekly loss. Recent rain in dry regions sparked speculation that the 
U.S. may have record breaking harvest potential this year and add to 
strong global supplies. Wheat futures are poised for the biggest monthly 
decline since 2011. Crops may remain under pressure as forecasts 
predict abundant rain in the Midwest over the next two weeks will boost 
soil moisture and crop development.

Gold futures suffered the biggest weekly drop since September as 
increasing risk appetite sent investors from the safe haven asset to the 
equity markets. Easing tensions in the Ukraine and growing sentiment 
that U.S. GDP growth is accelerating in Q2 gave investors little reason to 
hang on to gold and miss the equity rally. Contracts tumbled across the 
futures curve, and assets in global gold ETFs suffered outflows with 
assets tumbling to the lowest since 2009.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

June 2nd PMI Manufacturing Index - Level, May 
June 2nd ISM Mfg. Index - Level, May
June 2nd Construction Spending, Apr. Monthly Chg.
June 3rd Factory Orders, Apr. Monthly Chg.
June 4th International Trade Balance Level, Apr.
June 4th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, May
June 5th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/31
June 6th Non-farm Payrolls, May Monthly Chg.
June 6th Unemployment Rate, May

  

56.4

0.002
55.4

56.3

0.7%

The May employment report released today marked a long-awaited 
milestone for the U.S. economy as we have now regained all jobs lost 
from the 2008 recession. With a 217,000 gain, just slightly above 
consensus, total non-farm payrolls climbed above the 2007 pre-recession 
peak for the first time. The largest increase came from the service sector, 
followed by the goods-producing, construction, and manufacturing 
industries. The unemployment rate remained unchanged at 6.3%, which 
is still nearly a six-year low. The U.S. employment situation is still 
sluggish, but showing steady growth. This steady pick-up in economic 
strength is favorable for equity markets; too weak data can cause worries 
about growth, and too strong data can create worries about the Fed 
accelerating monetary tightening. Hopefully the U.S. economic machine 
can maintain this steady pace of growth in the coming months. 

The ISM Manufacturing Index grew to 55.4 in May, meeting analyst 
expectations and signaling further expansion in the manufacturing sector. 
All components of the index maintained levels above 50, indicating 
growth, and this marks the fourth consecutive month of increases for the 
ISM index. May marks the twelfth consecutive month that the index has 
stood above 50, signaling a year of consistent expansion. The Institute 
for Supply Management says that an overall reading of 55.4 is consistent 
with annual GDP growth of 4.1%, which is near what many economists 
are predicting for Q2 Real GDP after a disappointing Q1. 

On the service side, the ISM Non-Manufacturing index moved up to 56.3 
in May, 0.8 points above the consensus estimate of 55.5. The business 
activity, new orders, and employment components of the index all 
climbed, while supplier deliveries fell slightly. The service sector has 
rebounded quickly from February lows, and looks to trend higher as new 
orders lead the gains. This report coupled with the manufacturing 
component of the ISM shows strong production increases in May, and the 
potential to grow further into the summer. 

312,000

6.3%
217,000

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 5.30.14 6.6.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.04% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.37% 0.41% 0.04%

5-Year Treasury 1.54% 1.66% 0.12%

10-Year Treasury 2.48% 2.60% 0.12%

30-Year Treasury 3.33% 3.44% 0.11%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

In sharp contrast to the last several weeks, U.S. Treasuries trended lower 
as stronger domestic economic data trumped the ECB’s announcement 
that they will cut interest rates and introduce a package of stimulus 
measures designed to boost euro zone growth. Bonds yields rose briefly 
on Friday after the U.S. labor department reported better than expected 
non-farm payroll growth. Many strategists feel this report will not alter the 
stance of the Federal Reserve to keep short-term interest rates low for an 
extended period. Futures prices put the likelihood the Fed will begin 
raising borrowing costs by July 2015 at 61%. Meanwhile, ECB President 
Draghi said the central bank would conduct long-term refinancing 
operations to motivate its region’s banks to lend, while also preparing for 
purchases of asset-backed securities. Draghi’s plan is adding fuel to the 
rally in European bonds, banishing memories of the sovereign debt crisis 
that threatened the ongoing viability of the euro as recently as 2012. 
Against this backdrop, yields on Belgian, French, Irish, Italian, and 
Spanish government debt fell to all-time lows, while German government 
debt, the euro zone’s benchmark, fell to levels not reached since early 
2013. All else equal, this increases the appeal of U.S. bonds from a 
relative value perspective.   
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,923.57 1,949.44 1.34%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,377.98 1,410.43 2.35%

Russell 2000 1,134.50 1,165.19 2.71%

MSCI EAFE 1,955.68 1,961.56 0.30%

MSCI EM 1,038.64 1,034.98 -0.35%

DJ Industrial Average 16,717.17 16,924.28 1.24%

NASDAQ 4,242.62 4,321.40 1.86% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

The equity markets began June where they left off in May making new 
highs during the first week of trading. In a widely expected move, the 
European Central Bank (ECB) announced a negative reserve rate on 
overnight bank deposits held at the Central Bank. This move was 
announced Thursday, creating a boost to both the domestic and foreign 
equity markets. The markets received additional positive news before the 
open Friday as the unemployment numbers came out better than 
expected, creating fresh new intraday highs for the domestic markets. 
During the past week The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 
16,924.28, finishing the week higher by 1.24%. The broader S&P 500 
Index ended the week at 1,949.44, higher by 1.34% on the week. The 
NASDAQ Composite finished higher by 1.86% and closed the week out 
at 4,321.40.

The biggest news this week came from overseas on Thursday when the 
ECB  cut its deposit facility to negative .10% from zero, and dropped its 
main lending rate to 0.15% from 0.25%. The negative deposit rate is 
designed to encourage banks to lend money rather than sitting on 
reserves, essentially banks will have to pay money to hold onto their 
reserves. This move is designed to foster economic growth, and also 
induce much needed inflation into the European economies. The Stoxx 
Europe 600 Index finished Thursday at a six year high and continued to 
move higher Friday after the U.S. unemployment numbers were 
announced better than analyst’s expectations.

The close of Friday will mark the last day of trading when Apple (AAPL) 
will trade in the $600 range. The company announced a 7:1 split back in 
April that will take effect when trading opens Monday morning. Although a 
stock split does not create any new shareholder value, it is intended to 
make the stock more accessible to a larger number of retail investors. 
Shares of Apple are up over 15% year-to-date, and over the past month 
since the announcement of the stock split the share are up almost 10%. 
The stock finished out the day relatively flat and closed the day at 
$645.57 a share. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 133.83 133.71 -0.09%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 176.02 180.04 2.28%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,235.77 1,241.21 0.44%

Gold 1,251.46 1,253.05 0.13% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 102.85 102.84 -0.01%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil finished the week higher after the ECB announced a more 
aggressive monetary policy, and U.S. economic data did not disappoint 
investors. The ECB announced a package of cheap loans for euro zone 
banks coupled with negative interest rates for banks parking capital at the 
ECB to encourage lending. Investors were encouraged by the news, and 
bid crude higher as stimulus to the euro zone’s tepid economic growth is 
seen as bullish for crude oil consumption. Friday’s U.S. jobs report also 
lifted crude markets as the solid employment figures supported the 
economic growth story.

In other oil news, natural gas was bid higher as crude oil gains buoyed 
most energy markets. Natural gas traders viewed seasonal 11-year lows 
in supplies as bullish for prices. After an unusually harsh U.S. winter 
depleted natural gas stockpiles, the quick shift in weather to above 
average high temperatures has continued to put strain on inventories. As 
power plants account for over 30% of all natural gas consumption, 
summer weather promises to keep stockpiles at multi-year lows over the 
remainder of 2014.

Global central bank stimulus has hedge funds betting that the equity bull 
run will continue. The lack of short-term obstacles to new highs has led to 
new index highs across equities, but with lower trading volumes. Bears 
have lamented the market “complacency,” but hedge funds have been 
making big bets that equities will continue their march higher by shorting 
VIX (volatility) options. Net short options totaled 81,779 contracts, well 
above the mean of 56,000 since the end of 2011. The pressure has sent 
VIX futures down to 11.20 which marks the lowest close since 2007. 
Europe’s Vstoxx Index has followed suit, with the index closing at  lows 
not seen since February 2007. 

Soybeans fell this week as most crop futures remained under pressure 
this year. Warm weather coupled with ample rain has provided a near 
perfect environment for sowing. Soybean planting is estimated to be a 
record this year, and continued good weather portends a record corn 
planting as well. Government forecasts estimate corn production to top 
13.935 billion bushels and soybeans at 3.631 billion bushels; both would 
be record harvests.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

June 5th Initial Jobless Claims, wk 5/31
June 6th Non-farm Payrolls, May Monthly Chg.
June 6th Unemployment Rate, May
June 11th MBA Purchase Applications Index, Wkly. Chg.
June 12th Business Inventories, May Monthly Chg.
June 12th Export Prices, May Monthly Chg.
June 12th Retail Sales, May Monthly Chg.
June 13th Producer Price Index, May Monthly Chg.
June 13th Consumer Sentiment Index, May

  

312,000

6.3%
217,000

0.1%

10.3%

A number of U.S. economic reports disappointed this week leading to 
weakness in equity prices. Retail sales rose less than forecast, with May 
sales advancing by 0.3% vs expectations of 0.6%. The weaker number is 
leading many economists to temper their expectations for a strong 
rebound in growth for the second quarter after a negative quarter to start 
the year. The Commerce Department did revise April figures to show a 
0.5 percent gain rather than the previously reported 0.1 percent increase. 
With the increase, receipts climbed 2.9 percent from February through 
April, the strongest three-month gain seen since July to September 2012. 
One highlight of the recent report was the purchase of new cars and light 
trucks as demand surged in May reaching an annual pace of 16.7 million, 
the highest rate since February 2007.

A preliminary reading of the Reuters/University of Michigan Consumer 
Sentiment report was also released this morning with a number of 81.2, 
surprisingly lower than economist expectations of 83. Weekly jobless 
claims unexpectedly rose by 4,000 to 317,000 for the week ending June 9 
with economist surveys expecting a decline to 310,000. The 13-week 
moving average also increased by 4,750 to 315,250, but claims continue 
to move lower than the 2014 year-to-date average of 324,000.

Oil prices posted a large weekly gain as turmoil in Iraq has many traders 
positioning for potential disruptions in oil supply. A positive on the 
international front was the rise in industrial production in the euro zone, 
which rebounded by 0.8 percent in April, buoyed by higher output of non-
durable consumer goods and energy, the European Union's statistical 
office, Eurostat, said Thursday. Both Italy and Spain registered a rise in 
industrial production, with France showing a much more modest pace. 
The report is encouraging after a weaker than expected economic growth 
for the first quarter.

0.3%

81.2
-0.2%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 6.6.14 6.13.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.04% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.41% 0.42% 0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.66% 1.66% 0.00%

10-Year Treasury 2.60% 2.58% -0.02%

30-Year Treasury 3.44% 3.41% -0.03%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Long duration U.S. Treasuries continued their impressive performance 
this week amid speculation the Federal Reserve will need to raise short 
rates sooner rather than later. The markets took Bank of England 
Governor Mark Carney’s hawkish statements regarding short-term rates 
as the first salvo in central bank tightening. 

Investor trepidation of rising short rates in the U.S. caused little 
movement in short maturity Treasury notes as the overnight lending rate 
remains anchored at 0% to .25%, but helped spur buying in the longer 
maturity Treasury bonds. The move underscores the sensitivity of short 
rates to Federal Reserve policy and long rates to the inflation outlook. It 
also caused the yield curve to flatten, with the spread between the 5-year 
note and 30-year bond the tightest it has been in the last five years. 
Analysts view the 3 to 5 year part of the yield curve as the most 
vulnerable to changes in Federal Reserve policy.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,949.44 1,936.16 -0.68%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,410.43 1,402.38 -0.57%

Russell 2000 1,165.19 1,162.68 -0.22%

MSCI EAFE 1,961.56 1,967.38 0.30%

MSCI EM 1,034.98 1,054.74 1.91%

DJ Industrial Average 16,924.28 16,775.74 -0.88%

NASDAQ 4,321.40 4,310.65 -0.25% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

Equity markets were mixed this week, with declines in the U.S. that 
represented the worst losses in two months. On Wednesday the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average snapped a five-day winning streak, falling back 
from yet another record level on Tuesday, as the World Bank cut its 
global growth forecast. Expectations for growth in 2014 fell to 2.8% from 
3.2% due to the harsh winter in the U.S. and the conflict between Russia 
and Ukraine during the first quarter. For the week, the Dow fell 0.9% to 
close out at 16,775.74. The broader S&P 500 Index declined 0.7% to end 
the week at 1,936.16. For the week, the NASDAQ declined only 0.25% to 
4310.65. 

European equities as measured by the STOXX 600 Index were flat this 
past week, Stronger-than-expected United Kingdom unemployment data 
reported on Wednesday weighed on stocks as it is believed there will be 
additional pressure on the Bank of England to hike its key lending rate. 
This also caused the British pound to reach a five-year high against the 
U.S. dollar. Markets in China and Japan reacted positively to news of an 
unexpected increase in Chinese bank loans, an indicator that the 
government is trying to boost the economy. Retail sales data also 
exceeded expectations, rising 12.5% in May from a year earlier. For the 
week, the Nikkei Index was flat, closing at 15,098 while the Shanghai 
Index in China was up 2% to 2071. 

Early in the week Tyson won the bidding war for Hillshire Brands against 
its rival Pilgrim’s Pride. Rising red meat prices due to a severe drought in 
2012 have also sent chicken prices to their highest levels in three years. 
Tyson’s bid For Hillshire was $8 per share higher, but some analysts 
question if the company will be able to justify that price in the long run. 
Intel Corp surprised investors on Friday by raising its second quarter 
sales outlook, helped by stronger than anticipated demand for business 
PCs. The stock surged 6.5% as the company also announced that full 
year gross margin is expected to be in the upper end of its initial target 
range. Stockholders of Open Table, the on-line restaurant reservation 
company that seats more than 51 million diners per month at 31,000 
restaurants, saw their shares rise 46% after the announcement that it 
agreed to be acquired by Priceline, Inc. for $2.6 billion. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 133.71 134.77 0.79%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 180.04 175.38 -2.59%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,241.21 1,243.00 0.14%

Gold 1,253.05 1,277.16 1.92% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 102.84 106.87 3.92%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Escalating tensions in Iraq spilled over to energy markets this week, 
pushing crude oil prices near nine-month highs and setting the stage for 
stubbornly high gasoline prices in the U.S. to rise even further. Chaos 
unfolded Wednesday in Iraq as militant forces moved closer to Baghdad, 
seizing key cities along the way and increasing the likelihood of the 
country engaging in a civil war. Such a conflict may have a ripple effect 
on neighboring nations and could choke off a big chunk of the world’s oil 
supply. If Baghdad loses control over the country’s lucrative southern oil 
fields, which supply all of Iraq’s exports, roughly 2.5 million barrels a day, 
the global oil supply will be severely pinched. The Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) pumped 29.99 million barrels of 
crude a day in May, up from 29.91 million in April, according to the 
International Energy Agency (IEA). Of that, Iraqi crude output accounted 
for 3.37 million barrels a day versus 3.32 million the previous month. 

Crudes’ jump is likely to drive the price of regular unleaded gasoline, now 
about $3.64 a gallon, up 5 to 10 cents in the coming days and keep 
summer prices elevated, according to industry analysts. Last year, 
gasoline averaged $3.58 a gallon between Memorial Day and Labor Day. 
However, retail prices have averaged about $3.65 for the past month, 
unlike 2011, 2012, and 2013, when prices plateaued weeks ahead of 
peak summer driving season. 

The nation's wheat crop is smaller than  previously predicted due to 
drought, but the U.S. Department of Agriculture stated this week that corn 
and soybean crop expectations have changed little in the last month. 
Farmers are expected to produce a record 13.9 billion bushels of corn 
and 3.6 billion bushels of soybeans, both estimates unchanged from the 
previous month.

Hedge funds took in an additional $56.4 billion in the first four months of 
2014, more than tripling the inflows of $16.9 billion in the same period last 
year, according to BarclayHedge and TrimTabs Investment Research. In 
April, the industry took in $18 billion (0.8% of assets), up from $10.6 
billion (0.5% of assets) in March.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

June 13th Producer Price Index, May Monthly Chg.
June 13th Consumer Sentiment Index, May
June 16th Industrial Production, May Monthly Chg.
June 17th Consumer Price Index, May Monthly Chg.
June 18th Business Inventories, May Monthly Chg.
June 19th Housing Starts, May
June 20th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 6/14)
June 21th Philidelphia Fed Survey, June
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The Federal Reserve FOMC minutes released on Wednesday provided 
few surprises as to the Fed’s interest rate policy going forward. Bond 
purchases will continue to shrink by $10 billion a month to $35 billion in 
July. Despite seeing positive progress in the labor market, the committee 
still expressed concerns about the unemployment rate. There was no 
discussion about the latest inflation report, and policy rate forecasts still 
call for no rate hikes until 2015. Finally, the Fed’s GDP estimates for the 
year were unsurprisingly revised down slightly due to weaker-than-
expected numbers in Q1 2014. 

Housing starts dropped 6.5% in May following a 12.7% surge in April. 
Despite falling during the month, the reported 1.001 million annual rate 
remains 9.4% higher than this time last year. Multi-family units declined 
7.6% after rising nearly 30% in April, and single-family starts dropped 
5.9%. We could be seeing a minor slowdown in the housing construction 
market as new permits also fell in May, and were issued last month at a 
rate of 1.9% less than they were one year ago. Housing data saw 
weakness during the winter and a boom during the spring so this could be 
a correction from inflated recovery data released over the past few 
months. 

The manufacturing sector saw more positive news as industrial 
production beat analyst expectations and rose 0.6% after losing 0.3% in 
April. This bump also came with upward revisions and production is now 
up 4.3% from a year ago. The manufacturing element of the data climbed 
0.6% and mining production climbed 1.3%; autos and high-tech also 
gained. Furthermore, capacity utilization crept up to 79.1%, boosting it 
above the 20-year average. U.S. corporate profits continue to rest near 
record highs, which could be an indication that companies will continue to 
have the capacity to make larger investments that provide a boost to 
industrial demand. 

312,000
17.8

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 6.13.14 6.20.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.02% -0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.42% 0.50% 0.08%

5-Year Treasury 1.66% 1.71% 0.05%

10-Year Treasury 2.58% 2.63% 0.05%

30-Year Treasury 3.41% 3.44% 0.03%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Bond investors responded to Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen’s 
warning this week that short-term interest rates might remain low for 
longer than anticipated by selling U.S. Treasuries. Yellen described 
inflation data, a primary driver of interest rates, as being on the “high side” 
but she stressed these figures are “noisy,” and indicated price increases 
are evolving in-line with the central bank’s expectations. Looking forward, 
strategists feel a sixth year of short-term interest rates near zero will 
continue to push investors into riskier asset classes.

Meanwhile, the supply slump fueling the best run for munis since 2009 is 
poised to end next year as municipalities ramp up borrowing for long-
delayed projects. States and local governments are likely to increase 
spending by 18% relative to this year, the first increase since 2012, 
according to a report by Citigroup. Examples of these municipality 
projects include the need to meet new regulations for water and sewer 
systems, and financing for road and bridge upgrades. However, until this 
increase in new issuance materializes, strategists expect the municipal 
market to remain robust, as new deals today are many times 
oversubscribed. With less new issuance, cash available to purchase new 
bonds often surpasses deal sizes by a wide margin, suggesting attractive 
demand/supply metrics in this space in the short- to intermediate-term.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,936.16 1,962.87 1.38%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,402.38 1,425.36 1.64%

Russell 2000 1,162.68 1,188.40 2.21%

MSCI EAFE 1,967.38 1,992.69 1.29%

MSCI EM 1,054.74 1,049.94 -0.46%

DJ Industrial Average 16,775.74 16,947.08 1.02%

NASDAQ 4,310.65 4,368.04 1.33% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

The U.S. stock market pressed higher this week, with the S&P 500 index 
rising all five trading days, to close at 1,962.87, a rise of 1.4% on the 
week. The Dow Jones Industrial Average made a new high on Friday, 
closing at 16,947.08, or 1.0% higher on the week. The biggest movement 
in equity prices came on Wednesday in reaction to the Federal Reserve’s 
comments after its two-day policy meeting. As expected, the Fed decided 
to continue tapering its bond-buying program. It also lowered its forecast 
for U.S. GDP growth for 2014 from 3.0% to 2.2%, in reaction to a weather-
influenced first quarter, and slightly upped its targets for the Fed Funds 
rate for 2015 and 2016. Markets reacted, deciding that the combination of 
moderate economic growth and ultra-low interest rates is neither too hot 
nor too cold, but “just right” for equity prices. As we approach mid-year, 
the year-to-date total return on the S&P 500 is just over 7%.

Foreign equity markets acted similarly this week. The MSCI EAFE index 
of developed markets gained 1.3% for the week. Despite stark 
differences in the strengths of the developed foreign economies around 
the world, the year-to-date gain of the EAFE index, at 5.7% (total return, 
in US dollar terms), is close to that of the S&P 500. Likewise, the MSCI 
Emerging Markets index has gained just under 6% for the year.

Notable stock movers this week included Oracle, which dropped 
approximately 4% on Friday after releasing 4Q results that fell short of 
analyst expectations. Coach fell almost 9% on Thursday after lowering its 
expectations for same-store sales at a meeting with analysts. Winners 
this week include CarMax, up over 16% on Friday on stronger sales and 
earnings than expected. Both FedEx Corporation and Adobe Systems set 
new highs on Wednesday after strong earnings, rallying 6% and 8% 
respectively.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 134.77 136.55 1.32%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 175.38 177.55 1.24%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,243.00 1,245.04 0.16%

Gold 1,277.16 1,314.92 2.96% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 106.87 107.26 0.36%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Global oil prices climbed to a new nine-month high this week after 
President Obama emphasized he wouldn’t send U.S. forces to Iraq. 
Prices were already higher this week on reports that Sunni militants had 
occupied a chemical-weapons facility in Iraq, and any further deterioration 
within the country could see prices increase even more. Analysts believe 
Brent crude could hit $120 a barrel if the violence spreads south of 
Baghdad, where Iraq’s major oil fields are located. These fields are linked 
by pipelines to the export terminals, from which Iraq ships most of its 
crude into the Persian Gulf and beyond. Despite all this, the country's oil 
production and exports haven't been disrupted yet. Iraq exported 2.7 
million barrels of oil a day last month, according to the International 
Energy Agency (IEA). The fighting continued on Thursday over Iraq's 
largest oil refinery, which serves the domestic market. If the rebels 
succeed in holding this refinery, they would cut off a vital lifeline of 
petroleum to the rest of Iraq and further destabilize the country.

Gold prices posted their biggest daily gain in nine months earlier this 
week, driven by investors who were caught flat-footed by the Federal 
Reserve’s outlook for continued low interest rates. The precious metal 
rose 3.3% on Thursday, the biggest one-day percentage gain since 
September 2013. Gold rose after Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen gave a 
positive assessment of the U.S. economy on Wednesday, reiterating that 
rates would stay low for a long time. The metal also got a boost from the 
continued violence in Iraq, as well as rising tensions between Ukraine 
and Russia. The precious metal has rocketed past the $1,300-an-ounce 
threshold, breathing new life into the market and luring momentum-
chasing funds in as buyers. Prices for gold are up nearly 6% since hitting 
a yearly low of $1,240.20-an-ounce earlier this month, but are still below 
the intraday high of $1,392.60 set in March, which came amid worries 
that the U.S. recovery was losing its footing, a concern that has been 
dispersed by an upturn in economic data.

Soybeans fell this week on speculation that U.S. supplies would be ample 
after farmers expanded planting this season and as most crops are now 
developing in good condition. The U.S. soybean crop was rated 73% in 
good or excellent shape as of June 15, the best for the date since at least 
1987, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

June 23rd Existing Home Sales, May SAAR*
June 24th S&P/Case-Shiller Apr. Monthly Chg.
June 24th New Home Sales, May
June 24th Consumer Confidence Index, June
June 25th Durable Goods New Orders, May Monthly Chg.
June 25th GDP Price Index, Q1 Quarterly Change SAAR*
June 26th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 6/21)
June 26th Personal Income, May Monthly Chg.
June 27th Consumer Sentiment Index, June
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Existing home prices rebounded in May from a slower April, gaining 4.9% 
against a 1.5% bump last month. This marks the first back-to-back 
increase for existing homes in a year and the new 4.89 million annual rate 
topped analyst expectations, although sales are still down 5% from this 
time last year. The single-family sector gained most, 5.7%, which was a 
lagging area for much of the last year. This surge comes despite 
continued tight inventory supply, which fell in May to 5.6 months from 5.7 
last month. Overall, this upward trend shows progress in the recovery of 
the housing market.

New single-family home sales skyrocketed 18.6% in May to a 504,000 
annual rate, crushing consensus expectations. All regions saw gains, and 
sales are now up 16.9% from this time last year. Because of the rush of 
sales, supply fell dramatically, down to 4.5 months from 5.3 last month. 
This is the highest monthly rate in six years, but the recovery is still 
slower than expected as many would-be buyers are still either renting or 
buying more affordable condos or townhouses, which do not contribute to 
this number. Prices have been rising as well, and credit remains tight so 
mortgages are not as easy to obtain as in the past. Furthermore, the 
construction industry has much potential growth to take advantage of as 
inventories remain very low. 

Real GDP in the U.S. was revised down, again, to -2.9% for Q1 2014. 
Consumer spending in the service sector and net exports were the major 
downward movers; most other elements of the figure were unchanged. 
Despite many of the headline data points showing positive progress, this 
GDP figure is the worst since World War II. This is likely an exception 
rather than a trend as nearly every major factor, such as consumer 
strength, housing, and employment, have been strong or at least steady, 
with Q1 bump coming as a result of weather and a strong dollar hurting 
exports. The Q2 GDP release will be a hugely-anticipated indicator of 
where the U.S. economy stands. 

312,000
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 6.20.14 6.27.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.02% 0.04% 0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.50% 0.46% -0.04%

5-Year Treasury 1.71% 1.64% -0.07%

10-Year Treasury 2.63% 2.53% -0.10%

30-Year Treasury 3.44% 3.35% -0.09%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite several statements by Federal Reserve Governors suggesting 
interest rates in the U.S. could rise sooner than expected, U.S. Treasury 
bond yields beyond one year dropped this week. Weak economic data 
and comments by Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen which indicated 
there was noise in the latest inflation data countered selling pressure. 
International bond markets had increased activity this week after 
Indonesia became the latest emerging market nation to tap the Eurobond 
market. The issue marked the first euro-denominated bond by the country 
and highlighted a growing trend by emerging market nations to shun 
funding in U.S. dollars or local currencies. Analysts have noted the 
volatility in emerging market bond prices in dollar terms and the higher 
costs of issuing in local currencies as primary drivers of the phenomenon. 
With euro zone periphery bonds at record low yields, the Eurobond 
market offers a cheap and relatively stable opportunity for the emerging 
market nations. The Argentina debt saga continued to play out this week 
after the country deposited $832 million to meet interest payments on its 
restructured debt. The move ran counter to a recent court order in New 
York Federal court which bans payment to restructured debt holders 
without also paying the hold outs from the restructuring deal. If the 
interest payments on the restructured debt cannot be made, the stage is 
set for another default by Argentina.
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,962.87 1,960.96 -0.10%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,425.36 1,426.55 0.08%

Russell 2000 1,188.40 1,189.05 0.05%

MSCI EAFE 1,992.69 1,963.27 -1.48%

MSCI EM 1,049.94 1,046.81 -0.30%

DJ Industrial Average 16,947.08 16,851.84 -0.56%

NASDAQ 4,368.04 4,397.93 0.68% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

As the end of the first half of 2014 approaches, markets were generally 
down for the week, with mixed economic data and global conflicts 
weighing on stocks. On Tuesday, the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
declined triple digits, with explanations ranging from heightened tensions 
in Iraq to profit-taking towards the end of the quarter. For the week, the 
Dow was down 0.6% to close out at 16,851.84. The broader S&P 500 
Index was down 0.1% for the week and finished at 1,960.96. The tech-
heavy NASDAQ Composite Index rose slightly, 0.7% to finish the day at 
4,397.93. 

European equities also declined this week with the STOXX 600 Index 
down 1.7% from last Friday’s close. Stocks sold off sharply on 
Wednesday, down 1.1%, the biggest decline since mid-April. Business 
activity in the euro zone slowed for a second straight month in June, a 
sign that the region's recovery continues to be modest. Germany’s PMI 
strength was offset by weakness in France. Markets in Asia started the 
week out strong after reports showed June factory activity in China 
expanded for the first time this year, suggesting that the slowdown in the 
economy is stabilizing with help from recent government actions. Japan’s 
Nikkei Index rose more than 2% on Monday, but the week ended with 
reports from Japan showing consumer spending fell 8% in May and core 
CPI rose 3.4%, sending the Nikkei Index down 1.4% on Friday. 

Following last week’s earnings report from Oracle, the company 
announced a $5 billion acquisition of Micros Systems, a provider of 
software for the hospitality industry. It represents the biggest takeover 
since Oracle’s purchase of Sun Microsystems in 2009. General Electric 
also announced a large deal this week, the $13.5 billion purchase of the 
energy assets of French industrial conglomerate Alstom. Global M&A 
deal values have reached $1.75 trillion year-to-date, the highest since 
2007, according to Dealogic. While the actual number of announced 
transactions is down slightly, the total value is up 44% from this time last 
year. M&A activity in the healthcare sector alone has reached $319 
billion, with telecom and cable companies not far behind at $261 million.  

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

DJ UBS Commodity Index 136.55 135.89 -0.49%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 177.55 176.99 -0.32%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,245.04 1,245.20 0.01%

Gold 1,314.92 1,318.80 0.30% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 107.26 105.81 -1.35%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold traded near two-month highs this week as investors weighed signs 
of an uneven U.S. economic recovery thanks to the dollar falling to a 
seven-week low against a basket of 10 major currencies. This week, St. 
Louis Federal Reserve Bank President James Bullard stated that raising 
rates by the end of Q1 2015 would be appropriate, based on his own 
forecast that the U.S. economy would register growth of 3% for the next 
four quarters. The dollar was weighed down by a four-week low in the 10-
year U.S. Treasury yield. Lower returns on U.S. bonds, which are 
watched by the gold market as the metal pays no interest, helped propel 
prices higher earlier in the week. Other factors that have affected the 
metal have been the ongoing tensions in both Iraq and Ukraine. In times 
of political or financial trouble investors often turn to gold or other 
precious metals, which can be perceived as insurance against risk. 
However, traders this week warned that bullion could still see some 
choppy trading amid concerns over weak imports in top consumer China 
and the discovery of $15 billion of loans tied to falsified gold deals in the 
country.

The U.S. Commerce Department has given the go-ahead to several 
companies to begin exporting crude oil, a major policy change essentially 
ending a ban in place for the last four decades. Ultra-light oil often 
referred to as 'condensate' by the energy industry, will be cleared to be 
exported abroad, according to a private ruling by the federal government 
impacting Pioneer Natural Resources Co. and Enterprise Product 
Partners LP. Currently, the export of crude oil is restricted by the U.S. 
government, though the ban has not applied to refined versions such as 
gasoline and diesel. The restrictions were put into place during the 1970s 
as a direct result of the 1973 oil embargo imposed by a number of Arab 
nations. 

Hedge fund assets under management (AUM) crossed the $3 trillion 
threshold for the first time on record, according to data released this week 
from eVestment. The figure represents an all-time high, surpassing the 
industry's previous Q2 2008 peak, and is the result of both new 
allocations - $22 billion in May, $93.3 billion year to date, and 
performance gains - which added $37.8 billion to total AUM in May. 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

June 30th Chicago PMI Business Barometer Index, June
June 30th Pending Home Sales, May Monthly Chg.
July 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, June
July 1st Construction Spending, May Monthly Chg.
July 2nd Factory Orders, May Monthly Chg.
July 3rd Non-farm Payrolls, June Monthly Chg.
July 3rd Unemployment Rate, June
July 3rd International Trade Balance Level, May

  

62.6

55.3
6.1%

288,000

0.1%

Thursday’s employment report was quite strong as 288,000 new jobs 
were created, blowing away analyst estimates of 210,000 to 215,000. 
This comes after a gain of 224,000 in May and 304,000 in April, marking 
three very strong months. The unemployment rate fell to 6.1%, a nearly 
six-year low, and it certainly seems that the job market is gaining steam. 
The economic rebound in the second quarter of 2014 is causing 
companies to hire more staff to meet production demands, and this surge 
in hiring could translate to higher wages if sustained. The number of the 
long-term unemployed dropped to its lowest reading in five years, while 
factories and service providers led the hiring binge. 

With positive job growth comes speculation and uncertainty about the 
Federal Reserve Board and the current tapering of QE3. Fed Chair Janet 
Yellen confirmed her position on Wednesday that rates would not rise 
ahead of schedule, and she believes that achieving stability and full 
employment is the most important focus of the low-rate policy at this time. 
Some say rates should begin to rise because the economy has reached 
the employment goals set by the Fed, and also to prevent financial risks 
caused by inflated market prices, but Yellen maintains that regulation and 
supervision are the tools she would prefer to use to protect the financial 
system from turmoil rather than monetary policy. 

In the manufacturing sector, the headline ISM Index held steady in May at 
55.3, signaling continued growth. However, the new orders component of 
the report grew 2.0 points to 58.9, which is a leading indicator to 
increased manufacturing activity going forward. The index has seen four 
strong months in a row, and has been in expansion (levels over 50) for 13 
straight months. According to ISM, a 55.3 reading is consistent with about 
4% annualized GDP growth. While this is likely an aggressive estimate, 
the belief that GDP will rebound in Q2 is gaining momentum. 

6.1%
$ -44.4B

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 6.26.14 7.3.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.04% 0.02% -0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.46% 0.49% 0.03%

5-Year Treasury 1.64% 1.71% 0.07%

10-Year Treasury 2.53% 2.64% 0.11%

30-Year Treasury 3.35% 3.46% 0.11%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After better than expected economic data reports this week, U.S. 
Treasuries sold off amid reduced demand for safe-haven assets. Data 
this week boosted optimism the economy has turned more resilient after 
a recent soft patch. The selloff sent the yield on the benchmark 10-year 
note to an intra-day high of 2.69%, its highest level since May 2. At the 
same time, the two-year note’s yield touched its highest level since 
September 2013. Separately, Fed Chair Janet Yellen said monetary 
policy faces “significant limitations” as a tool to counter financial stability 
risks. Some market analysts feel Yellen was rebutting various Fed 
officials who believe financial stability should be given a more prominent 
place in formulating policy by arguing higher rates should at least be 
considered to help mitigate asset bubbles. However, Yellen made clear 
she did not see the necessity for the central bank to alter its current 
monetary program. Meanwhile, ECB President Draghi’s plan to conduct 
long-term refinancing operations to motivate its region’s banks to lend is 
adding fuel to the rally in European bonds, banishing memories of the 
sovereign debt crisis that threatened the ongoing viability of the euro as 
recently as 2012. Against this backdrop, yields on Belgian, French, Irish, 
Italian, and Spanish government debt fell to all-time lows, while German 
government debt, the euro zone’s benchmark, fell to levels not reached 
since early 2013.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,960.96 1,985.44 1.25%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,426.55 1,444.14 1.23%

Russell 2000 1,189.05 1,208.13 1.60%

MSCI EAFE 1,963.27 1,990.23 1.37%

MSCI EM 1,046.81 1,060.57 1.31%

DJ Industrial Average 16,851.84 17,068.26 1.28%

NASDAQ 4,397.93 4,485.93 2.00% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

17,000! After hovering just below the 17,000 level to end the first half of 
2014 the Down Jones Industrial Average finally eclipsed the 17,000 level 
on Thursday. The level is more psychological than technical, but it does 
lift the confidence investors have in the current market environment. The 
jobs data was released Thursday due to the shortened trading week, and 
the numbers were well above expectations sending the stock market 
higher on what is typically a very low volume day. During the past week, 
the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 17,068.26, finishing the week 
higher by 1.28%. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the week at 
1,985.44, higher by 1.27% on the week. The NASDAQ Composite 
finished higher by 1.76% and closed the week out at 4,485.93.

The European stocks climbed higher Thursday after the European 
Central Bank (ECB) left key interest rates unchanged. The ECB also left 
the bank deposit rate unchanged at negative .10% after lowering it into 
negative territory for the first time last month. The measures put in place 
were done to spur economic growth throughout Europe, and the markets 
are trading under the principle that the ECB will remain accommodative.   

Shares of PetSmart (PETM) were up sharply Thursday morning after it 
was announced that hedge fund manager Jana Partners took a 9.9% 
stake in the company. The hedge fund plans to have discussions with the 
board of directors at PetSmart to review different strategic moves to 
enhance shareholder value, including the possible sale of the company or 
taking the company private. Shares of PETM have been under pressure 
to start the year and were up 12.50% on the news to close Thursday at 
$67.28/share.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

0 0.00 0.00 0.00%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 176.99 178.01 0.58%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,245.20 1,249.75 0.37%

Gold 1,318.80 1,321.10 0.17% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 105.81 103.76 -1.94%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil dropped slightly below $104 a barrel this week as the risk of 
supply disruptions in Iraq continued to recede, and two key export 
terminals in Libya were expected to reopen soon. The terminals in 
eastern Libya manage nearly half the country's normal oil exports. Strikes 
and armed occupations at fields and ports since the fall of leader 
Muammar Gadhafi had cut Libyan production to around a fifth of its 
normal output of about 1.5 million barrels a day. Analysts believe that a 
resumption of Libyan exports would reduce concerns in the oil market 
that an insurgency in Iraq could lead to supply disruptions. Futures have 
fallen for five straight sessions as market participants appear less 
concerned that the turmoil in Iraq could immediately threaten the 
country's oil output. Iraq's oil production is based in the southern part of 
the country, far from the current fighting. Crude prices were also affected 
by higher government data released this week showing a bigger-than-
expected drop in oil and gasoline stockpiles. Crude oil stockpiles 
decreased by 3.2 million barrels, nearly doubling analysts' previous 
expectations for stocks to fall by 1.7 million barrels on the week. Demand 
for crude typically rises at this time of year as refineries conclude 
seasonal maintenance and ramp up production ahead of the busy 
summer driving season. Gasoline stockpiles fell by 1.2 million barrels to 
213.7 million barrels, the EIA said in its weekly report. Analysts surveyed 
by The Wall Street Journal expected a 200,000 barrel increase.

Corn traded near the lowest numbers in almost six months, and is on the 
verge of a bear market amid expectations farmers will produce a record 
crop in the U.S., the world’s largest grower and exporter. According to 
Bloomberg, the crop may join wheat in a bear market as global grain 
stockpiles rise, helping curb world food costs while crimping farmers' 
incomes. Prices fell this week after the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
stated domestic inventories of the most valuable U.S. crop were bigger 
than expected. 

U.S. soybean futures rose for the first time in five sessions today, as 
investors returned to the market to seek cheap valuations in the wake of 
recent losses. Prices of the oilseed fell to a five-month low of $13.0500 
earlier this week after the U.S. Department of Agriculture projected U.S. 
soybean seedings at a record high 84.8 million acres, up from a prior 
forecast for about 81.49 million acres.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

June 30th Chicago PMI Business Barometer Index, June
June 30th Pending Home Sales, May Monthly Chg.
July 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, June
July 1st Construction Spending, May Monthly Chg.
July 2nd Factory Orders, May Monthly Chg.
July 3rd Non-farm Payrolls, June Monthly Chg.
July 3rd Unemployment Rate, June
July 3rd International Trade Balance Level, May
July 10th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 7/5)

  

62.6

55.3
6.1%

288,000

0.1%

The U.S. trade deficit in goods and services came in this month at $44.4 
billion, $2.6 billion smaller than last month, and nearly flat from this time 
last year. Exports increased by $2.0 billion, propelled by autos, petroleum 
products, and diamonds while imports declined by $0.7 billion. The 
improvement in the trade deficit can be at least partially attributed to the 
boost in energy production within the United States. In 2006 the U.S. 
imported 11 times as much petroleum products as it exported. In the eight 
years that have passed since that time petroleum exports have grown by 
409% while imports have risen just 1.5%, shrinking the ratio of petroleum 
imports to exports to just 2.2 from 11. In addition to the production 
elements, new policy in the U.S. that allows different types of oil to be 
shipped to foreign buyers is boosting energy export potential. These 
factors could lead to a petroleum trade balance or even a surplus in the 
coming years. 

The Fed released minutes for the June FOMC meeting and a final date 
has been set for the end of quantitative easing bond purchasing, granted 
economic data remains on track. The release states that a final $15 
billion cut will be made in October of this year to end the bond buying 
program, which began in January and cut $10 billion each month from the 
initial $85 billion monthly purchase. As Q3 ends, the Federal Reserve will 
have a balance sheet of over $4 trillion and excess reserves of $2.6 
trillion. How does the Fed return its balance sheet to normal and eliminate 
those excess reserves so that the federal funds rate can begin to rise 
again? That $2.6 trillion is a potential inflation trigger; those reserves will 
boost the economy as they make their way down to banks and 
businesses, but added money supply leads to inflation. For now there is 
no apparent plan to deal with this balance sheet situation, so monetary 
policy will remain easy for the time being. 

6.1%

304,000
$ -44.4B

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 7.4.14 7.11.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.02% 0.02% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.49% 0.48% -0.01%

5-Year Treasury 1.71% 1.65% -0.06%

10-Year Treasury 2.64% 2.53% -0.11%

30-Year Treasury 3.46% 3.34% -0.12%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After a sell-off last week, U.S. Treasuries rallied for the largest weekly 
gain in almost four months as a resurgence of financial stresses in 
Europe, particularly Portugal, spurred demand for safe-haven assets.  
Portugal’s second biggest lender missed a payment on short-term debt, 
sending prices on the country’s government debt sharply lower and 
sparking concerns of further disappointment from other countries the euro 
zone. Another driver of demand for Treasuries included minutes from the 
Federal Reserve June policy meeting indicating the central bank would 
not move up its plans for an interest hike to early next year. Meanwhile, 
Puerto Rico’s debt has ballooned to over $73 billion, more than any other 
U.S. state with the exception of California and New York. At the same 
time, credit-default swaps, used to speculate on the ability of municipal 
bond insurers to make good on their guarantees, have jumped amid a 
report that two of the large insurers have hired restructuring advisors, a 
sign the commonwealth is likely moving toward some form of 
reorganization. Despite demand from distressed debt investors for Puerto 
Rico munis, prices on swap contracts tied to MBIA and Assured 
Guaranty, two large bond insurers, rose to near all-time high levels. We 
continue to recommend that investors sell all positions in the 
commonwealth’s debt, including insured bonds.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,985.44 1,967.51 -0.90%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,444.14 1,411.48 -2.26%

Russell 2000 1,208.13 1,160.01 -3.98%

MSCI EAFE 1,990.23 1,943.87 -2.33%

MSCI EM 1,060.57 1,062.37 0.17%

DJ Industrial Average 17,068.26 16,943.81 -0.73%

NASDAQ 4,485.93 4,415.49 -1.57% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

After surpassing the 17,000 level last week, stocks sold off across the 
globe as investor took profits ahead of earnings season. Fears of another 
European banking crisis weighed on investor sentiment on Thursday, as 
did weak economic data from Europe and Asia. For the week, the Dow 
was down 0.7% to close out at 16,943.81. The broader S&P 500 Index 
declined 0.9% to end the week at 1,967.51. The tech-heavy NASDAQ 
Composite Index was the weakest, falling 1.6% to finish Friday at 
4,415.49. Small cap stocks as measured by the Russell 2000 Index, 
which had rallied back in June after poor performance earlier in the year, 
were down nearly 4% for the week.   

European equities were hit hard on Thursday when Portugal’s largest 
publicly traded bank announced it had missed payments on some of its 
debt, sending the stock market in Portugal down 4% and other European 
bank shares plummeting. Also weighing on sentiment was news that 
industrial production in France and Italy was lower than expected. The 
STOXX 600 Index closed at its lowest level since May, and was down 
3.2% from last Friday’s close. Markets in Asia also struggled this week. 
Japanese stocks were down for five straight days. The government 
reported that core machinery orders fell nearly 20% in May, the sharpest 
decline since April 2005. Chinese exports were also below expectations. 
The Nikkei Index declined 1.8% and the Shanghai Composite Index fell 
0.6% for the week. 

Earnings season began on a positive note with Alcoa reporting results 
ahead of expectations. The company’s second quarter earnings per 
share of $0.18 and revenue of $5.84 billion were ahead of estimates for 
$0.12 and $5.7 billion on strength in its aluminum smelting business and 
cost cutting initiatives. The stock is now up 49% year to date. Wells 
Fargo, the first major financial firm to report earnings, posted its 
eighteenth quarter of year-over-year profit growth. Declines in the 
company’s mortgage unit were offset by stronger lending and lower credit 
loss provisions. Finally, in a sign the low end consumer may not be 
benefitting from the economic recovery, Family Dollar’s quarterly 
earnings came in at the low end of expectations, and the company 
lowered guidance for the full-year 2014.    

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

0 0.00 0.00 0.00%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 178.01 178.87 0.48%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,249.75 1,244.54 -0.42%

Gold 1,321.10 1,337.99 1.28% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Crude Oil Futures 103.76 100.71 -2.94%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold is headed for the longest run of weekly gains since August 2011 as 
concerns about Europe’s economy and the Middle East have boosted 
haven demand. The precious metal rallied as much as 1.7% yesterday 
after a company linked to Portugal’s second largest bank missed debt 
payments, reigniting concern about Europe’s sovereign-debt crisis. 
Bullion often attracts investors during periods of political or financial 
stress as some buy the metal as an alternative to currency, while others 
view it as a better store of value than other assets. 

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) suffered its third straight weekly drop as 
supply risks eased in Libya and Iraq while crude inventories expanded 
domestically. Libya’s supply gained as the Sharara field resumed 
production and two oil-export terminals reopened. The ongoing fighting in 
Iraq hasn’t spread to the country’s south, home to three-quarters of its 
output. Crude stockpiles at Cushing, Oklahoma, the delivery point for WTI 
and the biggest U.S. oil-storage hub, rose the most since January, the 
Energy Information Administration reported this week. 

Rain that has washed out portions of fields in several corn-growing states 
prompted the U.S. government to lower its estimate of this year's corn 
crop size, but soybean fields may actually produce more than previously 
expected. According to the USDA, the national average per acre yield of 
corn is expected to remain at a record 165.3 bushels per acre, but the 
number of acres harvested will be about a half million less than expected 
last month at 83.8 million acres. Soybean production estimates were 
boosted to a record 3.8 billion bushels, which is 165 million bushels 
higher than last month's estimate. 

Hedge funds that trade on corporate deal making and agitate for change 
in boardrooms have been the winners in the first half of the year as 
managers that try to anticipate wider economic trends have suffered. The 
so called event-driven hedge funds, which broadly try to profit by making 
trades based on company specific deals such as takeovers and 
refinancing, returned 4.3% through the first six months of the year, 
outpacing overall returns of 3.2% across all hedge fund strategies after 
fees. The Hedge Fund Research data showed that the average manager 
failed to beat both U.S. equities, as measured by the S&P 500 or the low 
fee Vanguard Total Bond Fund, over the period. 
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or 
instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. This presentation is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing, or as a 
source of any specific investment recommendations, and makes no implied or express recommendations concerning the manner in which 
any client’s account should or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon the client’s investment objectives. The 
portfolio risk management process and the process of building efficient portfolios includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but should 
not be confused with and does not imply low or no risk.

Traditional and Efficient Portfolio Statistics include various indices that are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their 
respective asset classes. The indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results, which may 
vary. The value of investments and the income derived from investments can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, 
and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely.

This information is subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions. The information presented has been obtained with 
care from sources believed to be Reliable, but is not guaranteed. MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by various 
sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed. All past recommendations are available upon request. Investments 
in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.

Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk, 
including possible loss of principal. MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated. MainStreet Advisors is an SEC 
registered investment advisor. Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU001
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

July 15th Retail Sales, July Monthly Chg.
July 15th Business Inventories, July Monthly Chg.
July 16th Producer Price Index, July Monthly Chg.
July 16th Industrial Production, July Monthly Chg.
July 16th Housing Market Index, July
July 17th Housing Starts, July
July 17th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 7/17)
July 17th Philidelphia Fed Survey, July
July 18th Consumer Sentiment Index, July

  

0.2%

0.4%
0.5%

0.893M

0.2%

Retail sales grew 0.2% in June, falling short of the 0.6% consensus 
expectation. However, taking into account April and May upward 
revisions, sales gained about 0.5% on the month and 3.7% since this 
time last year. The June increase was led mostly by merchandise and 
internet/mail order business, while autos and construction material saw 
weak numbers. Excluding motor vehicles, last month’s sales gain was 
actually 0.4% and 1% including revisions. While this below-consensus 
release is not favorable, the upward revisions show potential for a strong 
second quarter number.

Housing starts dropped significantly in June as the southern region 
experienced a record decline while all other regions saw gains. Overall 
starts fell 9.3% in June to an annualized 0.893 million after consensus 
estimates of 1.020 million, but remain up 7.5% from this time last year. 
Since June of last year, single family starts are down 4.3% while multi-
family units are up nearly 40%, and new permit figures show the same 
trend. Although the surge in multi-family units is positive for the economy, 
single family starts contribute more on a per-unit basis to economic 
growth, and there has been little in the way of gains in that sector. 
Despite the headline drop in starts this month, the silver lining is that 
three of the four regions of the country actually saw gains while the 
southern region dropped 30%, the largest decline in a single month in 
over 50 years. Housing starts are one of the more volatile data points so 
one month should not be over emphasized.

Inflation rebounded in June as noted by the Producer Price Index, which 
was up 0.4% in June after a 0.2% drop in May. This gain was led by 
energy prices, which rose 2.1% during the month. The year-over-year 
figure now stands at 1.9% for the overall PPI inflation figure, which is 
steady but we are beginning to see some acceleration in inflation. This 
trend will likely continue as the Fed continues to support a loose 
monetary policy and plans to raise rates in 2015. 

302,000

81.3
23.9

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 7.11.14 7.18.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.02% 0.02% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.48% 0.51% 0.03%

5-Year Treasury 1.65% 1.69% 0.04%

10-Year Treasury 2.53% 2.50% -0.03%

30-Year Treasury 3.34% 3.29% -0.05%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

U.S. Treasuries rallied this week, and ten-year yield fell under 2.5% and 
touched a seven week low on Thursday as investors sought out safe-
haven investments with the downing of the Malaysian airliner over 
Ukraine. Yields moved modestly higher on Friday as tensions eased and 
the impact of the initial reaction lessened, but investors continue to be 
more focused on current geopolitical events than economic data and 
fundamentals. Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen also testified before 
congress on Tuesday, and bonds were little moved as her testimony did 
not provide any new insight and was a reconfirmation of current strategy. 
The Federal Reserve plans to end their bond buying program by October, 
but expects to keep interest rates anchored at zero for some time. She 
recognized the improvements in the economy, but believes it continues to 
operate below capacity with inflation currently not a concern. Investors 
also continue to seek out yield, based on a report from Bank of America, 
as more than $350 billion in high yield debt has been issued this year and 
is on pace to surpass last year’s record issuance of $477 billion. The 
value of bonds tracked by the Bank of America Merrill Lynch High Yield 
Index, which started at the end of 1997, has now surpassed $2 trillion. It 
took the index 12 years to reach $1 trillion, and only another 4 years to 
reach the $2 trillion milestone.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,967.51 1,978.22 0.54%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,411.48 1,412.73 0.09%

Russell 2000 1,160.01 1,151.61 -0.72%

MSCI EAFE 1,943.87 1,951.66 0.40%

MSCI EM 1,062.37 1,062.59 0.02%

DJ Industrial Average 16,943.81 17,100.18 0.92%

NASDAQ 4,415.49 4,432.15 0.38% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

American stocks closed out a volatile week approximately unchanged 
over the five trading days. Driven by mostly favorable earnings reports, 
stocks had seen gains earlier in the week into Thursday, when reports 
emerged of the downing of a commercial passenger jet over Ukraine. 
That event, and Israel’s ground incursion into Gaza, reminded investors 
about the risks of geopolitical events upending economic growth. Friday’s 
rally brought the indexes back to about flat for the week, with the S&P 
500 closing at 1,978.22, up 0.5% over the period. After a record-high 
closing level on Wednesday, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed 
out the week at 17, 100.18, up 0.9% for the week. Illustrating the market’s 
nervousness about instability, the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) surged 
over 30% on Thursday.

Emerging market stocks showed continuing strength this week, supported 
by a summit of the BRICS nations in Brazil, at which was announced the 
formation of a $100 billion New Development Bank, an emerging markets’ 
equivalent of the World Bank. The MSCI Emerging Markets index 
returned approximately 0.6% for the week. Chinese stocks, the biggest 
weight in the index, rose 1.3% on the week, helped by healthy industrial 
production numbers. Russian stocks were hard-hit during the week, 
losing over 5%. Shares were already under pressure from increased 
Western sanctions related to the Ukraine conflict, and losses steepened 
after the tragic news of the downed Malaysian plane hit the markets. 
International developed markets mostly tracked the same path as 
American stocks this week, with the MSCI EAFE index gaining 0.3%.

Domestic stocks were buoyed by continuing news of merger activity. This 
week’s mega-deal was the $80 billion bid for Time Warner by Rupert 
Murdoch’s 21st Century Fox. There is the possibility that this bid, driven 
by the search for valuable content, and size to offset the power of the 
cable service providers like Comcast, will spark a wave of consolidations 
in the media sector. Earnings news this week included favorable results 
from Honeywell and Google, while investors panned results from Johnson 
Controls and GE. 

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 178.87 179.10 0.13%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,244.54 1,240.29 -0.34%

Gold 1,337.99 1,311.40 -1.99%

Crude Oil Futures 100.71 103.00 2.27% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude oil futures rose on Friday, trading near two-week highs amid 
growing concerns over fresh tensions in Ukraine, and as U.S. 
manufacturing data released earlier in the week continued to support 
crude. Prices strengthened after a Malaysian Airlines passenger jet 
crashed in eastern Ukraine. Tragically, all on board were killed, which 
sharply raised the stakes in a conflict between Kiev and pro-Moscow 
rebels, in which Russia and the West back opposing sides. The crash 
came a day after the U.S. and European Union announced a fresh round 
of sanctions against Russia, following the annexation of Crimea in April 
and ongoing tensions in the rest of Ukraine. The U.S. package was the 
largest round of penalties so far. Russia is the world's second-largest 
crude oil producer, and its month long standoff with the West over 
Ukraine has raised concerns among traders that the tensions could lead 
to an interruption in those supplies. Also, Israel's decision to send ground 
troops into the Gaza Strip lent support to prices, which in recent weeks 
have been bolstered by flare-ups in the Middle East. 

Gold dropped on Friday, suffering its first week of decline in seven weeks 
on fears of higher U.S. rates, and as investors took profits after a 1.5% 
jump on the downing of a passenger plane in eastern Ukraine. The 
precious metal, seen as a hedge against risk in times of geopolitical and 
financial uncertainty, posted its biggest daily gain in a month on Thursday 
after the loss of the Malaysian airliner. Federal Reserve Chair Janet 
Yellen stated this week that the U.S. central bank could raise rates 
sooner if hiring and wages take off in an unexpected way. Higher interest 
rates would encourage investors to switch to assets that, unlike gold, pay 
interest. As a gauge of investment sentiment, holdings in the SPDR Gold 
Trust, the world's largest gold-backed exchange traded fund, fell 2.69 
tonnes to 803.34 tonnes this week. 

Prices for soybeans, corn, and wheat fell sharply on Friday after the 
USDA projected bigger-than-expected harvests and stockpiles this year, 
extending months of market bearishness for three of the biggest U.S. 
crops by value. Soybean futures dropped about 3%, wheat fell by more 
than 4%, and corn prices slid to the lowest level in nearly four years as 
the USDA, in its closely watched monthly World Agricultural Supply and 
Demand Estimates report, stated favorable weather is expected to lead to 
big jumps in crop production this year, outpacing demand.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or 
instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. This presentation is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing, or as a 
source of any specific investment recommendations, and makes no implied or express recommendations concerning the manner in which 
any client’s account should or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon the client’s investment objectives. The 
portfolio risk management process and the process of building efficient portfolios includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but should 
not be confused with and does not imply low or no risk.

Traditional and Efficient Portfolio Statistics include various indices that are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their 
respective asset classes. The indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results, which may 
vary. The value of investments and the income derived from investments can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, 
and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely.

This information is subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions. The information presented has been obtained with 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

July 17th Philidelphia Fed Survey, July
July 18th Consumer Sentiment Index, July
July 22nd Consumer Price Index, June Monthly Chg.
July 22nd Existing Home Sales, June SAAR*
July 24th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 7/19)
July 24th New Home Sales, June
July 25th Durable Goods New Orders, June Monthly Chg

  

23.9

0.3%
81.3

406,000

5.04M

Global purchasing managers’ index (PMI) reports were stronger than 
expected this month in many key industrial nations. China hit an 18-
month high with a reading of 52, one full point over expectations, after 
policy makers introduced an increase to their accommodative stance with 
regards to economic policy. France and Germany both hit a three-month 
high, and the euro zone as a composite beat by over one point as 
business activity continued to accelerate. One of the only weak spots was 
Japan, whose PMI reading fell to 50.8 in July. This reading still indicates 
an expanding environment, but the fall represents a deceleration in 
growth likely stemming from tax law changes earlier in the year. 

Turning to the U.S., the housing market had a mixed June as new home 
sales dropped, while existing home sales continued to recover from 
winter lows. New home sales fell 8.1% in June to an annual rate of 
406,000, down 11.5% from last year. This metric has remained weak for 
a few reasons. First, there has been a trend in the U.S. of increased 
renting since the housing crisis, resulting in lower overall home 
ownership. Second, many buyers are opting to purchase condos or high-
rise apartments, which are not counted in the single-family new homes 
sales data. Lastly, financing is still tighter than it has been in the past. 
Inventories, which had been suppressed for quite some time, did rise in 
June, but they remain low as well. Meanwhile, existing home sales 
jumped 2.6% to a 5.04 million annual rate as all four U.S. regions saw 
gains. Both single-family and condo sales increased, but existing 
inventory remained at 5.5 months, which is the primary reason realtors 
say this winter was so weak in the housing market.   

Finally, durable goods orders increased 0.7% in June, making a 
comeback from the 1.0% drop in May. Orders are now up in four of the 
last five months as U.S. manufacturing continues its uptrend into the 
summer. This should contribute to second quarter GDP significantly, 
which will be released next Wednesday. 

0.7%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 7.18.14 7.25.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.02% 0.03% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.51% 0.53% 0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.69% 1.72% 0.03%

10-Year Treasury 2.50% 2.52% 0.02%

30-Year Treasury 3.29% 3.30% 0.01%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Despite upbeat data reports, U.S. Treasuries finished the week mostly 
unchanged, with the intra-day yield on the 10-year note falling to its 
lowest levels in more than one year. Some strategists feel that this low 
yield, tethered to 2.5% recently, signals either prolonged geopolitical or 
economic concerns in the market. For yields to move significantly higher, 
market participants will need to see stronger signs of growth and inflation, 
enough for the Federal Reserve to acknowledge progress toward a more 
robust domestic economy. Meanwhile, investors have started to sell high-
yield bonds at the fastest pace in more than a year, with valuation 
concerns triggering the sell-off. Strong demand in this area of the fixed 
income market over recent years has sent yields and spreads to near 
record low levels.  Notwithstanding low default levels, strategists warn 
yields have dropped to levels where investors are not being adequately 
compensated for risk. In a sign of weakness, two PIMCO high-yield funds 
saw $1.8 billion of outflows in June, their largest drawdown on record. 
Given these concerns, we continue to focus on short-duration platforms in 
this sector of the market. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,978.22 1,978.34 0.01%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,412.73 1,405.72 -0.50%

Russell 2000 1,151.61 1,144.72 -0.60%

MSCI EAFE 1,951.66 1,969.22 0.90%

MSCI EM 1,062.59 1,080.85 1.72%

DJ Industrial Average 17,100.18 16,960.57 -0.82%

NASDAQ 4,432.15 4,449.56 0.39% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

U.S. stocks were mixed this week as a mostly positive start to the 
earnings season has offset the unsettling geopolitical headlines that 
continue to raise concerns about global growth and stability. On 
Thursday, the S&P 500 hit an all-time high for the 27th time this year but 
the index pulled back on Friday to finish the week without a gain. The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 0.8% for the week to close at 
16,960.57. The broader S&P 500 was flat to end the week at 1978.34. 
The tech-heavy NASDAQ Composite Index posted a gain of 0.4% closing 
at 4449.56 on Friday.

Japan's Nikkei Index rose 1.1% on Friday to close at its highest level in 
six months, boosted by a strong profit report from Fanuc Corp. The Nikkei 
Index ended at 15,457.87, its highest closing level since Jan. 23. For the 
week, it gained 1.6%. In China, the Shanghai Composite Index added 
3.3% for the week, after the HSBC preliminary purchasing managers 
index (PMI), which measures Chinese manufacturing activity, jumped to 
an 18-month high. In Europe, the STOXX 600 Index was down on Friday 
due to a weaker-than-expected reading on German business confidence, 
but was able to hold on to a gain of 0.7% for the week.

With earnings season in full swing, the early results have been positive 
with the technology and health care sectors leading the way by posting 
solid year-over-year earnings and revenue growth. Just over 45% of S&P 
500 companies have reported so far and 76% of companies have come 
in ahead of earnings expectations according to FactSet Research. Apple 
reported slightly better results with revenues 6% higher than a year ago, 
and earnings that were 20% higher than a year ago on higher gross 
margins and an aggressive stock buyback program. Despite increased 
R&D spending, Apple was able to add to its cash stockpile which now 
stands at $165 billion. Gilead reported revenues that beat expectations 
by 12%, and earnings that were over 20% better than expected. Sales of 
its hepatitis C drug, Solvaldi, came in way ahead of expectations at $3.48 
billion. Disappointing reports from Amazon and Visa pulled down equity 
markets on Friday.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 179.10 181.01 1.07%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,240.29 1,246.36 0.49%

Gold 1,311.40 1,307.53 -0.30%

Crude Oil Futures 103.00 101.96 -1.01% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold edged up on Friday, but not far off a five-week low, and was headed 
for a second straight week of losses, as a strong dollar after robust 
economic data offset a fall in equities due to rising political tensions. 
Bullion has lost 1.3% of its value so far this week, following a 2% fall in 
the previous one, mostly on speculation that an improving employment 
sector in the U. S. could signal an early rate increase by the Federal 
Reserve. Higher interest rates would encourage investors to switch to 
assets that, unlike gold, pay interest.

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude endured its third weekly drop this 
month amid speculation that rising U.S. gasoline stockpiles signal 
reduced demand in the world’s biggest oil consumer. Gasoline 
inventories climbed to the highest level since March, while crude supplies 
dropped for a fourth week, per data from the Energy Information 
Administration. 

Soybeans and corn fell on Friday, extending weekly losses on signs that 
supplies from the next U.S. harvest will be ample as crops in the Midwest 
are developing in good condition. Yields in Iowa, historically the biggest 
U.S. producer of both crops, may rise to records this season as cool 
temperatures boosted plant development. Seventy-two percent of 
soybeans and 76% of corn in the main U.S. growing areas were in good 
or excellent condition as of July 20, according to the USDA. The agency 
estimated this month that U.S. farmers would harvest a record soybean 
crop at 3.8 billion bushels, while corn output at 13.86 billion bushels will 
be the second highest ever.

Investor redemptions from hedge funds fell sharply this month, after 
quarterly rebalancing induced a spike last month. The SS&C GlobeOp 
Forward Redemption Indicator, an index that measures redemption 
notices received by hedge funds administered on the firm’s GlobeOp 
platform, dropped from 4.8% in June to 3.15% in July according to SS&C 
Technologies. The global hedge fund industry took in $30.5 billion in new 
money in Q2, pushing its asset base to a new record of $2.8 trillion, 
according to Hedge Fund Research (HFR). Q2’s inflow is the eighth 
straight for the industry, and topped Q1’s $26.3 billion. In fact, last 
quarter’s was the largest infusion of new capital into hedge funds since 
Q1 2011.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset 
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could 
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-
looking statements.

The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

July 29th Consumer Confidence Index, July
July 30th MBA Purchase Applications Index, Wkly. Chg.
July 30th Real GDP, Q2 Quarterly Change SAAR*
July 30th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 7/26)
Aug 1st Unemployment Rate, July
Aug 1st Personal Income, June Monthly Chg.
Aug 1st ISM Mfg. Index - Level, July

  

90.9

4.0%
0.2%

0.4%

302,000

FOMC concluded its meeting Wednesday, noting improvements in labor 
conditions and anticipation that progress towards full employment will 
continue, indicating its confidence in the growth trend of the economy. 
There is debate among the FOMC members about the best timing for a 
rate hike, but if the labor market and inflation data continues to be solid, it 
is possible that a rate increase could occur sooner than many market 
participants expect. 

The job market improved again in July albeit at a slower pace. The 
payroll report released this month continued the positive trend by adding 
209,000 new jobs, after 288,000 were created in June. This was a bit 
lower than analysts expected (233,000), and further reinforces the Fed 
opinion that the job market has room to improve. The unemployment rate 
nudged up to 6.2% from 6.1%, meeting analyst expectations, while 
average weekly earnings were flat. This trend suggests that the economy 
is stabilizing, and is capable of producing measured unemployment gains 
and earnings growth. The Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence 
Index increased to 90.9, a recovery level high, after an already strong 
86.4 in June. July’s reading exceeded analysts’ projections, and is the 
highest since December 2007.

Wednesday’s GDP release estimate for Q2 was a robust 4.0%, beating 
analyst estimates of 3.1%. This follows a revised estimate for first quarter 
GDP at -2.1% (previously at -2.9%). The recovery in the second quarter 
was led by inventory growth, which bounced back after a slow first 
quarter. Despite improvements in other sectors, there is still weakness in 
the housing sector. Pending house sales declined 1.1% mo/mo in June, 
which reflects a dip in the South, but a gain in the Midwest. However, it 
looks like home prices are moderating as reflected in the Case-Shiller 
House Price Index, down significantly to 9.3% from the two prior month’s 
readings at 10.8% and 12.4%. Overall, the economy seems to be 
stabilizing, and the slack mentioned by the Fed seems to be decreasing.

57.1

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 7.25.14 8.1.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.03% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.53% 0.47% -0.06%

5-Year Treasury 1.72% 1.67% -0.05%

10-Year Treasury 2.52% 2.52% 0.00%

30-Year Treasury 3.30% 3.29% -0.01%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Amid mixed economic reports, U.S. Treasuries finished the week lower, 
with the 10-year note yield, a benchmark for global borrowing costs, 
climbing above the 2.50% level. For the month of July, most bond 
markets posted negative returns with the exception of long U.S. 
Treasuries and munis, a turnaround from the first six months of the year 
when riskier assets outperformed. Many strategists today feel as the 
Federal Reserve moves closer to curbing its stimulus programs, forecasts 
for returns in the bond market ought to be lowered. Meanwhile, Standard 
& Poor’s declared Argentina in default after the government missed a 
deadline for paying interest on $13 billion of restructured bonds. In a sign 
of economic weakness, the country failed to get a $539 million payment 
to bondholders after a U.S. judge ruled the money could not be 
distributed unless a group of hedge funds holding already-defaulted debt 
was also paid. In default for the second time in 13 years, Argentina holds 
approximately $200 billion in foreign currency debt. This, along with 
comments from government officials suggesting a deal to resolve the 
crisis might take longer than previously expected, sent prices on the 
country’s government debt sharply lower. From a global perspective, 
spillover effects into other areas of the bond market are likely to remain 
muted as most strategists expect the country to take ordered steps to 
restore its standing with international creditors. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,978.34 1,925.15 -2.69%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,405.72 1,367.20 -2.74%

Russell 2000 1,144.72 1,114.86 -2.61%

MSCI EAFE 1,932.59 1,969.22 1.89%

MSCI EM 1,065.78 1,080.85 1.41%

DJ Industrial Average 16,960.57 16,493.37 -2.75%

NASDAQ 4,449.56 4,352.64 -2.18% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

Equity markets were mixed across the globe this week. On Thursday the 
Dow fell 317 points, its worst day since February, on fears the Fed may 
need to raise interest rates sooner than expected, as well as concerns 
about Argentina’s debt default and the ongoing Ukraine/Russia tensions. 
An upbeat jobs report helped stabilize the markets to some degree on 
Friday, but they were mostly down from last week’s close. The Dow 
finished Friday at 16,493.37, lower by 2.8% for the week. The broader 
S&P 500 Index declined 2.7% to end the week at 1,925.15. The tech-
heavy NASDAQ Composite Index fell 2.2% to close out the week at 
4,352.64. For the month of July, the Dow, S&P 500, and the NASDAQ 
closed lower by 1.6%, 1.5%, and 0.9% respectively.  

Stocks in Europe were also down this week. On Tuesday the European 
Union voted to extend economic sanctions on Russia. Then on Thursday, 
disappointing earnings from several blue chip European companies, as 
well as reports of a drop in euro zone inflation to just 0.4%, weighed on 
stocks. The Stoxx 600 Index closed down 2.6% for the week, and 1.7% 
for July. Bucking the trend were markets in Asia which finished in positive 
territory for the week and month. The Nikkei Index reached levels on 
Tuesday it had not seen since late January, closing up 0.4% for the 
week, and 3% for the month of July. The Shanghai Composite Index 
surged 7.5% in July, its biggest monthly advance since December 2012, 
amid optimism the government will achieve its 2014 economic-growth 
target after boosting railway spending, allowing cities to loosen property 
purchase restrictions, and cutting reserve requirement ratios for some 
lenders.  

Companies of note that reported quarterly earnings results this week 
included pharmaceutical giants Merck and Pfizer. While both companies’ 
earnings and sales were ahead of expectations, Pfizer lowered its full 
year sales outlook. Shares of Whole Foods sold off on Thursday after the 
company reported slower same store sales growth. Internet and social 
media companies Twitter, LinkedIn, and Expedia also announced 
quarterly results ahead of consensus estimates. While Twitter shares 
soared nearly 20% on better than expected user and ad growth, the stock 
is still down 29% year to date.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 181.01 177.26 -2.07%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,246.36 1,242.06 -0.35%

Gold 1,307.53 1,293.90 -1.04%

Crude Oil Futures 101.96 97.62 -4.26% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold rose 1% on Friday, a day after touching a six-week low as U.S. 
payrolls data missed expectations, dampening talk of an early interest 
rate rise by the Federal Reserve and pressuring the dollar. A string of 
upbeat reports on the U.S. economy, including signs of an improving job 
market, helped the precious metal to its biggest monthly loss (3.4%) this 
year. Bullion managed to claw back lost ground, however, after data 
showed U.S. job growth slowed more than expected last month and the 
unemployment rate rose, pointing to some slack in the labor market that 
could give the Fed room to keep interest rates low. That would keep the 
opportunity cost of holding gold versus higher-yielding assets low. Also, 
demand for physical gold in Asia failed to pick up in a robust way despite 
the price drop this week. Metals consultancy GFMS, a division of 
Thomson Reuters, warned that buying in the main physical gold markets 
of China and India may not be strong enough to provide a floor for prices 
this year. Gold prices remain up 6.6% this year, but the bulk of these 
gains were made in Q1. 

Oil futures extended losses for a second day on Friday in tandem with the 
broader market. Crude futures pared losses briefly in early trading after 
U.S. jobs data for July showed the unemployment rate ticked up to 6.2% 
from 6.1%, while payroll gains of 209,000 were lower than the average 
analysts’ estimate of 230,000. The weaker-than-expected data was taken 
across the markets as a signal that the Federal Reserve could hold off on 
raising interest rates, extending easy-money policies that have fueled the 
long running rise in risk assets before Thursday's steep selloff. However, 
the slide in oil prices resumed as fundamental factors weighed. The 
market remains adequately supplied, and the unexpected shutdown of a 
Kansas refinery, which could last as long as a month, is expected to 
reduce demand for oil from the key delivery point for the U.S. benchmark 
contract at Cushing, Oklahoma. This may slow the trend of declining 
inventories there that has been one of the biggest bullish drivers for the 
market all year. Taken together, the factors have combined to drive 
bullish investors out of oil markets, where speculative levels have been 
hitting all-time highs.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Aug 5th ICSC-Goldman Same Store Sales, Wkly. Chg.
Aug 5th Factory Orders, June Monthly Chg.
Aug 5th ISM Non-Mfg. Index, July
Aug 6th MBA Purchase Applications Index, Wkly. Chg.
Aug 6th International Trade Balance Level, June
Aug 6th EIA Petroleum Status Report, Wkly. Chg.
Aug 7th Initial Jobless Claims (week ending 8/2)
Aug 7th Consumer Credit, June Monthly Change
Aug 8th Wholesale Inventories, June Monthly Chg.
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The U.S. trade deficit in goods and services for June came in at $41.5 
billion, lower than analyst expectations for $44.8 billion. This follows 
another month of narrowing deficits after May’s number was revised 
down from $44.7 billion to $44.4 billion. Exports were up by $0.3 billion, 
driven by civilian aircraft and pharmaceuticals, while imports declined 
$2.9 billion, driven by cellphones, other household goods and petroleum 
products. The petroleum trade balance again declined to$14.7 billion from 
$15.2 billion in May. Eight years ago, the U.S. imported 10 times the 
amount of petroleum it exported; now, petroleum imports are only 2.2 
times exports. If this trend continues, the U.S. could move to a trade 
balance or even a surplus of petroleum. 

The ISM service report is at its strongest levels of the recovery, with 
strength led by the construction component. The July composite index 
came in at 58.7, up 2.7 points from June. Factory orders were up 1.1% in 
June following a downward revision of 0.6% for May. The durable goods 
component shows a 1.7% increase, while non-durable goods showed a 
0.6% improvement over May’s 0.2% decline. The ISM Manufacturing 
Index increased 57.1 in July, up from 55.3 in June, beating analyst 
estimates of 56. Levels above 50 signal expansion, while levels below 50 
signal contraction, and the major components for July all came in higher 
than May and well above 50, indicating steady growth. July’s reading for 
ISM’s composite index is the highest in 3 years, while the new orders 
component of the index, which rose to 63.4, could be a sign of continuing 
acceleration in the sector.

Jobless claims fell again this week to 289,000, with the 4-week average 
hitting a new recovery low at 293,500. Although the weekly data has 
fluctuated, the 4-week average has contributed a downward trend that 
has continued over the past several months. The report, along with 
growth in services and manufacturing, points to steady employment gains 
carrying over into upcoming months.

289000

0.3%
17.3B

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 8.1.14 8.8.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.03% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.47% 0.45% -0.02%

5-Year Treasury 1.67% 1.62% -0.05%

10-Year Treasury 2.52% 2.44% -0.08%

30-Year Treasury 3.29% 3.23% -0.06%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

U.S. Treasuries finished the week considerably higher, which is largely 
attributable to geopolitical tensions increasing the allure of safe-haven 
securities. The yield on the 10-year note dropped below 2.4% for the first 
time this year, and traded at its lowest level since June 2013. Sovereign 
securities, including German and U.K. government bonds, also rallied in 
sympathy with U.S. bonds. While the U.S. economy has showed signs of 
gaining traction recently, concerns have escalated that economic 
prospects in Europe could be weakened by Russia’s clash with the 
European Union and the U.S. over Ukraine.   

After a long rally, concerns rose that valuations in riskier asset classes 
such as high-yield bonds are stretched, as investors withdrew a record 
$7.1 billion from mutual funds in this sector of the market. Accelerating a 
flight from this asset class that started last week, the exodus followed the 
first monthly loss in high yield since August of last year. Investors also 
withdrew $1.5 billion from funds invested in floating rate notes, the largest 
weekly outflow in almost three years. As sentiment wanes in this area of 
the market, we continue to focus on short-duration high yield as a means 
to mitigate risk. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,925.15 1,931.59 0.33%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,367.20 1,379.30 0.89%

Russell 2000 1,114.86 1,131.35 1.48%

MSCI EAFE 1,918.08 1,870.10 -2.50%

MSCI EM 1,080.85 1,051.22 -2.74%

DJ Industrial Average 16,493.37 16,553.93 0.37%

NASDAQ 4,352.64 4,370.90 0.42% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Geopolitical concerns, more than ongoing earnings reports, shaped 
global markets throughout the week. Mostly positive economic releases, 
such as a strong ISM Services Index reading of 58.7 on Tuesday and 
tumbling initial unemployment claims on Thursday, offset investors’ 
concern over economic sanctions  and military conflictsin Eastern Europe 
and Iraq, and a spate of frightening news reports about the spread of the 
Ebola virus. The S&P 500 index closed the week at 1,931.59, up 
0.3%The Dow Jones Industrial average finished the week 0.4% higher at 
16,553.93.

Foreign stocks fell this week, with the MSCI EAFE index of developed 
market equities posting a 2.4% setback. Russia’s announcement of a ban 
on food imports from those nations sanctioning it, and buildup of troops 
on the Ukrainian border, raised concerns about economic fallout on a still 
fragile recovery in Western Europe. In fact, Italy reported an unexpected 
decline in second quarter GDP, officially marking that the country has 
returned to recession. Emerging markets also dipped but not as severely, 
with the MSCI Emerging Markets index dropping almost one percent 
Growth in China’s service sector, while still positive, slipped in July to a 
six-month low. 

Two high-profile corporate decisions to reverse previously announced 
actions garnered headlines this week. Investors cheered 21st Century 
Fox for withdrawing its $80 billion offer for Time Warner. But the market 
slammed Walgreens for reversing its plan to execute a ‘tax inversion’ 
strategy in its acquisition of Alliance Boots. That is, Walgreens will not 
relocate its headquarters to England to lower its tax rate. The 
reconsideration was apparently driven by a fear of bad public relations, as 
well as the threat of the federal government using various levers to make 
the company miserable.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 177.26 176.98 -0.16%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,242.06 1,226.61 -1.24%

Gold 1,293.90 1,311.60 1.37%

Crude Oil Futures 97.62 97.60 -0.02% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold advanced to three-week highs on Friday as unrest in the Middle 
East spurred demand for the metal as a safe-haven investment. Fighting 
in Ukraine and the Middle East have helped spark a near 10% rise in 
bullion so far this year, with prices up almost 2% for the week, heading for 
its first weekly gain in four. The precious metal is usually seen as 
insurance against political and financial risk, which burnishes its appeal 
as an alternative investment. Also aiding the metal was the dollar falling 
this week against a basket of currencies, with continued pressure 
weighing on the currency from a 14-month low in 10-year U.S. Treasury 
yields. A weaker U.S. currency makes dollar-denominated assets such as 
gold cheaper for other currency holders, while returns on bond yields are 
closely watched by traders, given that the metal pays no interest. 

Crude oil prices slid to multi-month lows earlier this week, as traders 
continued to discount the risk of supply disruptions, though prices for 
refined petroleum products rose on unexpected U.S. inventory 
drawdowns. U.S. and global oil prices have fallen about $10 a barrel 
since mid-June, when prices hit nine-month highs on concerns that an 
insurgency in Iraq would lead to production disruptions. West Texas 
Intermediate (WTI) prices rose on Friday as the U.S. conducted airstrikes 
against militants in Iraq, OPEC’s second-largest producer. Crude-oil 
stockpiles fell by 1.8 million barrels to 365.6 million barrels in the week 
ended August 1, according to a U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) statement this week. It was the sixth weekly decline in a row, 
putting stockpiles at their lowest since February 28. Crude prices rose 
after that report was released, but the rally soon reversed course. 
Supplies in Cushing, Oklahoma, a key storage hub and the pricing point 
for the Nymex contract, rose for the first time in four weeks. 

Argentina asked the international court of justice (ICJ) this week to take 
action against the U.S. over an alleged breach of its sovereignty as it 
defaulted on its debt. Argentina defaulted last week after losing a long 
legal battle with hedge funds that rejected the terms of debt restructurings 
in 2005 and 2010. Latin America's third-largest economy defaulted on 
about $100 billion of sovereign bonds in 2002, though most holders of 
those bonds accepted less than 30 cents on the dollar in the 2005 and 
2010 restructurings. 
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Aug 13th MBA Purchase Applications Index, Wkly. Chg.
Aug 13th Retail Sales, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 13th Business Inventories, June Monthly Chg.
Aug 14th Initial Jobless Claims ( Week ending 8/9)
Aug 14th Export Prices, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 14th Import Prices, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 15th Producer Price Index, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 15th Industrial Production, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 15th Consumer Sentiment Index, July
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U.S. consumer spending has demonstrated weakness in the third quarter 
after a strong spring recovery in Q2. While economists were expecting 
around 0.2% growth, retail sales were flat in July, dragged down by 
autos, furniture, electronics, and appliances. July is the fourth 
consecutive month with disappointing retail sales numbers following the 
brief rebound in February and March. Slow wage growth has limited 
consumers’ ability to increase spending, but wage growth is likely to pick 
up sooner rather than later due to increasing pressure on employers to 
raise wages as the labor market’s slack tightens. At the start of the year, 
there were 2.6 unemployed job seekers for each job opening.  This ratio 
fell to 2.02 in June, the lowest level since April 2008. As this ratio falls, 
employers will feel more pressure to offer higher wages.  

Higher wage growth in combination with improving employment data 
could influence the Federal Reserve’s plan to hike interest rates. The 
market expects the Fed to start raising interest rates around mid-2015. 
Markets currently have a ‘good news is bad news’ mindset, meaning 
when good data is reported markets have reacted negatively, fearing the 
Fed will accelerate their timetable for raising interest rates. Recent weak 
retail sales data could be enough to reduce optimistic growth 
expectations for the remainder of 2014, possibly leading to a Q2 GDP 
downward revision, and causing the Fed to delay any interest rate moves. 
 
Japan’s second quarter GDP fell by an annualized rate of 6.8%, the 
largest decline since the beginning of 2011; fueled by an 18.7% drop in 
annualized consumer spending. In April, the sales tax rate increased from 
5% to 8% in an effort to improve the country’s fiscal position, but 
consumers anticipated this tax increase with additional spending, 
resulting in a first quarter GDP surge  of 5.9% annualized. Japan’s law 
states that the sales tax will climb up to 10% until the economy begins to 
consistently improve, but according to Prime Minister Abe’s special 
advisor the tax increase may not occur if third quarter GDP is too weak.  

0.1%

79.2
0.4%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 8.8.14 8.15.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.04% 0.01%

2-Year Treasury 0.45% 0.42% -0.03%

5-Year Treasury 1.62% 1.58% -0.04%

10-Year Treasury 2.44% 2.40% -0.04%

30-Year Treasury 3.23% 3.20% -0.03%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

For the second straight week, U.S. Treasuries rallied as uneven 
economic data reports suggested the Federal Reserve would keep 
interest rates low for an extended period. Yields on long-dated bonds, 
especially those maturing in 30 years, fell to their lowest levels since May 
2013, having attracted buyers given their higher yields relative to shorter-
dated notes. At the same time, government bond yields from Germany 
and the U.K. fell to fresh lows this week, with the 10-year Bund's yield 
briefly dipping below 1% for the first time on record. The fall in the 10-
year Bund yield follows a similar drop in the country’s two-year note 
interest rate, which is now below zero. Lower German bond yields also 
drive buyers into similar maturity U.S. government debt that offers 
considerably higher yields. Demand for the euro zone’s safest debt rose 
after data showed the region unexpectedly posted zero growth last 
quarter with its three largest economies failing to expand. Because of 
this, ECB president Mario Draghi vowed to build on unprecedented 
stimulus that may include large scale quantitative easing. Draghi also 
signaled that monetary policy would diverge from that of the U.S. for a 
long period of time. Against this backdrop, many strategists expect the 
European fixed income market to remain biased toward lower rates, 
suggesting Bunds and other safe-haven euro zone government debt are 
not yet expensive at these levels. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,931.59 1,955.06 1.22%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,379.30 1,395.50 1.17%

Russell 2000 1,131.35 1,141.65 0.91%

MSCI EAFE 1,870.10 1,904.90 1.86%

MSCI EM 1,051.22 1,072.37 2.01%

DJ Industrial Average 16,553.93 16,662.91 0.66%

NASDAQ 4,370.90 4,464.93 2.15% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

Domestic equity markets were positive for the second week in a row 
despite continued global political tensions and mixed economic data. On 
Thursday, the Dow Jones Industrial Average was back in positive territory 
for the year. The Dow finished Friday at 16,662.91, higher by 0.66% for 
the week. The broader S&P 500 Index increased 1.22% to end the week 
at 1,955.06, and now stands less than 1.5% below its record high. The 
tech-heavy NASDAQ Composite Index ended Friday at 4,464.93, up 
2.15% from last week’s close.  

Stocks in Europe were also positive this week despite reports the euro 
zone’s economic recovery has grinded to a halt. Reported GDP for the 
second quarter was flat, while inflation fell to a four year low. Germany 
saw a 0.2% decline in economic output, its first drop since 2012.  Reports 
also showed Germany’s index of confidence among professional 
investors was much lower than anticipated. In Asia, the Nikkei Index 
rallied 2.4% on Monday, after a 3% decline last Friday, on the heels of a 
strong performance from the Dow at the end of last week. The index 
closed 3.7% higher for the week, despite a report its GDP shrunk 6.8% 
on an annualized basis in the second quarter. In China, the Shanghai 
Composite Index was up 1.5%. 

Many big name retailers reported earnings results this week. After 
outperforming peers over the last several years, Macy’s sales and 
earnings were both below analysts’ expectations, citing constrained 
spending in the uncertain economic environment. Walmart reported its 
seventh straight decline in U.S. store traffic, and also lowered its full year 
earnings forecast. JC Penney, on the other hand, reported a same store 
sales increase of 6%, gross margin improvement of 640 basis points, and 
a 71% increase in net income. In other corporate news, Coca Cola 
boosted its stake in Monster Beverage Corp, lifting that stock 30%.  
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 176.98 180.66 2.08%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,226.61 1,233.47 0.56%

Gold 1,311.60 1,306.20 -0.41%

Crude Oil Futures 97.60 97.06 -0.55% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold rose early this week as investors continued to seek a safe haven in 
the precious metal from the ongoing conflict the Middle East, and 
tensions between Ukraine and Russia. The bullion is up this year as a 
result of the aforementioned geopolitical conflicts as well as continuing 
concerns about the U.S. economic recovery. Worries about the labor 
market reignited this week after reported jobless claims increased 21,000 
to 311,000 for the week ended August 9, ahead of the 295,000 expected 
by analysts. A report by the World Gold Council released on Thursday 
shows global gold demand declined 16% year-over-year in Q2 2014, the 
result of bullion prices trading relatively sideways throughout the period, 
as compared to the 25% price decline seen in the comparable period of 
2013. Gold ended the week Friday on a down note, falling the most in a 
month as equities rallied globally.

A report from the Energy Information Association (EIA) released 
Wednesday reported crude stockpiles increased by 1.4 million barrels to 
367 million for the week ended August 8, compared to expectations of a 
2.05 million barrel decline. The rise in stockpiles ended a string of six 
weekly declines, and was the first increase since June. Following the 
release, prices slid amid speculation that demand in the U.S. has slowed, 
and reports of stalled growth coming out of Europe. Supporting these 
speculations was a 418,000 barrel increase in crude stockpiles at 
Cushing, Oklahoma, the largest U.S. oil-storage hub. The increase, which 
brought total stockpiles at the hub to 18.4 million barrels, was the largest 
weekly percentage gain since January. As well, the International Energy 
Agency (IEA) cut oil demand estimates for the rest of 2014 and 2015 
amid slowing annual expansion in fuel consumption, and the weakest 
global oil demand seen since 2012. The news comes despite threats to 
supply due to unrest in the Middle East and North Africa.

Soybeans rebounded on Friday after touching the lowest price since 2010 
earlier in the week following speculation that expected rainfall over the 
next week could boost crop yields to a record high. Corn futures rose on 
Friday after reports from the Department of Agriculture said yields will 
likely be lower than what analysts expect (167.4 bushels an acre versus 
170.2 expected). As of August 10, 73% of the corn crop was rated as 
good to excellent condition, a high for that weekly period since 2004.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Aug 15th Producer Price Index, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 15th Industrial Production, July Monthly Chg.
Aug 15th Consumer Sentiment Index, July
Aug 18th Housing Market Index
Aug 19th Consumer Price Index
Aug 19th Consumer Price Index - Core
Aug 19th Housing Starts
Aug 20th Crude Oil Inventories
Aug 21st Jobless Claims

Aug 22nd Philadelphia Fed Survey

Aug 22nd Existing Home Sales

0.1%

79.2
0.4%

0.01%

55

The housing market appears to be picking up momentum as both the 
housing market index and housing starts posted strong numbers in July. 
The Housing Market Index, a measure of home builder optimism, rose 
two points this month to 55, its highest level since January. Home builder 
optimism also showed improvement this month with an 8.1% increase in 
applications for building permits, a leading indicator of future construction. 
Housing starts for July surged past expectations to an annualized rate of 
1.093 million units, while June figures were revised up 52,000 to 945,000 
units. The strength of the 15.7% increase in July was due to multifamily 
homes, which rose 33% to a 423,000 unit rate. This was the highest level 
since January of 2006. High property prices and mortgage rates 
contributed to homeownership declining to the lowest rate in 19 years. As 
the housing market gains further momentum the trend in demand 
continues to shift from single-family ownership to renting multifamily units. 

The Consumer Price Index rose a modest 0.1% in July. Rising food and 
rent prices contributed to the increase, while energy prices declined. 
Excluding food and energy prices, the core Consumer Price Index rose 
0.1%, missing estimates of 0.2%. Despites these slight movements, 
inflation is still steadily inching towards the Federal Reserve’s goal of 2%.

The release of the FOMC minutes from the July 29 – 30 meeting 
reiterated that the economy continues to improve, but most Fed officials 
remain reluctant to change rate hike expectations until they see more 
convincing data. The minutes also revealed that a minority of Fed 
participants have developed more aggressive views on the timing of an 
interest rate increase, leading to a brief sell-off in stocks caused by fears 
that rates may be increased sooner than expected. 

15.7%

298,000

28.0

-4.5 M

2.4%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 8.18.14 8.25.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.03% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.42% 0.53% 0.11%

5-Year Treasury 1.55% 1.68% 0.13%

10-Year Treasury 2.34% 2.40% 0.06%

30-Year Treasury 3.13% 3.16% 0.03%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

After rallying over the last three weeks, U.S. Treasuries fell led by shorter 
maturity notes following the latest comments from Federal Reserve Chair 
Janet Yellen. She said the central bank has no “mechanical answer” for 
when to raise rates, and before doing so policymakers must be certain 
the economy is on solid footing.  Against this backdrop, many strategists 
expect the Fed to remain on pace to not raise rates until the middle of 
next year, with a median estimate from FOMC participants of 1.13% by 
the end of 2015 and 2.5% a year later. 

Meanwhile, in the municipal markets, U.S. securities regulators are 
moving to require brokers to seek “best prices” when trading munis for 
customers. Lacking a centralized exchange in the $3.7 trillion municipal 
bond market, the rule would place stricter standards on brokers who are 
currently required to trade at “fair and reasonable” prices. “A requirement 
that dealers seek the best execution of retail customer transactions in 
municipal securities will have benefits for investors, promote fair 
competition among dealers and improve market efficiency,” the Municipal 
Securities Rulemaking Board said. The board also said it might also force 
brokers to reveal what they paid for municipal bonds, allowing customers 
to determine dealers’ profits, which are typically embedded in offering 
prices. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,955.06 1,988.41 1.71%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,395.50 1,425.93 2.18%

Russell 2000 1,141.65 1,160.34 1.64%

MSCI EAFE 1,904.90 1,932.59 1.45%

MSCI EM 1,072.37 1,065.78 -0.61%

DJ Industrial Average 16,662.91 17,001.22 2.03%

NASDAQ 4,464.93 4,538.55 1.65% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar

After much volatility over the past couple of weeks the equities market 
was back in bull mode as all three indices were higher on the week. The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average crossed the 17,000 level on Thursday after 
selling off in July and the S&P 500 Index reached its 17th new all-time 
high this week. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 17,001.22, 
up slightly from the prior week. The broader S&P 500 Index ended the 
week at 1,988.41, while the NASDAQ Composite finished higher than last 
week closing out at 4,538.55.

Much of the anticipation on the week centered around the economic 
summit in Jackson Hole, Wyoming where Fed Chair Janet Yellen was to 
speak Friday morning. Economists and the market were looking for 
insight as to when the Federal Reserve will begin to raise interest rates 
and what the overall health of the economy looks like right now. Yellen’s 
main concern centered on the number of people participating in the labor 
market and those that are either working part-time or have moved to the 
ranks of the long-term unemployed.

Shares of Home Depot (HD) were on the move this week as the retail 
giant reported earnings Tuesday that topped analyst expectations. The 
company also raised its full year guidance on improvements across 
multiple sectors of the business due to an improved housing market. On 
Thursday, the company also announced that Craig Menear will become 
president and CEO starting November 1st; previously, Menear was head 
of U.S. retail operations. Frank Blake, who has been chairman and chief 
executive officer since 2007, will remain on as the chairman of the 
company.
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 180.66 183.32 1.47%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,233.47 1,244.39 0.89%

Gold 1,306.20 1,281.20 -1.91%

Crude Oil Futures 97.06 93.59 -3.58% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Gold rebounded Friday after touching a two-week low following the 
release of the Fed’s July minutes. In a rising rate environment gold is 
comparatively not as attractive an investment given the metal pays no 
interest and returns come only through price appreciation. Any 
improvements in U.S. data that support higher interest rates and a higher 
dollar will likely be bearish for the metal. Following the release of the Fed 
minutes, the U.S. Dollar rose against ten major currencies, hitting a six-
month high. Still, gold remains up over 6% for the year as ongoing 
geopolitical conflicts in the Middle East and tensions between Ukraine 
and Russia have spurred demand.

Oil fell this week, despite a brief rise following the release of several data 
points this week showing continued economic strength in the U.S. 
recovery. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) fell for a fifth week, the longest 
streak in nine months, and Brent fell as supply remains high. A report by 
the American Petroleum Institute released this week indicated U.S. 
imports of crude fell in July to a 19-month low for the period as production 
in the U.S. rose. Domestic production continued to increase in July, and 
output surpassed eight million barrels a day for the sixth straight month. 

Soybean prices fell to nearly a four-year low this week on record harvest 
expectations following field observations from the annual Pro Farmer 
Midwest Crop Tour. Crops have benefitted from cooler weather in much 
of the growing area this year, as well as ample rainfall as of late. Corn 
and wheat prices also dropped following the tour.

Following its second default in thirteen years, Argentina unveiled a plan 
this week to exit default by circumventing the U.S. court order that helped 
put it there. Argentina defaulted on July 30 after losing a legal battle with 
hedge funds that rejected the terms of previous debt restructurings and 
instead sued the country for full payment, while most creditors had 
accepted around 30 cents on the dollar. The country defaulted after a 
court order prevented distribution of the latest interest payment until the 
holdouts were paid in full. This week Argentina offered to swap the 
defaulted New York bonds for new Argentine bonds that would be 
governed by Argentine law. The market was skeptical of the offering, as 
Argentine bond prices fell and the Argentine peso slid against the dollar.
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Economic Indicators, Quarterly Change

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Aug 21st Jobless Claims
Aug 22nd Philadelphia Fed Survey
Aug 22nd Existing Home Sales
Aug 25th New Home Sales, July
Aug 26th Durable Goods Order, July
Aug 27th Revised GDP Q2
Aug 28th Jobless Claims
Aug 29th Personal Income Monthly Chg

  

298,000

2.4%
28.0

4.20%

412,000

Weaker new home sales for July depicted a different picture of the 
housing market compared to other recent data. New home sales fell 2.4% 
to an annual rate of 412,000. Sales of new homes have been limited due 
to higher home prices, slow wage growth, mortgage qualification 
standards, and competition from the elevated supply of less-expensive 
existing homes. Most of these headwinds will likely be short lived and 
may possibly develop into support for sales. First, the trend of rising 
home prices appears to have peaked as the S&P/Case Shiller home price 
index declined 0.2% in June, following May’s 0.3% drop. Second, the 
improvement in employment is reducing slack in the job market, 
increasing pressure for wage growth to accelerate. Lastly, banks have 
been slowly softening their stringent mortgage qualification standards 
caused by the financial crisis. As these headwinds diminish, new home 
sales should converge with the other positive housing data. 

On the surface durable goods orders for July were impressive, soaring 
past expectations with a 22.6% record gain. A deeper look into July’s 
data reveals the root driver behind the record gain, Boeing aircraft orders. 
July’s large gain was solely due to the 74.2% jump in transportation, 
which was caused by nondefense aircraft’s 318% monthly gain. Boeing 
reported that July was a record month with an astounding 324 
nondefense aircraft orders. Boeing’s orders accounted for roughly $70 
billion of the month’s $300 billion durable goods orders. Excluding 
transportation, durable goods were down 0.8%. Motor vehicles were the 
only other bright spot outside transportation, rising 10.2%. The weakness 
in July, excluding transportation, indicates that business spending has 
slowed after the strong spring. 

Consumer confidence continued its momentum by shattering the 
consensus forecasts for the month of August. The index posted a 92.4 
vs. forecasts of 89.5, which made it the fourth consecutive monthly 
increase. 

298,000
0.2%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. 
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of 
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Yield Curves

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, Standard & Poor's, FTN Financial
*Taxable Equivalent rate is calculated by using a 35% tax margin

Issue 8.22.14 8.29.14 Change

3 month T-Bill 0.03% 0.03% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.53% 0.50% -0.03%

5-Year Treasury 1.68% 1.63% -0.05%

10-Year Treasury 2.40% 2.34% -0.06%

30-Year Treasury 3.16% 3.08% -0.08%

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Yields (BBB-A)

Source: Merrill Lynch Source: Merrill Lynch

Largely attributable to the combination of rising tensions in Ukraine and 
speculation the ECB will begin quantitative easing, U.S. Treasuries 
gained for the week, pushing 30-year bond yields to a 15-month low. 
Many strategists feel geopolitical concerns are now the primary influence 
driving demand for Treasuries, overriding domestic economic data. As 
European bond yields fall to record lows, investors are incentivized to 
seek government securities elsewhere in search of higher interest rates. 

In a speech at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s economics 
conference, European Central Bank president Mario Draghi said the 
central bank is prepared to add more stimulus to the euro zone. “We 
stand ready to adjust our policy stance further,” Draghi said as a sharp 
drop in financial market expectations for future inflation rates have 
increased concerns about economic growth. Future inflation expectations 
have dropped to levels not seen since the euro zone debt crisis was at its 
most intense level. “The Governing Council will acknowledge these 
developments and within its mandate will use all the available 
instruments needed to ensure price stability over the medium term,” he 
said, suggesting quantitative easing is likely going to happen. Against this 
backdrop, euro zone bonds extended their recent rally, with the yield on 
the two-year German government note dropping below zero. 
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Weekly Change

Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

S&P 500 1,988.41 2,003.37 0.75%

S&P Mid Cap 400 1,425.93 1,438.18 0.86%

Russell 2000 1,160.34 1,174.35 1.21%

MSCI EAFE 1,932.59 1,922.86 -0.50%

MSCI EM 1,065.78 1,086.98 1.99%

DJ Industrial Average 17,001.22 17,098.45 0.57%

NASDAQ 4,538.55 4,580.27 0.92% Source: Standard & Poor's, Russell Investment Company, MSCI; (Price Return)

Stocks ended modestly higher in a pre-holiday week devoid of much 
impactful news. Several economic indicators in the second tier of 
importance confirmed earlier trends of a slowly improving economy. 
Acquisition news included Burger King’s purchase of Canadian coffee 
chain operator Tim Hortons, and Amazon.com’s buy of gaming company 
Twitch. Without much in the way of earnings news to focus on, equities 
continued their trend of drifting higher. The Dow Jones Industrial Index 
closed the week at 17,098.45, a rise of approximately 0.6%.

The broader S&P 500 index crested through the milestone 2,000 level, 
closing at a record 2,003.37, for a year-to-date gain of 8.4%.The index 
first closed above 1,000 in 1998, so it took 16 years to double from that 
level. On the other hand, since the depths of the bear market in 2009, the 
index has tripled, taking just over five years to accomplish that feat.

International developed markets also inched higher on the week, with the 
MSCI EAFE index gaining 0.6%. European markets are focused on the 
chances of the ECB to begin a process of quantitative easing if it sees 
indications of deflation, as well as the conflict in Ukraine, which flared 
anew this week. Emerging markets saw similar small gains, with the 
MSCI EM index adding 0.4%. Brazilian stocks surged this week on poll 
results ahead of the October 5th election showing that voters may turn 
out President Dilma Rousseff, whose policies are generally unpopular 
with investors.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International, 
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morningstar
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Weekly Change

Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

Year to Date Change

Name Previous Week Current1
Change

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 183.32 182.76 -0.31%

HFRX Global Hedge Index 1,244.39 1,248.27 0.31%

Gold 1,281.20 1,288.50 0.57%

Crude Oil Futures 93.59 95.89 2.46% Source: Dow Jones, NAREIT, Hedge Fund Research; (Price Return)

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research, 
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.

Crude rose this week as a result of various economic and geopolitical 
factors. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) rose for the first time in over a 
month as second quarter GDP was revised upward to a 4.2% annualized 
rate, from a previous estimate of 4.0%, raising expectations for a potential 
increase in demand. Brent rose to a nearly two-week high following 
reports of increased tension between Ukraine and Russia. Ukrainian 
President Petro Poroshenko said this week Russian troops are now 
fighting with separatist rebels in the Southeast region of Ukraine. This 
follows reports of witnesses who have seen armored Russian vehicles 
cross the border into the country and an escalation in fighting in the 
region in the past several days. Despite the rise this week in crude prices, 
prices at the pump are the lowest since 2010 for Labor Day holiday 
travelers. Prices at the pump for the upcoming weekend are expected to 
average around $3.41 per gallon, $0.18 cheaper than last year’s holiday 
weekend, and $0.42 less than the record set in 2012. 

Also rising this week was gold. The metal is back up over 7% for the year 
as investors continue to worry about the situation in Ukraine and the 
Islamic State in the Middle East. With the current crises, investors are 
seeking a safe-haven investment in bullion. Gains in the metal were 
slightly offset by the positive Q2 GDP news, but not enough to offset the 
rally caused by the global geopolitical concerns. 

Soybeans and corn continued their fall this week, as expectations for a 
bumper crop remained after surveys of fields continued following the 
Midwest’s plentiful rain over the past week. Soybeans have tumbled 
about 20% already this year, and expectations are for a record harvest. 
Corn is also expected to produce a record harvest. Wheat rose to nearly 
a three-week high over concerns supplies would be disrupted following 
the escalating conflict between Ukraine and Russia. The USDA estimates 
that about 20% of global wheat exports come from the two countries. 

Hedge Funds increased their assets held in emerging markets for an 
eighth consecutive quarter in the second quarter of 2014, according to a 
report by Hedge Fund Research released this week. Total capital 
invested by hedge funds in emerging markets surpassed $184 billion, an 
increase of $9 billion over the first quarter. The increase was nearly 
entirely performance based.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or 
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,137.36 0.34% 3.38% 17.43%

NASDAQ 4,582.90 0.55% 9.73% 26.86%

S&P 500 LargeCap 2,007.71 0.55% 8.62% 23.82%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,440.01 0.69% 7.26% 22.03%

S&P 600 SmallCap 670.67 0.44% 0.77% 16.77%

MSCI EAFE 1,932.53 0.41% 0.88% 15.29%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1,100.23 1.14% 9.73% 19.33%

Barclays Agg -0.42% 4.37% 5.88%

Barclays Intermediate G/C -0.29% 2.37% 3.61%

Treasury Long -2.10% 15.09% 14.11%

Merrill High Yield -0.21% 5.57% 10.25%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 1.35% 17.93% 26.93%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -1.17% -0.72% -3.79%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.51% 0.46% 0.52%

5-Year Treasury 1.69% 1.66% 1.85%

10-Year Treasury 2.45% 2.49% 2.99%

30-Year Treasury 3.23% 3.28% 3.89%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.18% 2.28% 3.03%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, September 5, 2014

The shortened trading week to start the month of September has been relatively uninspiring with very 
little news and earnings from corporations, and also little economic data to report this week. Most 
major market averages were in a very tight trading range, with domestic equities markets trending 
slightly lower to start the week while the 10-year treasury ticked up by six basis points to finish the day 
at 2.46%.

Much of the focus for the week was the anticipation of the jobs data released Friday morning, and also 
the European Central Bank’s decision on interest rates. The ECB announced on Thursday a  plan to cut 
the main interest rate again to a new record low. This is the second time this year the ECB has reduced 
its main interest rate as it battles to stave off deflation and a recession. The ECB also cut its forecast for 
euro zone growth this year to 0.9%, and expects inflation of just 0.6%. ECB President Mario Draghi said 
the bank would start buying bundles of bank loans; however, several members of the governing council 
were against embarking on a Federal Reserve program of quantitative easing.

The job market took a breather in August with only 142,000 jobs added last month, breaking the streak 
of 200,000 plus jobs added each month over the past six months. The consensus from several 
economists had a forecast of more than 200,000 jobs to be added. Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen 
stressed the need for a stronger labor market at her speech in Jackson Hole, WY on August 22. The jobs 
data suggests that the Fed will continue to keep short-term interest rates at historical lows for the 
foreseeable future.

- The domestic equity markets finished positive for the week with the S&P 500 closing at another all-
time high Friday. Both developed international and emerging markets also finished higher on the 
interest rate news by the European Central Bank. Emerging markets felt the most impact, rising over 
2.00% for the week.

- Commodities experienced headwinds this week as the ECB action pushed the U.S. dollar up while gold 
and oil fell, but precious metals saw a minor resurgence as U.S. jobs data fell below expectations.

Next week will be light on economic news. Here are the expected releases for the coming week:

- Jobless claims will be released on Thursday, and will provide some short-term insight on the U.S. 
labor market after a disappointing employment report on Friday. After trending downward during 
most of 2014, claims have seen an uptick in the last few weeks making investors eager to see if this 
is a trend reversal or a minor bump in the labor market.

- Retail sales come out on Friday, and will be an important indication of consumer strength as 
summer draws to an end. Sales have been significantly less volatile over the past year, and came in 
flat last month.

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or may not be accurate over the long term. Report 
includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not 
guaranteed. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to 
buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indicies and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their respective asset classes. 
Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income derived from investments can go down as well as up. 
Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely. Not a deposit, not FDIC insured, may lose value, not bank 
garanteed, not insured by any federal government agency.
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 16,987.51 -0.87% 2.48% 13.62%
NASDAQ 4,567.60 -0.33% 9.36% 24.48%
S&P 500 LargeCap 1,985.54 -1.10% 7.42% 20.39%
S&P 400 MidCap 1,422.06 -1.25% 5.92% 17.57%
S&P 600 SmallCap 671.40 -0.10% 0.88% 14.76%
MSCI EAFE 1,903.85 -1.13% -0.61% 9.95%
MSCI Emerging Markets 1,069.43 -2.50% 6.66% 10.99%
Barclays Agg -0.35% 4.01% 5.52%
Barclays Intermediate G/C -0.23% 2.14% 3.31%
Treasury Long -0.80% 14.17% 14.19%
Merrill High Yield -0.79% 4.74% 9.25%
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -4.76% 12.19% 11.82%
Bloomberg Commodity Index -2.85% -3.54% -6.63%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.03% 0.02%
2-Year Treasury 0.56% 0.43% 0.45%
5-Year Treasury 1.81% 1.62% 1.71%
10-Year Treasury 2.61% 2.45% 2.91%
30-Year Treasury 3.34% 3.28% 3.85%
Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.29% 2.24% 2.93%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, September 12, 2014

Economic activity was rather slow this week with only few significant data releases.  Last week’s initial 
jobless claims rose 11,000 to 315,000 compared to a 300,000 consensus surveyed by Bloomberg.  
Although initial jobless claims have been trending a bit higher over the past month they are still at 
low levels. The same is true for the less volatile four-week average claims data that came in at 
304,000.  Meanwhile, continuing claims, which lag by a week, came in at 2.487 million which is 
slightly lower than a month ago. All things considered, rising jobless claims coupled with weaknesses 
in payrolls and job openings will likely give a strong argument to the Federal Reserve to keep 
monetary policy easy. 

Contrary to the recent weakness in employment data, retail sales grew 0.6% in August after an 
increase of 0.3% in July, suggesting that the consumer sector is seeing improvement. Consumer 
sentiment, as measured by the Reuters/University of Michigan Index, is also trending higher this 
month. The preliminary September reading was reported at 84.6, higher than the consensus estimate 
of 83.4 and the previous month’s level of 82.5. To offer further signal for healthy consumer spending, 
consumer credit usage increased significantly in July. Strong consumer spending should be good news 
for third quarter GDP growth as personal consumption expenditure makes up nearly 70% of domestic 
GDP. 

Treasury yields jumped this week amid speculation the Fed may signal the arrival of the first interest 
rate hike sooner than expected.  An increase in European bond yields as well as a rising dollar also led 
the 10-year yield to reach its highest level in two months. 

Domestic equity markets fell for the first time in six weeks as investors have been cautious ahead of 
next week’s FOMC meeting. While a recent survey of individual investors showed a decline in bullish 
sentiment this past week from 44.7% to 40.4%, it is still above its average of 38.3% for the current 
bull market. Uncertainty about the Scottish independence vote led to weakness in European markets, 
but markets in Asia were strong with the Nikkei reaching an 8-month high and the Shanghai 
Composite now up over 10% year to date. 

Commodities, as measured by the Bloomberg Commodity Index, fell to a five-year low as slowing 
economic growth overseas is expected to curb demand for raw materials, at the same time, supplies 
of agricultural products and oil are at peak levels.

The Federal Reserve will report the monthly Index of Industrial Production and related capacity 
utilization on Monday. After a 0.4% month-over-month increase in July, helped by the strongest 
month for automobile production in 14 years, industrial production is expected to increase only 
0.3% for August. Capacity utilization is estimated to be 79.3%, in line with monthly reports so far 
this year. 

On Tuesday, the Bureau of Labor Statistics will release the PPI report followed by CPI on 
Wednesday. Economists forecast a 1.8% year-over-year increase in the PPI after a 1.8% increase 
reported in July.  CPI is expected to remain unchanged at 1.9% on a year-over-year basis. 

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or may not be accurate over the long term. Report 
includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts 
not guaranteed. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an 
offer to buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indicies and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their respective 
asset classes. Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income derived from investments can go 
down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely. Not a deposit, not FDIC insured, may lose 
value, not bank garanteed, not insured by any federal government agency.
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,279.74 1.72% 4.24% 13.09%
NASDAQ 4,579.78 0.27% 9.65% 22.40%
S&P 500 LargeCap 2,010.40 1.25% 8.77% 19.47%
S&P 400 MidCap 1,419.19 -0.20% 5.71% 14.72%
S&P 600 SmallCap 665.65 0.16% 0.02% 11.17%
MSCI EAFE 1,903.37 0.15% -0.64% 6.73%
MSCI Emerging Markets 1,056.37 -0.49% 5.35% 6.19%
Barclays Agg -0.37% 3.62% 3.95%
Barclays Intermediate G/C -0.22% 1.92% 2.17%
Treasury Long -1.63% 12.31% 10.08%
Merrill High Yield 0.07% 4.81% 8.55%
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -0.33% 11.82% 6.92%
Bloomberg Commodity Index -1.50% -4.98% -8.09%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.03% 0.00%
2-Year Treasury 0.56% 0.43% 0.34%
5-Year Treasury 1.81% 1.58% 1.49%
10-Year Treasury 2.57% 2.40% 2.75%
30-Year Treasury 3.29% 3.21% 3.80%
Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.29% 2.18% 2.73%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, September 19, 2014

The highly anticipated Fed monetary policy meeting concluded without significant changes to the 
language or interpretation of when the Fed might begin to raise interest rates. The Fed reiterated that 
it would keep rates low for a “considerable time,” and in the press conference following the meeting 
Janet Yellen would not define what “considerable time” meant to avoid locking the Fed into a 
calendar deadline. Despite continued insistence that the decision to raise rates would be “data 
dependent,” the Fed raised its median estimate for the federal funds rate to 1.375% at the end of 
2015, up from the 1.125% estimate at their June meeting.

This week’s economic reports generally supported the Fed’s stance of staying the course for now, and 
not indicating any urgency to raise interest rates. Industrial production unexpectedly slipped 0.1% in 
August following a gain of 0.2% in July. Consensus estimates were for a 0.3% gain. This represented 
the first decline since January, and was mainly due to a drop in the production of automotive products 
after a strong July reading for the sector. The Producer Price Index (PPI) was unchanged for August, 
and increased 1.8% on a year-over-year basis. The report for the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was also 
tame as both the headline CPI and the core number came in lower than expected. The CPI declined 
0.2% in August after gaining 0.1% in July. Excluding food and energy, the core CPI was unchanged 
versus expectations for a 0.2% increase. Another weaker-than-expected report came from the 
housing sector as housing starts for August fell 14.4%, following a strong July that saw an increase of 
22.9%. The multifamily segment of the housing market remains strong.

Initial jobless claims fell 36,000 to a lower-than-expected level of 280,000 for the week ending 
September 13. The four-week average moved slightly below 300,000, near the lowest levels of the 
recovery. Continuing claims also showed improvement as the latest data presented a new recovery 
low of 2.429 million.

Treasury yields were relatively flat for the week as concerns waned over an earlier-than-expected rate 
increase in 2015. The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield remains at its highest levels in two months. 

Domestic equity markets rallied on the Fed report and investors’ rising confidence that Janet Yellen 
can smoothly execute an exit strategy from its historic quantitative easing program. Markets were 
further buoyed by the much anticipated Alibaba IPO on Friday. Alibaba is the largest U.S. IPO in 
history, raising $21.8 billion. European markets rose as Scotland voted against becoming an 
independent country. Markets in Asia were strong with the Nikkei closing the week at a seven-year 
high on continued weakness in the yen.

We will get a look at August housing data as existing home sales will be reported on Monday, and 
new home sales will be reported on Wednesday. Investors will be watching to see if the data points 
to a rebound in what has been a sluggish housing market so far this year. 
 
On Thursday, the U.S. Census Bureau will release data for durable goods orders for the month of 
August which are expected to show a decline from July’s strong data. On Friday we get the first 
revision to second quarter GDP, which is expected to show a slight improvement over the 
originally reported 4.2% increase.

Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or may not be accurate over the long term. Report 
includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts 
not guaranteed. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an 
offer to buy any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Indicies and sector statistics are unmanaged and are a common measure of performance of their respective 
asset classes. Indices are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and the income derived from investments can go 
down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of principal may occur. Investing for short periods may make losses more likely. Not a deposit, not FDIC insured, may lose 
value, not bank garanteed, not insured by any federal government agency.
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,113.15 -0.97% 3.24% 14.25%

NASDAQ 4,512.20 -1.47% 8.04% 22.40%

S&P 500 LargeCap 1,982.66 -1.45% 7.28% 19.05%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,385.44 -2.46% 3.21% 12.41%

S&P 600 SmallCap 639.53 -2.85% -3.91% 6.25%

MSCI EAFE 1,866.41 -1.82% -2.57% 5.45%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1,025.63 -2.68% 2.29% 5.11%

Barclays Agg 0.55% 4.19% 3.98%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.34% 2.26% 2.24%

Treasury Long 2.33% 14.93% 10.79%

Merrill High Yield -0.87% 3.90% 7.24%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -1.44% 10.37% 12.42%

Bloomberg Commodity Index 0.09% -0.25% -5.22%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.02% 0.00%

2-Year Treasury 0.58% 0.49% 0.34%

5-Year Treasury 1.80% 1.66% 1.44%

10-Year Treasury 2.53% 2.40% 2.65%

30-Year Treasury 3.22% 3.16% 3.70%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.23% 2.18% 2.55%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, September 26, 2014

GDP for the second quarter was revised upwards once again this week to a 4.6% annual rate, 
versus 4.2% previously and right in line with expectations. Growth was boosted upwards by 
stronger exports and business investment than was previously calculated. Second quarter GDP 
was markedly higher than the decline seen in the first quarter as the economy rebounded from a 
tough winter that hit most parts of the country. 

The housing recovery remains on course, despite mixed August data. New home sales for August 
surged 18% to 504,000, ahead of expectations of 430,000, the second monthly gain in a row 
after July data was revised to a 1.9% gain versus a 2.4% drop. U.S. existing home sales for August 
unexpectedly fell 1.8% month-over-month to an annual rate of 5.05 million units, the first 
decrease in four months. Economists had forecasted sales to increase to a 5.18 million unit 
annual rate. The decline comes as distressed home buyers stepped away from the market, and a 
shortage of first-time buyers persisted. The August new home sales number was the highest level 
since May 2008.  

In other economic news this week, durable goods orders fell slightly more than economists were 
expecting, plunging a record 18.2% compared to outlook for a 17.1% fall. This compares to a 
revised 22.5% gain in July which was driven largely by a surge in aircraft orders. The hefty August 
decrease can be attributed to the volatile transportation orders, with a decline in aircraft orders 
being the main culprit. Excluding transportation, durables orders gained 0.7% for the month. 
Initial jobless claims rose 12,000 to 293,000 for the week ended September 20, but were below 
expectations of 300,000. Despite the rise, jobless claims remain near an eight-year low, and four-
week average claims continued to fall. Continuing claims increased by 7,000 to 2.44 million.  

Treasury yields fell this week after investors sought out the safer-haven investment following a 
selloff in the stock market Thursday, causing 10-year yield to drop the most in one day since July, 
and pushed short-term yields near zero.

Domestic equities fell this week, with no single driver causing the decline. Continuing uncertainty 
about the pace of the economic recovery was likely exacerbated by end of the quarter portfolio 
shuffling and thin trading volumes. Apple fell this week, despite announcing a record sales 
weekend for the iPhone 6. Customers are complaining of the larger phones bending in their 
pockets, and also of a botched update to fix system bugs. European markets finished lower for 
the week, dragged down by weakness in the U.S. and Asia. 

Personal income and consumer spending for August will be released Monday, a useful gauge 
for the strength of the consumer sector of the economy. Personal income for August is 
expected to modestly increase to 0.3% from 0.2% in July. Expectations are loftier for consumer 
spending, which is anticipated to show an increase of 0.4% versus a decline of 0.1% in July.  

ISM Manufacturing Index for September will be released on Wednesday, with expectations for a 
small decline to 57.8% following a strong 59.0% in August.  

Nonfarm payrolls along with the unemployment rate for September is due Friday. The 
expectation is for jobs to be added to increase back to over 200,000 following a weaker 
August.
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,009.69 -1.04% 2.61% 15.57%

NASDAQ 4,475.63 -0.67% 7.16% 20.25%

S&P 500 LargeCap 1,969.90 -1.11% 6.54% 19.23%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,365.41 -1.57% 1.67% 10.88%

S&P 600 SmallCap 632.09 -1.80% -5.03% 5.82%

MSCI EAFE 1,799.52 -3.05% -6.06% 2.18%

MSCI Emerging Markets 992.53 -3.07% -1.01% 1.48%

Barclays Agg 0.29% 4.49% 4.35%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.18% 2.45% 2.38%

Treasury Long 1.20% 16.30% 13.00%

Merrill High Yield -0.09% 3.80% 7..24%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -0.49% 10.19% 13.87%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -1.16% -6.15% -7.17%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.02% 0.02%

2-Year Treasury 0.56% 0.52% 0.31%

5-Year Treasury 1.72% 1.67% 1.36%

10-Year Treasury 2.44% 2.40% 2.61%

30-Year Treasury 3.13% 3.14% 3.71%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.16% 2.15% 2.58%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, October 3, 2014

European and U.S. markets roared back on Friday after the Labor Department announced that the 
unemployment rate fell below 6% for the first time since 2008 as the U.S. added 248,000 non-farm 
jobs in September. Employment gains for August and July were revised up by nearly 70,000. Year to 
date the economy has gained an average of 227,000 jobs per month, up 17% from the 2013 average of 
194,000. While the participation rate fell to 62.7%, the lowest level since 1978, a recent Federal 
Reserve report notes that half of the recent decline since 2007 is due to the aging of the baby-boom 
generation.  

In other economic news, the consumer sector continues on a positive trend, with the release of August’s 
consumer spending and personal income data. Consumer spending for August jumped 0.5%, which 
matched analysts’ expectations and was a sharp increase from July’s figure of 0.2%. Half of the gains in 
August were due to strong auto sales. Meanwhile, personal income grew 0.3%, which also matched 
analysts’ expectations. Salaries and wages were the main factors to the increase, which was slightly 
better than the 0.2% increase in July.

September’s ISM Manufacturing Index declined to 56.6, lower than analysts’ expectations of 58.0, but 
the overall trend still remains positive. New orders were down 6.7 points to 60.0 last month while 
employment fell 3.5 points to 54.6. A slight upside to the data indicated that production increased to 
64.6. While this figure was below estimates, the index’s average over the past three months has been 
the highest since early 2011, particularly because of increased motor vehicle sales along with higher 
employment opportunities. 

Despite the rally on Friday, all major equity markets declined for the week. The Dow suffered a 248 
point drop on Wednesday to start off the fourth quarter due to weaker-than-expected manufacturing 
data in the U.S as well as Germany. The slowdown in German manufacturing was the first in fifteen 
months. European markets were also weak due to uncertainty regarding the ECB’s bond buying 
program. 

Treasury yields fell this week on weak economic news, but then bounced back Friday with the better 
than expected payroll report. The dollar climbed to a four-year high against ten major currencies. 

On Wednesday, the FOMC will issue its minutes regarding the Sept 17 policy statement meeting. 
Expectations are for the Fed to provide additional information regarding the end of quantitative 
easing along with principals on how to return to a normalized monetary policy.

Corporate earnings season will ramp up next week with bellwether Alcoa announcing its third 
quarter earnings after the close on Wednesday. Other companies expected to report quarterly 
results include Costco, Pepsico, Monsanto, and Safeway. 

Chain store sales for September will be reported Thursday. Chain store sales correspond with 
roughly 10% of retail sales and are a good indicator of retail sales and consumer spending trends.
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 16,544.10 -2.74% -0.20% 11.93%

NASDAQ 4,276.24 -4.46% 2.39% 15.14%

S&P 500 LargeCap 1,906.15 -3.07% 3.13% 15.03%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,304.59 -4.33% -2.83% 5.91%

S&P 600 SmallCap 617.50 -2.96% -7.22% 3.00%

MSCI EAFE 1,786.21 -0.34% -6.75% 1.95%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1,008.33 1.11% 0.56% 2.20%

Barclays Agg 0.58% 5.09% 5.01%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.48% 2.94% 2.94%

Treasury Long 1.54% 18.10% 14.95%

Merrill High Yield 0.04% 3.85% 6.92%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 1.39% 11.65% 14.20%

Bloomberg Commodity Index 0.16% -6.00% -7.77%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.02% 0.05%

2-Year Treasury 0.43% 0.57% 0.34%

5-Year Treasury 1.54% 1.79% 1.42%

10-Year Treasury 2.29% 2.54% 2.68%

30-Year Treasury 3.02% 3.27% 3.73%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.10% 2.26% 2.62%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, October 10, 2014

Similar to last week, there were fewer workers filing for unemployment benefits in the week ending 
October 4. Initial claims dropped 1,000 to 287,000 while the less volatile four-week average fell 7,250 
to 287,750. The declining trend in unemployment claims shows that layoffs are decelerating, which is a 
positive indicator for the overall employment picture. Meanwhile, private employers increased the 
amount of jobs available in the month of August. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there 
were 4.835 million unfilled jobs in August (up from 4.605 million in July), making it the highest level of 
job openings since January 2001. Additionally, the report showed an increase in many industries, and in 
all four regions. 

The price of oil (WTI) fell below $85 a barrel for the first time since November 2012, reaching 23-
month lows as global markets fall. West Texas Intermediate Crude is now trading about 20% below its 
June peak, while North Sea Brent is down 22% in that period and trading near a four-year low. The 
reason for this price drop is a function of supply and demand; as many countries are boosting 
production, including the U.S. and Russia, demand is simultaneously receding, creating an excess and 
therefore a price slump. This drop comes at an unfortunate time for Russia, a country that has much of 
its foreign status and political influence riding on other nations’ dependence on Russian oil, most 
notably Europe. This fallout in price could potentially have significant effects on Europe’s bargaining 
power with Russia and Russian equity prices. As OPEC production continues to rise we can expect prices 
to fall further as official forecasts call for a milder winter in the U.S., which should keep demand for 
energy low. 

This week has not been a favorable one  for U.S. equity markets, but more importantly than the 
absolute returns is the shift in investor sentiment. Monday and Tuesday we witnessed nearly a 2% drop 
for the S&P 500 before a major Fed-propelled rally on Wednesday. This came in the form of a Fed 
minutes release with a dovish tone warning about a weakening global outlook and unforeseen strength 
in the dollar. Markets skyrocketed as this message hinted at delayed rate hike expectations, with the 
Dow, NASDAQ, and S&P 500 all moving up over 1.5% in the span of three hours. Thursday brought a 
monumental drop with the Dow falling 334 points (2%) as investors continued to fear the end of Q3, 
while recognizing an impending slowdown in global growth. This weakness continued on Friday to some 
extent, but mainly in the tech sector. The broad markets recovered nicely on Friday as gains in 
consumer-oriented stocks offset weak tech stock performance from Tesla and Microchip, among 
others. 

Significant economic releases to keep an eye on next week:

• Wednesday, October 15: PPI and Retail Sales

• Thursday, October 16: Jobless Claims, Industrial Production, and Philadelphia Fed Survey

• Friday, October 17: Housing Starts
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 16,380.41 -0.99% -1.18% 9.02%

NASDAQ 4,258.44 -0.42% 1.96% 11.63%

S&P 500 LargeCap 1,886.76 -1.02% 2.08% 4.79%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,322.12 1.34% -1.52% 1.44%

S&P 600 SmallCap 626.52 2.56% -5.86% -4.93%

MSCI EAFE 1,714.64 -1.94% -10.49% -3.51%

MSCI Emerging Markets 970.65 -1.94% -3.20% -0.52%

Barclays Agg 0.59% 5.72% 5.46%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.54% 3.50% 3.36%

Treasury Long 2.24% 20.74% 17.46%

Merrill High Yield -1.17% 2.64% 5.11%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 1.49% 13.32% 11.25%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -0.64% -6.61% -8.38%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.02% 0.02% 0.04%

2-Year Treasury 0.37% 0.57% 0.31%

5-Year Treasury 1.42% 1.83% 1.33%

10-Year Treasury 2.20% 2.62% 2.59%

30-Year Treasury 2.97% 3.37% 3.66%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 1.97% 2.27% 2.69%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, October 17, 2014

The fixed income market elicited a similar volatility to the stock market over the past week. Economic 
data out of Germany stoked fears of a global slowdown, sending Treasury prices higher and inciting fear 
that it could hurt the U.S. recovery. The 10-year Treasury yield slid below 2% intraday Wednesday 
which was the first time since June of 2013 that yields dropped below the 2% level. Treasury yields 
came back a bit on Friday, ending the week at 2.2%, relinquishing some of the weekly gains. 

The domestic stock market finally got a reprieve on Friday from what was one of the most volatile 
weeks we have seen in a number of years. Fears of a global slowdown, accompanied with the Ebola 
scare, sent shares down sharply at the open on Wednesday with the DJIA dropping over 400 points only 
to rebound in the afternoon. The market opened Thursday sharply lower only to recover late in the day 
and finish slightly positive. 

The focus Friday was back to earnings as General Electric (GE), Honeywell (HON), and Morgan Stanley 
(MS) all announced third quarter results before the open on Friday. General Electric topped analyst 
expectations, and was up 2.4% for the day. Defense contractor Honeywell International Inc. closed 
4.3% higher after exceeding analyst expectations along with lifting the low end of its 2014 per-share 
outlook. Morgan Stanley beat on both the top and bottom lines, finishing the day up 2.0%.

Coming up short of analyst expectations this week were Google (GOOGL) and Netflix (NFLX). 
Although Google’s sales rose 20% it still fell short of analyst outlooks. Google accounts for 37% of the 
total U.S. mobile ad revenue, which is down from 47% in 2012. It continues to compete and lose 
ground to Facebook for mobile advertising. Netflix was the largest declining stock in the S&P 500 
Thursday after the company showed disappointing new subscriber numbers along with lowering their 
forecast for 2014. 

Housing starts rose 6.3% in September after a sizable drop in August. The rise was mainly attributable 
to the rental market or apartment buildings.

Retail sales dropped more than forecasted for the month of September, inciting fear that the U.S 
consumer is adding less to the economy.  

Economic releases to keep an eye on next week:

• Tuesday, October 21: Existing Home Sales 

• Wednesday, October 22: Consumer Price Index 

• Thursday, October 23: Jobless Claims

• Friday, October 24: New Home Sales  
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,195.42 1.30% 3.73% 12.66%

NASDAQ 4,566.14 0.37% 9.33% 17.65%

S&P 500 LargeCap 1,994.64 0.62% 7.91% 15.46%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,401.67 0.28% 4.40% 10.13%

S&P 600 SmallCap 663.58 -0.10% -0.29% 6.21%

MSCI EAFE 1,805.63 0.57% -5.74% -1.43%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1,004.88 1.24% 0.22% -0.95%

Barclays Agg -0.39% 5.15% 4.08%

Barclays Intermediate G/C -0.40% 2.92% 2.19%

Treasury Long -0.83% 18.53% 13.18%

Merrill High Yield 0.08% 4.71% 5.88%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 1.01% 17.94% 16.84%

Bloomberg Commodity Index 0.60% -6.21% -6.86%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.02% 0.03%

2-Year Treasury 0.48% 0.57% 0.31%

5-Year Treasury 1.58% 1.76% 1.32%

10-Year Treasury 2.30% 2.49% 2.54%

30-Year Treasury 3.04% 3.20% 3.64%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.12% 2.23% 2.50%

UPCOMING WEEK

Thursday, October 30, 2014

The FOMC met this week and as expected kept interest rates unchanged. They also announced the end 
of Quantitative Easing, citing solid job gains and a lower unemployment rate as evidence of an 
improving labor market. In addition, the Fed maintained its pledge to keep interest rates low for a 
‘considerable time’ following the end of Quantitative Easing, and committed to maintain current 
balance sheet asset levels. Equities slid immediately following the announcement, while 10-year 
treasury rates rose to their highest levels for the day. 

GDP for the third quarter decelerated to 3.5% following a 4.6% jump in the second quarter after a 
sluggish winter. Despite the deceleration, the preliminary reading beat the median forecast analysts 
were expecting of 3.0%. Quarterly GDP performance reflected positive contributions from personal 
consumption expenditures, exports, nonresidential fixed investment, and government spending at the 
federal, state, and local levels. Notably, both inventory investment and consumer spending growth 
dropped in the third quarter reading compared to the second quarter, and could raise debate about 
when the Fed should start to increase interest rates. 

Durable goods orders fell for a second straight month, with orders for September falling 1.3%. The 
decline was significantly less than the 18.3% decline in August, but below the 0.9% gain analysts were 
expecting. The decrease can be largely attributed to the volatile transportation sector, as excluding it 
orders fell a more meager 0.2%. Aircraft continues to be the largest laggard for transportation orders. 
Pending home sales increased 0.3% in September after falling 1.0% in August, but below expectations 
of a 1% gain, despite a recent drop in mortgage rates and pickup in hiring. With continuing tight credit 
and low inventories, demand has likely plateaued headed into the end of 2014.

Consumer confidence hit a new post-recovery high of 94.5 in October, beating the previous high of 
93.4 in August. The last time the index posted a reading this high was in October 2007, just ahead of 
the recession. The strength comes from the expectations component, which hit a score of 95.0 on 
optimism for outlook of both income and jobs. Jobless claims increased by 3,000 to reach 287,000 for 
the week ended October 25, while the 4-week average edged lower for the seventh straight week. As a 
result of the relatively strong economic data and as-expected Fed behavior, equities were in the black 
for the week to date.

Oil continued its decline this week following a report by Goldman Sachs in which the bank cut its first 
quarter forecast for the price of WTI oil to $75 from $90, and said it would ultimately fall to $70 in 
2015. Citing more confidence in the sustainability and scale of U.S. production, Goldman believes the 
price needs to fall to $75 a barrel for there to be a slowdown in output growth.  

ISM Manufacturing Index for October will be released on Monday, with expectations for a modest 
decline to 55.9% following a reading of 56.6% in September. The trade deficit for September will be 
released on Wednesday, and expectations are for a widening gap to $41.7 billion.

Nonfarm payroll along with the unemployment rate for October is due Friday. The expectation is for 
jobs added to decrease slightly to 244,000 while the unemployment rate remains steady at 5.9%
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,573.93 1.06% 6.02% 15.34%

NASDAQ 4,632.53 0.04% 10.92% 21.62%

S&P 500 LargeCap 2,030.44 0.60% 9.93% 18.59%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,429.74 0.73% 6.52% 14.34%

S&P 600 SmallCap 678.90 -0.09% 2.01% 10.50%

MSCI EAFE 1,804.10 -0.78% -5.82% 0.62%

MSCI Emerging Markets 991.32 -2.44% -1.13% 0.84%

Barclays Agg -0.30% 4.92% 4.32%

Barclays Intermediate G/C -0.25% 2.73% 2.18%

Treasury Long -0.84% 17.78% 14.97%

Merrill High Yield -0.05% 4.62% 5.74%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -0.48% 18.94% 21.27%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -0.51% -6.42% -4.09%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.02% 0.02% 0.04%

2-Year Treasury 0.37% 0.57% 0.31%

5-Year Treasury 1.42% 1.83% 1.33%

10-Year Treasury 2.20% 2.62% 2.59%

30-Year Treasury 2.97% 3.37% 3.66%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 1.97% 2.27% 2.69%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, November 7, 2014

With the mid-term elections behind us and the Republican Party gaining control of the Senate and 
solidifying numbers in the House, investors will begin to discount future policies and their impact on the 
markets and sectors. The equity markets have generally traded to the upside in the 6-12 month period 
following a mid-term election, with average gains above 10 percent. The combination of a Republican 
controlled Congress and a Democratic President has also been a favorable environment for the equity 
markets.  Sectors that may benefit from future policies are energy and defense, while debate on 
provisions of the Affordable Care Act may impact hospitals and insurers.

The ISM Manufacturing Index for October was released earlier this week, and continued to show steady 
expansion in the manufacturing sector. Economic activity in the manufacturing sector expanded for the 
17th consecutive month as the index posted a better-than-expected reading of 59 percent, an increase 
of 2.4 percent from September. The New Orders Index also rose in October to 65.8 percent, an increase 
of 5.8 points from the 60 percent reading in September. The gains were broad-based with 16 of the 18 
manufacturing industries reporting growth in October. The numbers would suggest that modest U.S. 
GDP growth should continue into the fourth quarter.

The October non-farm payroll report came in a bit lighter than expected, but remained above 200,000 
for the ninth straight month. Employers added 214,000 jobs in October versus the consensus of 
231,000 jobs. However, a combined 31,000 more jobs were added to the revised August and 
September numbers. The unemployment rate dropped to 5.8 percent from 5.9 percent. While the job 
gains were broad based, the strongest hiring was in low-paying industries such as retailers, restaurants, 
and hotels. Average hourly pay is up only 2 percent year-over-year, barely ahead of the 1.7 percent 
inflation rate over the past year.  Unemployment claims released on Thursday also came in at a new 
cycle low at 278,000. The four-week moving average also fell to 279,000, the best reading since April 
2000 and indicating continued employment gains into November and December.

The European Central Bank met this week and held rates steady but continued to verbally indicate that 
more stimulus will be provided if economic conditions worsen or do not improve. At the press 
conference, Mario Draghi stated that the official statement was unanimously approved; quelling some 
worries that Draghi was facing criticism and disagreement from more hawkish members of the ECB.

The equity markets continued their sharp reversal from the early October selloff, and finished off 
another positive week with the major indices hitting new highs. Interest rates also traded within a 
narrower range for the week in comparison to the past month’s volatility. The 10-year Treasury yield 
moved as high as 2.38 percent to start the week, but trended lower post-election.

The week ahead will be a lighter data week as earnings season winds down, and only a few economic 
releases are scheduled. 

Important consumer data will be released next week as retail sales for October and the latest 
Michigan Consumer Sentiment reading come out on Friday. Retail sales are expected to rebound and 
show a gain of 0.2 percent versus a decline of 0.3 percent in September. The Michigan Consumer 
Sentiment reading is expected to come in at its highest level of the year at 87.5.
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,634.74 0.35% 6.38% 13.67%

NASDAQ 4,688.54 1.21% 12.26% 19.50%

S&P 500 LargeCap 2,039.82 0.39% 10.36% 16.26%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,430.85 0.05% 6.58% 10.98%

S&P 600 SmallCap 680.13 0.16% 2.19% 7.78%

MSCI EAFE 1,812.60 0.78% -5.38% 0.63%

MSCI Emerging Markets 992.72 0.51% -0.99% 2.85%

Barclays Agg 0.15% 5.08% 4.80%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.15% 2.89% 2.54%

Treasury Long 0.38% 18.22% 16.48%

Merrill High Yield -0.04% 4.58% 6.11%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -0.62% 18.22% 20.61%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -0.68% -7.06% -5.15%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.01% 0.07%

2-Year Treasury 0.51% 0.37% 0.29%

5-Year Treasury 1.61% 1.44% 1.33%

10-Year Treasury 2.32% 2.20% 2.69%

30-Year Treasury 3.04% 2.95% 3.79%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.28% 2.03% 2.67%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, November 14, 2014

Consumer sentiment, as measured by a preliminary reading of the University of Michigan/Thompson 
Reuters index, rose to 89.4 in November. Lower gasoline prices and the improving employment picture 
have both helped boost consumer sentiment to the highest level in over seven years, and ahead of the 
peak pre-recession reading. In addition, the Labor Department reported this week that Americans are 
quitting their jobs at the fastest pace since early 2008. 

Retail sales rebounded in October, up 0.3% after declining 0.3% in September, indicating that the U.S. 
consumer is continuing to spend as the economy steadily improves. Retail sales, excluding autos, rose 
0.3%, while sales excluding gas and autos increased 0.6%. 

Oil prices rose slightly on Friday after falling below $74 a barrel, on hopes that OPEC may cut 
production to stabilize the oil market. Crude oil is now $25 lower than in late June, and near the lowest 
level since September 2010. Falling oil prices have yet to weigh on the energy renaissance boom here at 
home as weekly data from the Energy Information Administration showed U.S. production reached 9.1 
barrels a day, the highest level since the 1980s.
  
Domestic equity markets were mostly positive this week, hitting record highs, while international 
equities were mixed. The Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 Index both finished slightly 
ahead of last week’s close, while the NASDAQ Composite Index was up over 1%. 

Stocks in Europe were flat for the week. On Friday the European Union’s statistics office reported euro 
zone GDP grew only 0.2% on a quarterly basis, but slightly better than expected. The Nikkei index rose 
3.6% for the week, hitting a seven-year high as machinery orders in September increased 2.9% over the 
prior month, ahead of expectations for a 1.2% increase. Analysts believe the improvements in capital 
expenditures in Japan will help offset the decline in consumer spending resulting from April’s sales tax 
increase. 
 
Several major retailers reported quarterly results with Macy’s, Kohl’s, and JC Penney experiencing weak 
sales and lowering fourth quarter and full year estimates, while Wal-Mart reported better-than-
expected same store sales for the August-October time period. Companies are hopeful that lower 
gasoline prices will have a positive impact on holiday sales.  

Next week we will get a good measure of how the housing market is performing. In addition, FOMC 
meeting minutes will be released, as will the producer and consumer inflation, and industrial 
production numbers. 

Industrial production for October is expected to increase 0.2%, compared to a 1% improvement in 
September. Housing starts and building permits are both expected to improve slightly from last 
month, while existing home sales may decline compared to the September report. Both the 
Producer Price Index and the Consumer Price Index, excluding food and energy, are estimated to 
increase only 0.1% on a month-over-month basis.  
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,810.06 0.99% 7.44% 13.88%

NASDAQ 4,712.97 0.52% 12.84% 20.21%

S&P 500 LargeCap 2,063.50 1.16% 11.64% 17.28%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,444.39 0.95% 7.59% 12.17%

S&P 600 SmallCap 676.91 -0.36% 1.71% 6.16%

MSCI EAFE 1,815.14 0.11% -5.24% 0.56%

MSCI Emerging Markets 990.10 -0.07% -1.26% 1.29%

Barclays Agg 0.05% 5.13% 4.77%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.01% 2.90% 2.43%

Treasury Long 0.33% 18.62% 18.10%

Merrill High Yield -0.91% 3.63% 4.60%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 0.96% 19.35% 23.46%

Bloomberg Commodity Index 1.06% -6.07% -4.20%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.00% 0.01% 0.07%

2-Year Treasury 0.50% 0.36% 0.27%

5-Year Treasury 1.61% 1.43% 1.36%

10-Year Treasury 2.31% 2.22% 2.79%

30-Year Treasury 3.01% 2.99% 3.89%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.26% 2.06% 2.68%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, November 21, 2014

Dovish comments from the European Central Bank President, Mario Draghi, caused a stir in the global 
markets prior to the open on Friday. Speaking in Frankfurt, Germany on Thursday, Draghi emphasized 
the urgency in obtaining higher inflation. Currently, the ECB has responded to lower inflation and 
growth by dropping interest rates to historic lows while purchasing asset backed securities. This is being 
done with the expectation that there will be a large scale government bond buying program in the early 
part of 2015.

“If on our current trajectory our policy is not effective enough to achieve this, or further risks of 
inflation outlook materialize, we would step up the pressure and broaden even more channels through 
which we intervene, by altering accordingly the size, pace, and composition of our purchases,” ECB 
President Draghi said in his speech.

Additionally, in a surprising move on Thursday, the People’s Bank of China cut lending rates for the first 
time in two years amid speculation they will not keep up with the forecasted growth of 7.5% this year.   
The economy grew, year-over-year, at 7.3% amid a recent slowdown in factory orders, production, and 
retail sales.

These moves sent European shares higher with the DAX in Germany and the CAC in France, both up 
over 2%. The FTSE in London finished higher by over 1%, and the major Asian markets were up over 1% 
as well on all the news. Domestically, we will again test new record highs in both the Dow and the S&P 
500 with the NASDAQ reaching levels not seen since the tech boom in 2000.

The price of oil was rising towards $80/barrel on the news as well. Over the past few quarters of 
weakening economic data out of Europe and a slowing economy in China, the price of oil has fallen 
substantially over the past few months. The futures in the pre-market jumped by over 2%, and closed 
out the day up almost 1%. The OPEC summit meets next week, and analysts are expecting a cut to the 
supply, prompting another boost to higher oil prices.

With the Thanksgiving holiday, next week will be a light week; however, there will still be several 
significant economic releases to keep an eye on. These include the Q3 GDP revisions and housing 
starts, initial jobless claims, personal income, and durable goods. 
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,828.24 0.00% 7.55% 13.42%

NASDAQ 4,791.63 1.91% 14.73% 19.54%

S&P 500 LargeCap 2,067.56 0.72% 11.86% 16.85%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,442.63 0.32% 7.46% 12.20%

S&P 600 SmallCap 686.48 1.41% 3.15% 5.79%

MSCI EAFE 1,842.63 0.62% -3.81% 0.86%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1,012.62 0.82% 0.99% 2.18%

Barclays Agg 0.64% 5.70% 4.95%

Barclays Intermediate G/C 0.43% 3.26% 2.51%

Treasury Long 2.14% 20.87% 18.09%

Merrill High Yield 0.58% 4.24% 4.88%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 2.66% 21.29% 27.26%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -3.79% -9.83% -8.68%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.01% 0.06%

2-Year Treasury 0.49% 0.40% 0.29%

5-Year Treasury 1.50% 1.52% 1.37%

10-Year Treasury 2.18% 2.30% 2.74%

30-Year Treasury 2.91% 3.07% 3.82%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.22% 2.12% 2.71%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, November 28, 2014

A series of economic reports this week posted a mostly upbeat picture of the economy, although a few 
sour notes were mixed in as well. Third quarter GDP was revised upward to 3.9% from the previous 
figure of 3.5%. Looking at the elements of GDP, consumer spending, which amounts to 70% of 
economic activity, increased 2.2% for the quarter, upwardly revised from 1.8%. Business investment in 
equipment also heavily contributed to the increase, revised to 10.7% from 7.2%. Combined, the second 
and third quarter GDP figures mark the strongest six-month reading in more than ten years.
  
In contrast, the Consumer Confidence index figure unexpectedly declined to a five-month low, 
indicating that consumers are still uncertain about the economy despite its recent upward trends. The 
index, at 88.7, fell short of analysts’ expectations of 98.5. The main contributors to the decline were 
Americans’ outlook on business conditions. Also released this week, new home sales rose in October to 
458,000, a 0.7% increase from September, with monthly gains in the Midwest and Northeast largely 
offset by declines in the South and West.

American equity markets were little changed this week, as is often the case during the Thanksgiving 
week. In light trading, markets mostly shrugged at economic releases and traded sideways to slightly 
higher, in-line with the recent overall trend. Large-cap stocks have been the leaders in 2014 and the 
S&P 500 continues to post record high levels, with year-to-date total returns of approximately 14%. In 
contrast, small-cap stocks have inched forward only about 3% this year, as measured by the Russell 
2000 index. Foreign stocks also drifted this week. European exchanges gained slightly on expectations 
for more stimulus and asset purchases from the European Central Bank.
 
Interest rates ticked lower, as some of the week’s economic releases underscored the uneven nature of 
the U.S. economic recovery. Money flows continue to seek out the safety and relative yield of the U.S. 
Treasury market. The benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury yield slipped several basis points throughout the 
week to close at 2.18%.
 
Oil continued its slide, reversing last week’s bounce, and setting five-year lows. OPEC agreed on 
Thursday to keep its production ceiling unchanged at 30 million barrels per day, causing the commodity 
to plummet on Friday over 5%. Brent has declined over 30% in 2014, thanks to soft global demand, 
higher U.S. production, and a strong dollar. Sliding oil prices continue to pressure domestic energy 
equities, including the exploration and production sector, and oilfield service companies. On the other 
hand, stocks of companies that are heavy users of energy products, such as airlines, utilities, and 
package-delivery companies are benefiting.  

Next week will provide a few significant economic data points regarding the economy in November. 
On Tuesday, construction spending along with motor vehicle sales will be posted. Expectations are 
for a 0.5% increase in construction spending, and vehicle sales of 16.6 million. Wednesday’s ISM 
Non-Manufacturing index is expected to post a reading of 58.0, showing continued signs of growth 
in the service sector. November’s employment figures will be released Friday. Expectations are for 
230,000 jobs to have been added, with the unemployment rate dropping to 5.7%.
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,958.79 0.89% 8.34% 16.35%

NASDAQ 4,780.75 -0.14% 14.47% 20.16%

S&P 500 LargeCap 2,075.37 0.54% 12.28% 18.85%

S&P 400 MidCap 1,444.31 0.26% 7.58% 12.94%

S&P 600 SmallCap 678.39 0.23% 1.93% 6.54%

MSCI EAFE 1,830.28 -0.51% -4.45% 3.02%

MSCI Emerging Markets 986.91 -1.77% -1.57% 1.60%

Barclays Agg -0.12% 5.57% 5.46%

Barclays Intermediate G/C -0.11% 3.14% 2.74%

Treasury Long -0.12% 20.73% 20.15%

Merrill High Yield -1.07% 3.12% 3.72%

FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -0.57% 20.86% 26.55%

Bloomberg Commodity Index -0.66% -10.78% -10.40%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.02% 0.06%

2-Year Treasury 0.64% 0.52% 0.30%

5-Year Treasury 1.68% 1.63% 1.49%

10-Year Treasury 2.30% 2.34% 2.87%

30-Year Treasury 2.97% 3.06% 3.91%

Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.14% 2.20% 2.75%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, December 5, 2014

Positive economic reports this week were capped off by a much stronger than expected November jobs 
report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics on Friday. Employers added 321,000 jobs in November, the 
largest monthly gain in jobs since January of 2012. The unemployment rate remained unchanged at 
5.8%. The number of jobs added in September and October were revised up a combined 44,000.
 
Another positive from the report was the 0.4% increase in average hourly earnings for the month of 
November, which moves the year-over-year increase in average hourly earnings to 2.1%. The increase in 
average hourly earnings suggests that we may see a meaningful increase in November personal income, 
which combined with low inflation and falling gasoline prices bodes well for the consumer segment of 
the economy going forward.

Earlier in the week, data on U.S. automobile sales for November were better than expected as they 
came in at an annualized rate of 17.2 million vehicles. The gains were driven by increases in the sales of 
SUVs and trucks as car manufacturers offered incentives, and lower gas prices boosted demand for 
larger vehicles.

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude continued its plummet this week amid speculation that the 
global oil market will remain oversupplied following the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) decision to keep output unchanged. Crude came under pressure earlier in the week after Saudi 
Arabia’s state-run oil company lowered official selling prices for its crude in January to the lowest in at 
least 14 years for buyers in the U.S. and Asia.
 
Domestic stockpiles also shrank by 3.69 million barrels to 379.3 million barrels in the week ended 
November 28, down from the highest since the end of June, the Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) announced this week. Crude inventories at Cushing, Oklahoma, the nation’s largest storage hub, 
decreased by 694,000 barrels to 23.9 million. Production climbed to 9.08 million barrels a day, the 
fastest rate in weekly records that started in January 1983, according to the Energy Department’s 
statistical arm.

Next week will be a light week; however, there will be retail sales and consumer sentiment reports 
that will give us an indication on the effect of lower gas prices on consumer spending. 
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Financial Market Update

THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,280.83 -3.78% 4.25% 9.79%
NASDAQ 4,653.60 -2.66% 11.42% 16.39%
S&P 500 LargeCap 2,002.33 -3.52% 8.35% 12.95%
S&P 400 MidCap 1,402.36 -2.90% 4.45% 9.23%
S&P 600 SmallCap 664.20 -2.79% 1.09% 6.02%
MSCI EAFE 1,787.39 -2.44% -6.69% -1.93%
MSCI Emerging Markets 946.04 -4.02% -5.65% -4.59%
Barclays Aggregate 0.43% 5.76% 5.47%
Bloomberg Non-US Govt Bond -0.82% 10.11% 9.83%
Bloomberg Treasury Index 0.70% 5.98% 5.26%
Bloomberg High Yield Index -1.70% 0.75% 1.02%
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index -0.10% 20.61% 23.33%
Bloomberg Commodity Index -1.28% -11.91% -12.32%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.02% 0.01% 0.07%
2-Year Treasury 0.54% 0.54% 0.32%
5-Year Treasury 1.51% 1.65% 1.53%
10-Year Treasury 2.08% 2.37% 2.88%
30-Year Treasury 2.74% 3.10% 3.89%
Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.10% 2.23% 2.81%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, December 12, 2014

Markets fell across the globe this week as oil prices continued to slide to their lowest level since 2009.  
Data reported Wednesday showed a surprising increase in U.S. supplies. In addition, OPEC lowered its 
demand forecast for 2015, saying it should be at the lowest level since 2003. This, along with a 5% 
decline in the Shanghai Composite Index, led domestic stocks to their worst decline in two months on 
Wednesday as the S&P 500 Index fell 1.6%. Chinese stocks fell following the announcement of a new 
rule prohibiting the use of low-grade corporate bonds as collateral for short-term lending. The goal of 
the new collateral rule is to control the amount of high-risk debt issuances. Profit taking after a 23% 
increase in the Shanghai Index in the past few weeks also weighed on investors in China. After a slight 
rebound on Thursday in China and here at home, reports that the PPI fell 0.2%, sharper than 
expected, led to another triple-digit loss for the Dow on Friday.
  
Retail sales continued to improve for a second consecutive month in November with a gain of 0.7%, 
the largest increase in eight months. Sales would have been even higher if not for the 0.8% decline in 
spending at gas stations due to lower gas prices. The drop in the price of oil has boosted consumers’ 
discretionary income and confidence, leading consumers to spend more. 

Economists are expecting additional improvement in consumer spending as a result of higher 
household income and stronger job growth. This is good news for the U.S. economy since consumer 
spending accounts for roughly two-thirds of U.S. economic activity.
  
Following on the strong payroll report last Friday, fewer Americans filed claims for jobless benefits last 
week. According to a report from the Labor Department, state claims for unemployment benefits 
declined by 3,000 in the week ended December 6 to 294,000. While the four-week moving average 
ticked up slightly, it held below the 300,000 level as it has for 13 straight months. The 13-week 
average of claims dropped to 289,000, the lowest since 2000. 
 
In other economic news, the preliminary reading of the consumer confidence in December by the 
University of Michigan came in at 93.8%, above last month’s report of 88.5 and the highest level since 
January of 2007. The Labor Department reported import prices fell 1.5% last month, the largest 
decline since 2012, as the cost of petroleum products tumbled.    
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Price return as of the last available closing price. Source data: Bloomberg and Morningstar and are 
believed to be correct but not verified.

Next week’s economic data will include reports on manufacturing, housing, and inflation. Industrial 
production is expected to increase 0.7% after a very slight 0.1% decline in October. Consensus 
expectations call for capacity utilization to increase to 79.3% from 78.9% the prior month. 
Housing starts are predicted to improve 3.1% after a surprising decline of 2.8% in October. 
Inflation as measured by the CPI Index is estimated to decline 0.1% (+0.1% ex food and energy), 
representing an annual increase of 1.4% (1.8% ex food and energy). No major changes are 
expected from the FOMC meeting mid-week, except perhaps the “considerable time” language 
that they have been using in reference to an expected increase in interest rates.    
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 17,804.80 3.03% 7.41% 10.05%
NASDAQ 4,765.38 2.40% 14.10% 17.43%
S&P 500 LargeCap 2,070.65 3.42% 12.03% 14.43%
S&P 400 MidCap 1,449.42 3.36% 7.96% 11.12%
S&P 600 SmallCap 685.48 3.11% 2.91% 6.07%
MSCI EAFE 1,767.33 0.01% -7.74% -4.73%
MSCI Emerging Markets 935.12 -0.35% -6.74% -5.61%
Barclays Aggregate -0.40% 5.64% 5.37%
Bloomberg Non-US Govt Bond 0.22% 9.97% 9.57%
Bloomberg Treasury Index -0.62% 5.84% 5.26%
Bloomberg High Yield Index 0.28% 0.36% 0.58%
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 1.45% 22.36% 23.16%
Bloomberg Commodity Index -1.90% -13.59% -14.26%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.03% 0.00% 0.07%
2-Year Treasury 0.65% 0.52% 0.37%
5-Year Treasury 1.65% 1.64% 1.64%
10-Year Treasury 2.16% 2.36% 2.93%
30-Year Treasury 2.76% 3.08% 3.91%
Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.11% 2.29% 2.77%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, December 19, 2014

The FOMC met this week, amid chatter about when the Fed was going to raise interest rates and if the 
go-to ‘considerable time’ language would be removed when discussing the timing of potential rate 
increases. As was largely expected, the ‘considerable time’ qualifier was removed from the Fed’s 
statement and replaced with language stating they instead would be ‘patient’ when considering when 
to raise rates. Chairman Janet Yellen noted in a follow-up press conference the change in language 
does not represent a change in Fed intention. Yellen also noted the economic recovery remains on 
track despite a weaker-than-anticipated housing recovery and the Fed is on track to raise interest 
rates but would likely keep rates near zero at least through the first quarter. She also outlined 
economic parameters necessary to be reached in order for rates to be raised and that they would be 
raised gradually thereafter, potentially reaching a more normalized level by 2017. 

Following the Fed release on Wednesday, equity markets rallied and yields on Treasury securities rose. 
On Thursday, the S&P gained 48 points, for its biggest one-day gain since January 2013. Friday 
finished the three-day rally, erasing December gains and putting stocks into the black for the month. 

On Tuesday, The Bank of Russia unexpectedly raised interest rates 6.5 percentage points to 17% in 
order to try to halt a recent slide in the ruble’s value. The tactic did not work, with the ruble falling 
against the U.S. dollar to a record low. The ruble remains down significantly against the dollar year to 
date amid declining oil prices and Western sanctions which have impacted the Russian economy as of 
late. Oil continued its tumble this week, with WTI briefly touching $54.11 on Thursday, its lowest price 
in five years.

In other economic news, industrial production for November rose 1.3% following a revised 0.1% gain 
in October, and ahead of analyst expectations for a 0.7% rise. Manufacturing, utilities, and consumer 
goods output all contributed to the rise, while mining, which includes oil, fell. The housing recovery 
continues, albeit sluggishly, with housing starts for November falling 1.6% after a rebound in October. 
Single-family home starts fell, while multifamily starts rose. The Consumer Price Index fell 0.3% for 
November mostly due to lower gasoline and energy prices. The less volatile core CPI (excluding food 
and energy) rose 0.1%. Following a strong report at the end of November, initial jobless claims fell for 
the third straight week to 289,000 for the week ended December 13. The four-week average, a less 
volatile measure, fell slightly to 298,750. 
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Price return as of the last available closing price. Source data: Bloomberg and Morningstar and are 
believed to be correct but not verified.

Despite a shortened week due to the Christmas holiday, a number of economic releases are 
scheduled for next week. Existing home sales for November will be released Monday with 
expectations for 5.18 million, a slight decrease from October levels. New home sales are due out 
Tuesday, with no expected change from the October level. The housing recovery is expected to 
continue, albeit slowly. The third estimate for third quarter GDP is also due Tuesday, and is 
expected to be revised up to 4.5% from 3.9%. Also being released next week are durable goods 
orders, consumer sentiment, and personal income and outlays, all on Tuesday. 
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW INDEX LEVEL WEEK YTD 12 MOS

DJ Industrial Average 18,053.71 1.40% 8.91% 10.37%
NASDAQ 4,806.86 0.87% 15.09% 15.68%
S&P 500 LargeCap 2,088.77 0.88% 13.01% 13.93%
S&P 400 MidCap 1,467.90 1.25% 9.34% 10.00%
S&P 600 SmallCap 699.86 1.40% 4.44% 4.50%
MSCI EAFE 1,789.40 0.41% -6.59% -4.72%
MSCI Emerging Markets 950.61 0.64% -5.19% -4.50%
Barclays Aggregate -0.26% 5.50% 5.58%
Bloomberg Non-US Govt Bond 0.38% 10.83% 10.47%
Bloomberg Treasury Index -0.44% 5.59% 5.41%
Bloomberg High Yield Index 0.59% 1.42% 1.46%
FTSE/NAREIT All REIT Index 1.13% 23.73% 23.20%
Bloomberg Commodity Index -2.00% -15.32% -16.47%

KEY TREASURY RATES CURRENT WEEK 1 MONTH AGO 1 YEAR AGO

3-Month T-Bill 0.01% 0.01% 0.06%
2-Year Treasury 0.74% 0.52% 0.41%
5-Year Treasury 1.75% 1.56% 1.74%
10-Year Treasury 2.25% 2.25% 2.99%
30-Year Treasury 2.81% 2.95% 3.92%
Municipal Bond Yields (10 Yr) 2.13% 2.23% 2.77%

UPCOMING WEEK

Friday, December 26, 2014

Despite estimates for the housing market to continue its recovery, November’s existing and new 
home sales both produced figures that were below expectations, further showing that volatility 
persists within the housing sector. Total existing home sales were down 6.1% in November to a 
seasonally adjusted annual rate of 4.93 million homes; below the consensus range of 4.97 to 5.35 
million and the weakest sales rate since May.  Sales of new homes for November were also 
disappointing with a rate of 438,000 vs. expectations of 460,000. While the new home sales pace 
rose in the West Coast by 14.8%, it declined in the Northeast, South and the Midwest by 12%, 6.4% 
and 6.3% respectfully.

On a positive note, the Commerce Department reported that the US economy grew at its fastest pace 
in eleven years in the third quarter, 5% on a seasonally adjusted basis, up from the previous estimate 
of 3.9%. Consumer spending, which accounts for two-thirds of GDP, was revised up to 3.2% from 
2.2% while growth in domestic demand came in at 4.1%, ahead of the 3.2% pace previously reported. 
Spending on equipment, intellectual property product and non-residential structures pushed business 
investment growth to an 8.9% pace as compared to the prior estimate of 7.1%.  In a positive sign for 
fourth quarter GDP, consumer spending in November rose 0.6% and personal income was up 0.4%.

The initial report on orders for durable goods in November fell 0.7%. This was below expectations for 
a 3% increase as economists predicted 224 new plane orders at Boeing would boost the data. The 
number was flat when excluding volatile aircraft and defense orders. This represents an improvement 
over slight declines in October and September.   
 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average surpassed the 18,000 mark this week for its 38th record close in 
2014.  Since reaching an intraday peak of 17,986.10 on December 5th, the index fell over 900 points 
through December 16th then rebounded over 1,000 points after the Fed announced it would use 
patience in raising interest rates in 2015. Overseas, the Shanghai Composite Index finished out a 
volatile week up 2.8% today and up 1.8% since last Friday. 
 
While stocks have been on a tear, U.S. Treasurys suffered their worst day in over a year on Tuesday. 
The yield on the 10-year Treasury rose to 2.257%, a gain of 0.095 percentage points. The dollar 
strengthened against the yen and the euro. The euro now stands near a two-year low of $1.22. 
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Price return as of the last available closing price. Source data: Bloomberg and Morningstar and are 
believed to be correct but not verified.

The last days of 2014 along with the first days of 2015 will present several important economic 
releases. On Tuesday, the Consumer Confidence index will post its final figures with a consensus 
forecast of 94.0 after an unexpected fall last month to 88.7 from a post-recession high of 94.1 in 
October.  Ending the week on Friday will be data on construction spending along with the ISM 
Manufacturing Composite Index.  Construction spending is estimated to be up 0.4% after a 1.1% 
decline last month, while the ISM may be down slightly to 57.5 from 58.7 in October following a 
weak NY Empire survey. The current  quarter average for the ISM index is on pace to be the 
strongest of the year.  
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